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Abstract  

 

This work presents a foundation to combine computational musculoskeletal modelling and finite 

element modelling to investigate joint biomechanics with application to knee osteoarthritis. A novel 

framework to rapidly generate a finite element model of the knee is developed that comprises 

subject-specific anatomy, combining data from medical images and motion capture. This work 

demonstrates the robustness and feasibility of the workflow to predict the three-dimensional 

kinematics of the joint from the resulting anatomical model, thus addressing the form-function 

relationship inherent in joint mechanics.  

Knee joint mechanics are influenced by the geometry of the knee, and in particular the articulating 

surfaces of the tibial, patellar, and femoral cartilage. The workflow developed in Chapter 3 

reconstructs major lower limb bone segments (pelvis, femur, tibia, fibula, and patella), knee 

cartilage volumes and major ligamentous constraints of the knee, using only sparse motion 

capture markers and a 12cm field of view MRI scan of the knee. The workflow reconstructed the 

subject-specific knee finite element model within 25 minutes, which is considered an acceptable 

time frame for clinical use. The accuracy of this new method is comparable to that achieved by a 

more traditional approach of generating meshes directly from segmented MR images.  

Chapter 4 explains principal component analysis and partial least squares regression techniques 

used to generate statistical shape models of the knee joint. The subject-specific 3D knee models 

were reconstructed from easily measured anthropometric and demographic measurements. In 

Chapter 5, a robust tool to reproduce the knee joint geometry from sparse weight-bearing MR 

imaging data was developed and used to estimate the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral kinematics. 

The results suggested that the knee joint kinematics may differ for men and women. The tool also 

exhibited variation of the contact areas as patellar and tibial cartilage mesh material points. In 

Chapter 6, PLSR knee models were developed, demonstrating the ability to characterise complex 

morphologic and kinematics interactions and present them in a manner that provides 

comprehensive clinical insights and applications.  

The PLSR model closely produced weight-bearing TF and PF alignments that were previously 

estimated and reported in Chapter 5. This integrated model could be used for rapid examination 

of the knee joint kinematics in a clinical motion analysis system. Future work will  combine the FE 

knee modelling results with  a rigid body model of the musculoskeletal system using open source 

modelling software (OpenSim, SimTK.org).  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  
 

1.1 Purpose of Dissertation  

Knee joint injury and disease, such as osteoarthritis, is common and costly and becoming              

more prevalent in today's ageing and overweight society. The onset, progression and            

incidence of knee osteoarthritis, is intimately linked to the mechanics of the articulating             

surfaces and surrounding soft tissue. Computational models of varying complexity have been            

developed to investigate joint mechanics, such as kinematics, contact pressure, and cartilage            

stress, with the ultimate goal of predicting the form and function of the articulation.              

Computational models of the knee joint can be loosely characterised as being deformable or              

rigid. Continuum mechanics models, solved using finite element analysis, can account for            

deformations of bone and soft tissues, but might take hours to solve a single gait cycle, thus                 

limiting their clinical use. Rigid body models that constrain the joint kinematics or incorporate              

some assumptions regarding joint contact take less time to solve, but perhaps do not              

measure the parameter of interest, or simplify the kinematic relationship between bones. The             

knee adduction moment (KAM), for example, remains a commonly used ‘surrogate’ measure            

that can be obtained from a rigid body inverse dynamic analysis, to represent the relative               

load sharing between the medial and lateral condyle of the knee. Such simplification does not               

account for the individual form-function relationship that exists between the articulating shape            

of the articulating surfaces and the surrounding soft tissue structures. One approach to this              

problem is to estimate muscle forces using a rigid body model (e.g. using OpenSim or               

AnyBody software packages) and then apply the resulting muscle forces to a finite element              

model of the joint. The challenge with such an approach is to create consistent anatomical               

models that can be used for both rigid body analysis and continuum mechanics, as the two                

modelling systems have different requirements to accurately represent the underlying          
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anatomy and are solved using different methods. Thus, a “disconnect” exists between the             

two approaches. A hybrid model that accounts for the complicated joint anatomy and             

resulting contact mechanics yet can be solved in a clinically-meaningful time frame, would be              

desirable. Statistical shape modelling provides a promising method to rapidly reconstruct the            

geometry of the joint and surrounding soft tissue and is becoming increasingly popular in the               

field of biomechanics and joint modelling (Fitzpatrick and others 2011; Rao and others 2013;              

Williams and others 2010; Zhang and Besier 2017). 

 

Figure 1.1. Flowchart showing the overview of the different chapters of the thesis. Red boxes               

illustrate chapters of the thesis which are the novel contributions to the thesis. 

 

The purpose of this work is to use statistical shape modelling to develop a workflow to rapidly                 

generate a finite element model of the knee that comprises of subject-specific anatomy of the               

bones, cartilage surfaces, and soft tissue of the joint, combining data from medical images              

and motion capture, which are typical of a clinical biomechanical study. The workflow is              

extended to predict the three-dimensional kinematics of the joint from the resulting            

anatomical model, thus addressing the form-function relationship inherent in the joint           

mechanics. The tools developed in this thesis have been created within a Python-based             

open-source modelling environment, called the Musculoskeletal Atlas Project (MAP). The          
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final workflows have been made available to the scientific community          

[https://bitbucket.org/knee-modeling] and can be run through the MAP Client, a desktop           

workflow manager.  

 

1.2 Osteoarthritis  

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis, characterised by the degeneration             

of the articular cartilage which results in pain and loss of function [Figure 1.2]. Increasing life                

expectancy and obesity will ensure an increased incidence of OA and will make it the top                

fourth cause of disability by the year 2020 (Murphy and others 2008). The knee and hip are                 

the two most common sites of OA. A recent study conducted by the New Zealand Health                

Survey (NZHS) showed that the prevalence of OA among those 15 years and over has               

increased from 15% in 2006-07 to 17% in 2015-16 (Ministry of Health 2015; Ministry of               

Health 2016).  

 

Figure 1.2. An osteoarthritic knee joint can be depicted in a weight-bearing x-ray. Joint              

space narrowing, subchondral sclerosis and osteophytes on margin of femur bone are three             

main signs of grade four of knee osteoarthritis given Kellgren and Lawrence (K/L) grading              

scale (Kellgren and Lawrence 1957).  

 

Knee osteoarthritis is commonly thought of as a “wear and tear” of the articular cartilage,               

leading to degeneration, pain, and disability. However, there are many potential mechanical            
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pathways to knee osteoarthritis, not only as a chondral “wear and tear” pathology but as a                

“whole-organ” disorder regarding multiple joint segments and musculoskeletal tissues,         

including bone, ligaments, muscle, and meniscus (Osimani and Chillemi 2017).  

Gait retraining is a non-invasive intervention aimed to redistribute the loads within the knee              

and slow the progression of the disease. It has tremendous potential as an early intervention               

for knee osteoarthritis but would be more effective with accurate knowledge of            

subject-specific joint mechanics and load distribution within the knee. The ultimate goal of             

this work is to develop subject-specific computational models that can be used during gait              

retraining to estimate joint mechanics and load distribution within the joint. This section             

focuses on the disease overview and description of primary risk factors associated with the              

incidence of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis. This thesis addresses several           

challenges to create computational models of the knee joint and make these models feasible              

for clinical application for gait retraining: 

● Challenge 1: rapidly generating a model that accurately represents the anatomy of            

the bones, cartilage surfaces, and soft tissue of the knee joint (Chapters 3 and 4) 

● Challenge 2: predicting three-dimensional kinematics of the joint (Chapters 5 and 6) 

● Challenge 3: predicting tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact mechanics from our          

statistical shape model (Appendix: Case Study) 

 

1.2.2 Current Treatment of Knee Osteoarthritis 

There is no cure for OA, and the only effective treatment of end-stage degeneration of the                

knee cartilage remains orthopaedic surgery (typically total joint replacement) with long-term           

rehabilitation and variable functional outcomes. Joint replacement requires invasive surgery          

and is still considered a ‘high risk’ operation, which can cost the patient’s life. A study based                 

on the US National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS) for the period of 2000-2011 revealed              

an 86% and 99% increased rate of total knee replacement (TKR) for adult women and men,                

respectively . Additional to the huge personal health and social consequences, the high rate             1

of OA prevalence results in a demanding economic pressure on families and the public              

health system. Increasing the number of joint replacements is not a viable solution (Hider and               

others 2016). 

1 . https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db210.htm  
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Although there is no cure for OA, the rate of progression of the disease, particularly in its                 

early stage, might be slowed by appropriate non-invasive interventions. The onset,           

progression, and severity of knee OA has been strongly linked to the mechanical loading of               

the joint, in particular, the applied knee adduction moment (Andriacchi 1994; Andriacchi and             

others 2004; Andriacchi and Mundermann 2006; Radin and others 1991). This has provided             

the impetus to design a gait retraining strategy that alters the knee adduction moment, and               

potentially shifts load from a region of cartilage that is damaged to a region that is not                 

damaged, thus prolonging the life of the natural joint. Typically, for medial tibiofemoral joint              

OA, this involves redistributing the load from the medial condyle to the lateral condyle, to               

slow disease progression and improve mobility (Dowling, Fisher, Andriacchi 2010; Shull and            

others 2013a). Increased mobility is connected with better life, decreased health care cost,             

increased quality of employment, and earnings (Kabiri and others 2018).  

Shull and colleagues (Shull and others 2011) for example, have shown that people can              

significantly change their walking mechanics (Petersson and Jacobsson 2002) by gait           

retraining. Losing weight may also help patients to reduce the load on their knees. For               

instance, 1 kg of weight loss can potentially result in a 2.2 kg decrease of loading on the                  

knee (Aaboe and others 2011). Another example of a treatment strategy to alter the              

mechanical loads within the joint is the surgical adjustment of the varus alignment of the knee                

which may lessen the risk of medial knee OA (Sharma and others 2010). Exercise is yet                

another intervention that may be prescribed by a physician to slow OA disease progression.              

Although it has not been proven that exercise may be disease modifying, there is evidence               

that shows strengthening of the muscles play a vital role in managing the symptoms of OA                

(Hunter and Eckstein 2009). The advantages of exercise are promising when coupled with             

other interventions such as weight loss or changing the acting direction of weight on the knee                

joint (Bennell and Hinman 2011). These activities can be systematically defined and            

accepted as subject-specific medical motion retraining strategies; however, the prediction          

and measurement of the magnitude and direction of the load at each point of the articulating                

surfaces with respect to the body motions or kinematics of the knee is essential. 

 

1.2.3 Gait Retraining  

There is a moderate correlation between the knee adduction moment (KAM), the medial             

compartment contact force during gait (Zhao and others 2007), and the severity of OA              

(Sharma and others 1998). In the past, the KAM during the stance phase of walking has                

been used as a ‘surrogate’ measure of the load distribution across the tibiofemoral joint. The               
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KAM can be calculated relatively easy by using an inverse dynamic approach. This approach              

uses motion capture to identify the location of the knee joint centre, and a force plate to                 

measure the ground reaction force vector (Shull and others 2013b). However, the KAM is              

only one of 6 inverse dynamic loads at the tibiofemoral joint and does not represent any                

influence of muscle force. Therefore, it remains a crude estimate of the load distribution              

within the knee and does not correlate highly with in vivo joint contact force measurements               

(Fregly and others 2012a; Fregly and others 2012b).  

Recent evidence from instrumented knee implants has shown that the KAM is sometimes a              

poor predictor of medial-lateral joint contact forces (Walter and others 2010). The magnitude             

and direction of joint contact forces are highly sensitive to the muscle recruitment strategy              

(Lin and others 2010; Winby and others 2009), which demands models that account for              

individual muscle activation patterns. Using electromyography (EMG) to estimate muscle          

forces is an established method (Lloyd and Besier 2003) to improve the accuracy of muscle               

and joint predictions (Fregly and others 2012). Ideally, EMG-driven estimates of muscle            

forces would be included with the computational model of joint mechanics. Hypothetically,            

one would predict the contact pressure distribution or cartilage stress distribution within the             

joint and use this as feedback in a gait retraining scheme. However, this requires              

sophisticated computational modelling, as experimental measurement of these internal         

variables is not possible.  

 

1.3 Musculoskeletal vs Finite Element Models 

Rigid body musculoskeletal models are capable of estimating muscle and tibiofemoral joint            

contact forces (Lin and others 2010) with reasonable accuracy, so long as care is taken to                

reproduce the subject anatomy and joint kinematics (Gerus and others 2013). This typically             

requires a combination of medical imaging data and motion capture. Fregly and colleagues             

(Fregly and others 2012) have mentioned notable differences between experimental data           

and model-based estimates for the total contact forces, in particular when predicting the             

medial and lateral contact force patterns separately. In many cases, modelling studies            

overestimated tibial forces during gait, which explain why those models must be validated             

against weight bearing (loaded) MRIs, experimental data, or measures derived from force            

instrumented implants.  

Continuum, finite element (FE) models (Halloran and others 2005; Kiapour and others 2014)             

have been used to solve joint mechanical problems and investigate the relationship between             
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kinematics, contact pressure, and cartilage stresses (Halloran and others 2005; Kiapour and            

others 2014). These models require forces and/or kinematics as input and typically rely on              

musculoskeletal models for input boundary conditions and/or load cases. Ideally, the           

musculoskeletal and FE models both share the same geometry, derived from medical            

imaging data. Furthermore, generating FE models is a time consuming, and costly exercise             

and cannot be applied in a clinical setting in their current form.  

 

1.4 Statistical Shape modelling of the Knee Joint 

Reconstruction of the subject-specific lower limb geometries from anthropometric and          

demographic parameters has been partially evaluated (Nolte and others 2016; Zhang and            

others 2016); however, further work is required to evaluate their accuracy. Ideally, one would              

rapidly generate knee joint models which include soft-tissue constraints and deformable           

articular cartilage surfaces to predict joint mechanics in a clinical setting. To achieve this, a               

framework has been developed that relies upon statistical shape models of the knee joint to               

generate subject-specific musculoskeletal and finite element models. This requires studying          

the relationship between the knee geometries and easy measurable demographic          

parameters.  

  

1.5 Novel contributions 

This work provides a foundation to bridge the gap between rigid-body musculoskeletal            

models and continuum mechanics approaches to model the knee joint. This was achieved             

by developing and using statistical shape models which share the same geometry, loads and              

boundary conditions. The following novel contributions of this work were:  

1. An integrated rapid workflow for generating knee models from sparse anthropometric           

and medical imaging data. The workflow will be open-source and available to our             

professional community.  

2. Statistical shape model (SSM) of the knee, including bone-cartilage geometries was           

developed. These models predict knee anatomical structural geometries as well as           

subject-specific kinematics. 
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3. A new tool to rapidly reconstruct the knee model from low resolution and poor quality               

weight-bearing MR imaging data. The accuracy and robustness of this approach is            

presented. 

4. Weight-bearing knee kinematics were predicted using shape and sparse         

anthropometric measures. It was showed that anthropometric measures can improve          

the accuracy and predictability of the knee SSMs. 

5. A subject-specific FE knee model resulted from the workflow was successfully           

developed and its capabilities to predict contact mechanics of the joint were            

demonstrated. 

 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This dissertation brings together computational musculoskeletal modelling and finite element          

modelling for rapid estimation of joint biomechanics with application to knee osteoarthritis.            

The works starts with a brief summary of pertinent background literature followed by four              

chapters outlining the developed methods and workflows to generate musculoskeletal and           

finite element models. Chapter two provides a detailed overview of the tibiofemoral and             

patellofemoral joints anatomy, etiology, and mechanics. Studies around computational knee          

modelling have been summarised, which focuses on developing a reliable workflow to            

generate statistical shape models, estimating weight-bearing MRI kinematics, predicting this          

kinematics by developing appropriate statistical models and finally integrating statistical          

shape and finite element models to predict contact loads of the knee joint. 

Knee joint mechanics are influenced by the geometry of the knee, and in particular the               

articulating surfaces of the tibial, patellar, and femoral cartilage. Chapter three presents a             

MAP Client workflow to rapidly and accurately reconstruct knee bone-cartilage models using            

a combination of sparse optical motion capture (mocap) data and MR imaging data of 23               

participants.  

Chapter four describes a statistical shape model of the knee bone-cartilage models required             

to create a musculoskeletal model and/or finite element model. Chapter four also explains             

principal component analysis and partial least squares regression techniques used to           

generate statistical shape models of the knee joint given a subset of bone geometry,              

anatomical landmarks, and demographics such as sex, height, and weight. Cross validation            

tests were also conducted to explain model prediction errors.  
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Chapter five describes a tool to rapidly estimate and describe patellofemoral and tibiofemoral             

weight-bearing alignments (relative bones’ positions and orientations with respect to each           

other) from sparse MR imaging data. Ideally, this method will automatically estimate TF and              

PF joint articular contact points at loaded knee flexion. 

In chapter six, a statistical ‘surrogate’ model of the knee is presented, which predicts knee               

joint weight-bearing kinematics from anatomical information. The ability to predict joint           

kinematics from anatomical variability offers a novel method to obtain subject-specific joint            

kinematic information for rigid body models. Finally, chapter seven summarises the novel            

contributions of the thesis and offers practical future work moving ahead.  

Chapter seven focuses on developing a finite element model for one subject using statistical              

shape model and estimated knee kinematics developed in previous chapters. This finite            

element model offers a promising method to characterise the six degree-of-freedom           

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint kinematics, contact mechanics, and accounting for the           

articulating geometry and soft tissue constraints. The results of load-displacement laxity tests            

from cadavers and validation of the model against in vivo weight-bearing MRIs are briefly              

presented.  
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Chapter 2 

Background 
 

2.1 Anatomical Description of the Knee Joint 

The knee joint comprises the distal femur, proximal tibia and fibula, patella and surrounding              

soft tissues, including joint capsule, ligaments, and muscles. The knee joint consists of two              

articulations between cartilaginous surfaces of the femur and the tibia, the tibiofemoral (TF)             

joint, and the femur and the patella, the patellofemoral (PF) joint. 

Major soft tissues of the knee include ligaments, joint capsule, menisci, and muscles, which              

maintain joint stability and function, and constrain the kinematics (Blankevoort, Huiskes, De            

Lange 1988; Lloyd and Buchanan 1996). [Table 2.1] and [Table 2.2] list major muscles and               

ligaments which constrain the knee motions. 

 

2.1.1 Muscles of the knee joint 

Different groups of muscles cross the knee joint and control the relative movements of the               

lower limb. Table 2.1 depicts the characteristics of muscles crossing the knee. They include:              

the hamstrings (semimembranosus, semitendinosus, biceps femoris long head, and biceps          

femoris short head), sartorius, gracilis, popliteus, tensor fascia latae, plantaris, medial and            

lateral gastrocnemius, and the quadriceps (rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus          

intermedius, vastus medialis). The gluteus maximus by way of its insertion into the tensor              

fascia latae can also assist the knee during flexion.  
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Table 2.1. The major muscles that contribute to knee kinematics   2

Muscle Attachments Mechanical action 

Biceps femoris -long head 

 

Flexes the knee, and rotates the tibia       

laterally 

 

Biceps femoris-short head 

 

Flexes the knee, and also rotates the tibia        

laterally 

Semimembranosus 

 

Extends the thigh, flexes the knee, and       

also rotates the tibia medially, especially      

when the knee is flexed 

Semitendinosus 

 

Extends the thigh and flexes the knee, and        

rotates the tibia medially, especially when      

the knee is flexed 

2 Images adapted from https://rad.washington.edu/muscle-atlas 
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Sartorius 

 

flexes the knee 

Tensor fascia lata Extension and lateral rotation at knee;      

tensor fasciae latae, which laterally     

supports the knee; abduction and medial      

rotation at hip  

Gracilis 

 

Flexion and medial rotation at knee 

Popliteus 

 

Medial rotation of; flexion at knee  

Rectus femoris 

 

Extension at knee, flexion at hip 
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Vastus intermedius 

 

Extension at knee 

Vastus lateralis 

Vastus medialis 

Gluteus maximus 

 

Helps attaches to the iliotibial tract and       

stabilises the extended knee. The effective      

moment arm of the gluts might change       

depending on the knee flexion angle and it        

might extend or flex the knee. 

 

2.1.2 Soft tissue constraints of the knee joint 

The articulating surfaces in the knee are covered by cartilage, which have important roles in               

maintaining the smooth, low-friction environment of the bearing system of the joint (Mak, Lai,              

Mow 1987). Ligament is a tough connective tissue which keeps the skeletal bony parts              

together. The interaction between ligaments, articulating bony geometry, muscles, and other           

soft tissues at the knee joint maintain its stability, allows smooth movements along desired              

anatomical directions and restricts abnormal motions. Ligaments have a unique role in            

supporting the knee. The primary ligaments of the tibiofemoral joint include two cruciate             

ligaments and two collateral ligaments. The joint capsule or membrane covers the entire joint              

and contains the synovial fluid to lubricate and nourish the joint structures [Figure 2.3] .               

These soft tissues and muscles [Figures 2.1-2.4] work together to support the knee and              

guide the joint through a large range of flexion-extension. The anterior cruciate ligament             

(ACL) is a primary constraint of anterior tibial translation with respect to the femur and               

consists of two functional bundles; the anteromedial bundle, which is tensioned by knee             

flexion and the posterolateral bundle, which is tensioned by knee extension. The posterior             

cruciate ligament (PCL) primarily constrains the posterior translation of the tibia with respect             

to the femur. The PCL furthermore contributes in rotational stability of the knee joint and               

includes two bundles, anterolateral and posteromedial bundles. Lateral collateral ligament          
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(LCL) or fibular collateral ligament (FCL) controls the varus load to the knee and medial               

collateral ligament (MCL) controls the valgus stress (Sharma and others 2010). These four             

ligaments have a vital role to control the rotation of the knee as well. The ‘extensor                

mechanism’ incorporates the patella and surrounding structures including quadriceps muscle          

tendon, patellar medial and lateral retinaculum, medial and lateral patellofemoral ligament           

(MPFL, LPFL) and patellar ligament.  

Variation in anatomical characteristics of the knee ligaments like length, cross-sectional area,            

the attachment zones, direction, and the number of bundles has been acknowledged by             

many studies and referring to whole contribution of each one requires a separate study.              

However, table 2.2 briefly illustrates the anatomical origin and insertion as well as the action               

of major tibiofemoral and patellofemoral ligamentous structures of the knee joint (LaPrade            

and others 2015; R. F. LaPrade and others 2007; R. F. LaPrade, Engebretsen and others               

2007; Morgan and others 2010).  

 

Figure 2.1. Medial view of the knee ligaments and major muscle tendons at full extension (M.                

D. LaPrade and others 2015; Saigo and others 2017). Medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL)             

(Zaffagnini and others 2013) depicted in the left picture. 
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Figure 2.2. Posterior-lateral view of the knee ligaments (R. F. LaPrade and others 2007;              

Morgan and others 2010). 

 

Figure 2.3. Frontal schematic presentation of extension mechanism including lateral and           

medial patellofemoral, patellotibial ligaments, patella tendon and quadriceps tendon . 
3

 

3 Adapted from https://www.physio-pedia.com/Patellofemoral_Joint  
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Figure 2.4. Anterior view of the knee (Left), illustrating the lateral and medial patellar              

retinaculum connecting fibers from vastus lateralis and vastus medialis muscles to the tibia,             

supporting the patella in its position relative to femur (Dixit and others 2007). Right picture               

shows a schematic of the knee joint synovial membrane (capsule) in sagittal view . 
4

 

Table 2.2: The major ligaments crossing the knee joint 

Ligament Origin Insertion Mechanical action 

Patellofemoral 

Ligament (PL) 

Adductor tubercle of the distal     

femur: medial epicondyle   

immediately superior to the    

attachment of the MCL 

Super medial border of the     

patella via a wide insertion:     

at 1 cm distal to the      

superior pole of the patella.  

Provides 50%-60% of the resistance     

to lateral displacement of the patella 

Medial 

Patellofemoral 

ligament (MPFL) 

Middle of the edge of adductor      

tubercle of the medial femoral     

condyle 

Supero-medial border of   

the patella, C-shaped   

attachment on the medial    

patellar and quadriceps   

tendon 

Dynamic medial stabiliser of the     

patellar joint against lateral    

subluxation or dislocation 

Lateral 

patellofemoral 

ligament (LPFL) 

Lateral femur C-shaped attachment on   

the lateral patellar and    

quadriceps tendon 

Dynamic lateral stabiliser of the     

patellar joint against medial    

subluxation or dislocation 

Medial 

Patellotibial 

ligament (MPTL) 

Medial to the anterior tibial     

tubercle apophysis 

Medial to the inferior    

patellar apex 

Contributes to establish the height of      

the patella in relation to the femoral       

condyle, transmits the force of the      

4 Adapted from https://www.docpods.com/patella-and-synovial-plica  
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quadriceps contraction to the tibia,     

also contributes to medial stability 

Lateral 

Patellotibial 

ligament (LPTL) 

Lateral to the anterior tibial     

tubercle apophysis 

Lateral to the inferior    

patellar apex 

Contributes to establish the height of      

the patella in relation to the femoral       

condyle, transmits the force of the      

quadriceps contraction to the tibia,     

also contributes to lateral stability 

Anterior cruciate  

ligament (ACL) 

Lateral wall of the    

intercondylar notch at its    

posterior aspect 

Oval shaped area, anterior    

aspect of the tibial plateau     

between the tibial   

eminences 

Primary restraint to anterior tibial     

translation (90%); Secondary restraint    

to tibial rotation; Minor secondary     

restraint to varus-valgus angulation at     

full extension. 

Posterior 

cruciate ligament  

(PCL) 

Broad crescent-shaped area   

on the anterolateral aspect of     

the medial femoral condyle 

Posterior tibia, below the    

articular surface 

PCL is responsible for 95% of total        

restraint to posterior translation of the      

tibia. Secondary restraint to tibial     

external rotation 

Medial collateral  

ligament (MCL) 

medial femoral epicondyle periosteum of proximal   

tibia, deep to the pes     

anserinus 

Primary restraint to valgus instability 

Lateral collateral  

ligament (LCL) 

posterior (4.6 mm) and    

proximal (1.3 mm) to the     

lateral femoral epicondyle   

posterior and superior to the     

insertion of the popliteus. 

Posterior (8.1 mm) to the     

anterior point of the head of      

the fibula. 

Primary restraint to varus stress of      

the knee. Resists tibial external     

rotation. Section the LCL increases     

external rotation at 30°. External     

rotation of the tibia is highest after       

sectioning the LCL and PCL with the       

knee at 90° flexion 

Popliteal-fibular 

ligament (PFL) 

distal (1.3 mm) and anterior     

(0.5 mm) to the tip of the       

styloid process of the fibula 

joins popliteus tendon to    

insert into the lateral    

femoral epicondyle 

static stabiliser of the lateral and      

posterolateral knee resisting varus    

rotation and posterolateral tibial    

rotation and posterior tibial translation 

Oblique popliteal  

ligament (OPL) 

the lateral side of the     

semimembranosus muscle  

and posterior aspect of the     

tibial condyle 

above to the upper margin     

of the intercondyloid fossa    

and posterior surface of the     

femur close to the articular     

margins of the condyles 

the primary ligamentous restraint to     

knee hyperextension 
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Anterolateral 

ligament (ALL) 

posterior (4.6 mm) and    

proximal (1.3 mm) to the     

lateral femoral epicondyle   

posterior and superior to the     

insertion of the LCL 

Between the edge of lateral     

tibial cartilage layer and    

head of fibula 

controls the internal rotation of the      

tibia 

Patellofemoral 

Ligament 

Adductor tubercle of the distal     

femur: medial epicondyle   

immediately superior to the    

attachment of the MCL 

Super medial border of the     

patella via a wide insertion:     

at 1 cm distal to the      

superior pole of the patella,     

near the widest portion of     

the patella.  

Provides 50%-60% of the resistance     

to lateral displacement of the patella 

Ligament of  

Humphrey 

posterior horn of the lateral     

meniscus runs anterior to the     

to the PCL 

distal edge of the femoral     

PCL attachment 

restraint to the lateral meniscus     

displacement 

Ligament of  

Wrisberg: 

posterior horn of lateral    

meniscus 

medial femoral condyle 70 % of knees have either anterior       

meniscofemoral ligament of   

Humphrey or posterior   

meniscofemoral ligament of Wrisberg 

 

The menisci are vital, connective tissue structures in the healthy knee, which increase             

stability of the tibiofemoral joint, distribute stresses over a comprehensive area of articulating             

cartilage, and provide lubrication and nutrition to the knee joint [Figure 2.5, left]. The medial               

meniscus is C-shaped and covers ~50% of the articulating contact area of the medial              

compartment and the lateral meniscus is more unique in its discoid shape and covers ~70%               

of the lateral articulating surface of the tibia plateau (Fithian, Kelly, Mow 1990). Yao and               

co-authors (2008) represented a simple representation to refer the location of the peak             

contact at medial and lateral sides of the tibio-menisco-femoral joint [figure 2.5, right]. The              

medial and lateral menisci are connected to each other through the transverse ligament             

(Rath and Richmond 2000). The outer layer of the medial meniscus mostly connects to the               

joint capsule, which explains its lower immobility compared to the lateral meniscus. Instead,             

the lateral meniscus is more mobile and is anchored to the medial femoral condyle, through               

the meniscofemoral ligaments of Wrisberg and Humphrey, and the popliteal tendon, which            

couples its displacement with femoral motion during the rotation (Thompson and others            

1991).  
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Figure 2.5. Left: medial and lateral meniscus and transversal cross-sectional view of the knee              

ligament ; right: Taguchi schematic representation of the tibio-menisco-femoral joint contact          
5

areas to simplify referring to the contact locations (Yao and others 2008). 

 

2.2 Knee Joint Biomechanics  

Numerous knee joint disorders including osteoarthritis are thought to arise from abnormal            

joint biomechanics (Andriacchi 1994; Andriacchi and others 2004). Tibiofemoral kinematic          

and load sharing variations may lead to patellofemoral joint instability, anterior knee pain, and              

osteoarthritis and vice versa (Seisler and Sheehan 2007). Variation in knee ligamentous            

constraints might also contribute to knee disease progression and severity. For example,            

anterior cruciate ligament rupture or removal has been reported to alter knee load sharing              

and kinematics (Hsieh and others 2002). This section provides an exploration of knee             

biomechanics, specifically understanding aspects involved in computational modelling of the          

joint, the correlation between the three-dimensional kinematics and load sharing of both TF             

and PF joints. 

2.2.1 Anatomical Coordinate Systems 

Before discussing joint motion, forces, and moments, it is worth addressing the need to              

establish a coordinate system of reference. Patient joint analyses primarily need to establish             

a precise anatomical coordinate system (ACS) to address clinical evaluation of disorders.            

5 http://www.med-info.nl/Afwijking_trauma_extremiteit_onder_knie_meniscus.html  
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Forming an accurate ACS is essential for any biomechanical study of the body joints,              

contributing to uncertainty in prediction of the knee joint kinematics. Establishing the femoral             

flexion-extension (FE) axis, for instance, could be performed differently and may affect the             

prediction of the joint kinematics, in particular varus-valgus and internal-external rotations           

(Lenz and others 2008).  

 

Figure 2.6. Location of anatomical landmarks to construct body-fixed and joint anatomical             

coordinate systems used to describe knee kinematics (Lenz and others 2008).  

There are several ACS which apply anatomical landmarks [Figure 2.6] to describe knee joint              

kinematics. Grood and Suntay (Grood and Suntay 1983), Della Croce (Della Croce,            

Cappozzo, Kerrigan 1999), Pennock and Clark (Pennock and Clark 1990), Partial Helical            

Axis (Mannel and others 2004), and Experimental Flexion Axis techniques (Olender and            

others 2014) describe the knee joint ACS in a slightly different way. In this study, the knee                 

ACS has been established using recommendations of Grood and Suntay (1983).  

 

2.2.2 Tibiofemoral Joint Kinematics  

The tibiofemoral joint has 6 degrees of freedom which means the femur and tibia experience               

3 translations and 3 rotations [Figure 2.7]. Relative to the tibia, the femur undergoes              

anterior-posterior (AP) translation, medial-lateral translation (ML) and proximal-distal        

translation. The femur also has three rotational degrees of freedom including           
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flexion-extension (FE), varus-valgus (VV) and internal-external rotation (IE), relative to the           

tibia. Each degree of freedom may be constrained by joint contact or several surrounding soft               

tissues.  

 

Figure 2.7. The femoral transformations relative to the tibia: motions along and around Y axis               

are anterior-posterior and varus-valgus; along and around X axis are medial-lateral and            

flexion-extension; along and around Z axis are axial and internal-external translations and            

rotations, respectively (Trilha Junior and others 2009). 

 

Blankevoort and co-authors (Blankevoort, Huiskes, De Lange 1988) performed a landmark           

experimental study on four intact knee specimens to explain the passive (unloaded)            

kinematics of the human knee joint, where a constant internal (+3Nm) and external (-3Nm)              

rotation moments were applied to the tibia during a range of knee flexion. The motion               

pathways along these limits were defined as the envelopes of passive knee joint motion.              

They found that the motions of the tibia with respect to the femur are retained within this                 

region and are consistent and hardly affected by additional axial forces up to 300 N and AP                 

forces of 30 N (Blankevoort, Huiskes, De Lange 1988).  
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Figure 2.8. Mean tibial translations with respect to the femur under 90N anterior tibial load               

(Passive_ATT) and 90N posterior tibial load (Passive_PTT). Shaded areas show the           

standard deviation from the mean line, measured at each incremental flexion angle (Kondo             

and others 2014). Weight-bearing knee mean anterior-posterior translations (WB_TAP),         

obtained from 8 patients participated in a dual fluoroscopic study of the knee from full               

extension to 90ºs of flexion (DeFrate and others 2006).  

 

Kondo and co-authors (Kondo and others 2014) considered AP forces of ±90 N and IE               

moment of ±5 Nm to evaluate passive knee joint kinematics. Figures 2.8 thru 2.10 illustrate               

these AP and IE kinematics from 0ºs full extension to 110ºs of flexion. Measurements are               

averages obtained from fourteen intact cadaveric knees. Figures include weight-bearing knee           

kinematics for the sake of comparison (DeFrate and others 2006).  

Figure 2.10 explains the effect of applying ±20 Nm moment to the tibia relative to the fixed                 

femur on knee kinematics. According to Grood and co-authors (Grood, Stowers, Noyes            

1988) exerting a constant 20Nm moment to the tibia cannot change the limit of abduction               

rotation as the knee was flexed to 90ºs. However, the limit of adduction rotation successively               

escalated with flexion. 
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Figure 2.9. Mean tibial rotations with respect to the femur under 5 Nm internal tibial load                

(Passive_ITR) and 5 Nm external tibial load (Passive_ETR). Shaded areas show the            

standard deviation from the mean line, measured at each incremental flexion angle.            

Weight-bearing knee mean internal-external rotations (WB_TIE), obtained from 8 patients in           

a dual fluoroscopic study of the knee from full extension to 90ºs of flexion (DeFrate and                

others 2006).  

 

Computational knee models that estimate contact parameters are sensitive to the uncertainty            

in kinematics. Finite element models that use kinematic boundary conditions to investigate            

the joint load sharing and contact behavior illustrate the sensitivity to kinematic uncertainty.             

Yao and co-authors (2008) reported that even small variation in knee joint motions (0.25 mm               

in medial-lateral, 0.1 mm in anterior-posterior and superior-inferior translations, and 0.1           

degree in flexion-extension and varus-valgus, 0.25 degree in external-internal rotations)          

produced substantial deviations in medial to lateral tibio-menisco-femoral joint load split (from            

6/94 split to a 76/24 split), contact area (ranged from 7 to 628 mm2 for the medial and from                   

144 to 707 mm2 for the lateral sides), and location (varied from -35% to 25% in ML direction                  

and from -8% to 1% in AP direction for the medial compartment; from -12% to 7% in ML                  

direction and from 0% to 9% in AP direction for the lateral compartment) (Yao and others                

2008).  
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Figure 2.10. The limits of adduction (Passive_TAddR) and abduction (Passive_TAbdR)          

rotation of the knee joint when ±20Nm moment was applied (Grood, Stowers, Noyes 1988).              

Black dash-point line is the mean valgus rotation observed during flexion. Shaded area             

shows one standard deviation from the mean line (9 intact cadaveric knees). Black dashed              

line shows weight-bearing knee mean varus-valgus rotations (WB_TVV), obtained from 8           

patients participated in a dual fluoroscopic study of the knee from full extension to 90ºs of                

flexion (Kondo and others 2014).  

 

2.2.3 Patellofemoral Joint Kinematics  

Tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint kinematics are often studied in isolation to understand            

their individual role in producing knee motion. However, understanding knee joint physiology            

and the mechanical etiology of pathology requires knowledge of the ‘knee extensor            

mechanism’, including both TF and PF articulations (Andrikoula and others 2006). The            

extensor mechanism is comprised of quadriceps muscle and its common, patellar tendon,            

retinaculum, and capsular ligaments. The PF joint is defined as a major functional             

mechanism of the knee where presence of the patella bone increases the moment arm of the                

quadriceps muscle force to the centre of the rotation of the knee and improving load               

distribution on the femur cartilage by increasing the area of contact (Reilly and Martens              

1972). Similar to the tibiofemoral joint, an anatomical coordinate system is defined to             

evaluate the patellofemoral joint kinematics. Although the motions are three dimensional, the            

patellofemoral joint ACS may is often described in 2D planar terms, for simpler clinical              

understanding (McWalter and others 2010). Figure 2.11 demonstrated the patellofemoral          

joint rotations and translations. 
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Figure 2.11. Translations and rotations of the patella with respect to the femur.  

 

Passive tracking of the patella from 0 to 30º of flexion is constrained by the retinaculum                

ligaments including patellofemoral ligaments (MPFL) and patellotibial ligaments (MPTL).         

These ligaments provide primary and secondary medial soft-tissue restraints to patellar           

lateral displacement. Rupture of the MPFL, for example, increases lateral patella dislocation            

up to 50 percent (Andrikoula and others 2006). Beyond 30º of knee flexion, the patellar               

orientation is controlled by the femoral, trochlear groove geometry, and the force balance             

between the patellar ligament and quadriceps tendon.  

Patellar ligament biomechanics has a vital role in the etiology of patellar tendinopathy             

(Leszko and others 2010) and derangements of the anterior compartment of the knee joint              

that include chondromalacia patella, patellar malalignment, osteoarthritis of the         

patellofemoral joint and fractures of the patella. These conditions present challenging clinical            

problems for restoring normal knee function. Clinical diagnosis of knee extensor mechanism            

pathology requires accurate measurement of the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint          

kinematics, which necessitates some form of medical imaging. 

The bone, soft tissue, and cartilage thickness can easily be depicted and delineated with              

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), thus presenting an interesting modality to measure knee            

joint kinematics. Loaded and unloaded MRI have been used to measure the joint kinematics              

in many studies, although it has been shown that measurements of the joint kinematics              
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during unloaded tasks do not correctly characterise the joint movements during           

weight-bearing daily activities (Draper and others 2011).  

Patel and co-authors (2003) simulated weight-bearing within an MRI magnet to measure            

patellofemoral joint kinematics by applying a constant load (133 N) to the patient’s feet in               

successive degrees of flexion. The accuracy of the measurements of translations and            

rotations of the patella relative to the femur were 1.5 mm and 3 degrees respectively. All                

translation and contact area measurements were normalized based on the femoral           

epicondylar distance. A simple single dimension normalization factor was the ratio of average             

epicondylar of all knees (10 subjects) to the epicondylar distance of the individual knee. The               

patella translated inferiorly to a maximum distance of 34 mm at 60º and medially to a                

maximum distance of 3.2 mm at 30º of flexion before returning to nearly 0 mm at 60º of                  

flexion. It tilted inferiorly to mean of nearly 35 degree at 60º of flexion and medially to a                  

maximum of 4.2 degree at 30º of flexion. The patella externally rotated (valgus) by an               

average of 2 degree at 30º of flexion (Patel and others 2003). 

A study of eight cadaver knees (Amis, Senavongse, Bull 2006) demonstrated that patella             

flexed by 0.7 times the tibiofemoral flexion angle [Figure 2.12]. Realistic forces applied to              

quadriceps muscles and vastus medialis and lateralis obliquus along their physiological           

cross-sectional areas and lines of actions. This study also showed that the patella translated              

medially 4 mm along the femoral groove at 20ºs of knee flexion, then translated medially 7                

mm by 90º of knee flexion. The patellar medial-lateral rotation was less than 3 degrees, while                

tilted gradually to 7 degree lateral tilt 90ºs of knee flexion.  

 

Figure 2.12. Patella flexion versus knee (tibiofemoral) flexion. Eight male right-sided knee            

specimens mean age of 69±8.2 years (Amis, Senavongse, Bull 2006). 
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2.2.4 Tibiofemoral Joint Load Sharing 

The complex interactions between the articulating surfaces of the tibiofemoral and           

patellofemoral joints and the surrounding soft tissue structures also present complicated load            

sharing between these tissues. There is an intimate link between the joint kinematics and the               

load sharing of the tibiofemoral joint, which is the focus of much of this thesis. As such, it is                   

worth reviewing some of the computational models that have been developed to investigate             

load sharing of the knee.  

Wismans and co-authors (Wismans and others 1980) presented a simplified 3D analytical            

model of the knee joint, using polynomial approximations of fully rigid articulating surface             

geometry and nonlinear ligamentous constraints. Frictionless contact points were assumed          

between femoral and tibial surfaces. Each of the seven major ligaments and joint capsule              

were represented by a single 3D spring element with non-compressible elastic material and             

mechanical behaviour approximated by a quadratic force-elongation equation:  

 

 k (l )     if  l  f j =  j j − l0j
2

j > l0j  

 0                    if  l  ≤ lf j =  j 0j  

 

Where is the force in spring j, is a stiffness constant and is the lax length of the f j        kj       l0j       

ligament fiber j. The strain  in spring j defined as:εj  

εj = l0j

(l −l )j 0j  

Strain in the springs in the full extension unloaded knee joint can be calculated as: 

εrj = l0j

(l −l )rj 0j   

Validation of the above model against experimental anterior-posterior (AP) force showed that            

the force-displacement resulted from the model was close to experimental measurements.           

However, the model overpredicted displacements, particularly after applying 75 N or more            

AP force. Wismans and co-authors discussed that these findings were inevitable because of             

the absence of menisci and of muscular and tendinous structures in their model (Wismans              

and others 1980).  
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Further investigation about ligament stress-strain showed that the the above equation           

overestimates the stress in the ligament after a certain threshold and a piecewise equation              

would be more adequate to describe the knee ligament behavior (Blankevoort and others             

1991; Piazza and Delp 2001):  

, k (ε )  /ε     if  0≤ ε ≤2εf j =  j j
2

l j l  

, k (ε )    if   ε  εf j =  j j − εl j > 2 l  

 ,0                    if  ε  f j =  j < 0  

where or linear strain parameter or level strain assumes constant at 0.03 for all ligaments.εl  

Bendjaballah and co-authors (M. Z. Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl, Zukor 1998) developed one of            

the earliest total knee finite element (FE) models, which was able to perform contact              

mechanics, specifically nonlinear stress analysis [Figure 2.13]. To make the FE model            

computationally-efficient, bony structures of the joint were represented as rigid-bodies in the            

nonlinear simulation, considering that bone is orders of magnitude stiffer than the            

surrounding soft tissues (Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl, Zukor 1998). Each rigid body structure           

was represented either as its mass centroid point and a set of convective nodal coordinates               

system that transforms with the rigid body or triangular patches/shell elements. The FE mesh              

generation was performed leading to numbers of 8-node solid volumetric elements           

presenting articular cartilage. Cartilage was defined as an isotropic material ( = 12 MPa,          E     

). Meniscii tissues were modelled using a set of 8-node solid elements with a 0.45ν =                

hyperelastic non-homogeneous composite material, a network of radial and circumferential          

collagenous fibers. Various ligaments bundles were modelled by using uniaxial line elements.            

Ligaments were modelled having nonlinear quadratic stress-strain behaviour for low strain           

and a linear behaviour for large strains (Wismans and others 1980). Node-to-facet contact             

was defined between articulating surfaces and enforced using a penalty function.  
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Figure 2.13. Load bearing soft tissues, obtained from a cadaveric right knee joint specimen,              

were modelled using different mesh configurations (Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl, Zukor 1998). A           

posterolateral view of the FE mesh representation of cartilage and menisci using 8-node solid              

elements: M, medial; L, lateral (left). Model of meniscii and major knee ligaments, using truss               

(line) 2-node element to represent each bundle (right).  

  

The FE knee model developed by Bendjaballah and co-authors (Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl,           

Zukor 1998) provided useful knowledge about the roles of the menisci and ligaments on the               

load transmission and stabilising the joint. For example, model simulations explained how            

partial deficiency or ruptures of the collateral ligaments may affect the varus-valgus moment             

which is believed play a vital role on osteoarthritis onset, severity and progression [Figure              

2.14]. The model also showed that allowing for the coupling of axial rotation increased the               

initial varus-valgus laxity in collateral-deficient joints.  
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Figure 2.14. Plot shows varus-valgus moments-rotation laxity test at full extension for the             

intact and medial and lateral collateral ligament (MCL and LCL) cut tibiofemoral model with              

the internal-external rotation constrained (TZ) or free to move (Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl,           

Zukor 1998). 

 

Although the model was useful to investigate the external load sharing between cartilage and              

menisci, it was not able to investigate stress distribution within the ligaments. To address this               

issue, Pena and co-authors (Pena and others 2006) developed a FE knee model and added               

deformable ligaments to the model and analysed the combined role of menisci and ligaments              

on load transmission and stability. Comparable results were obtained (Pena and others            

2006) on menisci load transmission. They demonstrated that subject-specific FE models can            

estimate the complex, nonuniform stress and strain fields that occur under physiological            

kinematics and loading of the human knee. They illustrated that knee kinematics are             

influenced more by the initial strains than on both Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, the               

constant parameters of the ligaments. An alteration about 10% in initial strains of the              

ligaments caused changes in the kinematics up to 18%.  

Finite element (FE) models are sophisticated, mathematical representations of the bony           

structures and soft tissues, nonlinear contact mechanics, load transmission by anatomical           

bodies (ligaments, menisci, and articular cartilage layers), and nonlinear stress analysis           

under various external loads (Anderson and others 2010; M. Bendjaballah, Shirazi-Adl, Zukor            

1997; Kiapour and others 2014; Li, Lopez, Rubash 2001). However, solving complex FE             

models can be computationally very expensive, thus, limiting their use in clinical settings.             

Furthermore, the generation of such models can be time-consuming and difficult. Recently,            
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the Open Knee project (Erdemir 2013) has been developed to provide a free and open               

source simulation software framework to enable researchers to perform tibiofemoral FE           

analysis without spending too much time on building the FE model.  

Following the main objectives of this thesis, our goal is to rapidly generate computational              

models that are faithful to a subjects’ individual anatomy and sufficiently precise to reproduce              

function that can be used by clinicians. To accomplish this, we need to find surrogate               

measures which may reduce computational expense of the FE models, without reducing the             

accuracy, and ideally, make it applicable for real-time analysis. To follow this, we need to               

focus on surrogate measure to predict kinematics and articular contact forces. One such             

surrogate that is popular in the literature is the knee adduction moment (KAM), which is one                

of the six loads that is calculated from an inverse dynamic analysis and describes the relative                

moment that places the knee in an adducted, or abducted posture. Although more             

complicated models can account for the load sharing at the knee, it is worth providing some                

background to the KAM and its usefulness as a measure to understand knee osteoarthritis.  

Although osteoarthritis (OA) can occur in both lateral or medial compartments of the knee,              

most people with OA have medial OA and it is believed that it can be lessened by reducing                  

high medial contact force (Andriacchi and Mndermann 2006; Zhao and others 2007).            

Miyazaki and colleagues (Miyazaki and others 2002) conducted a longitudinal study with 6             

years follow up on frontal plane radiographic of patients with the medial knee OA and found                

that there is a moderate to strong correlations between knee kinetics and the disease              

development; one percent increase in the knee adduction moment (KAM) increases the risk             

of progression of knee OA by ~6.46 times. The KAM simply is calculated from the cross                

product of a position vector (distance from the knee centre to the centre of pressure located                

at the foot floor in the frontal plane of tibia) and ground reaction force (body weight)                

(Schipplein and Andriacchi 1991). Figure 2.15 shows the adduction moment distribution           

during a gait cycle. The larger first peak is linked to the knee OA presence, severity,                

progression, and pain (Shull 2012). 

Unfortunately, noninvasive measurement of the in vivo contact force is not available, and we              

need to estimate it by computational modelling. Schipplein and Andriacchi (Schipplein and            

Andriacchi 1991) introduced a simple model to predict internal knee contact force, lateral joint              

reactions, and soft tissue pretension using KAM or varus-valgus moment as an external             

surrogate measurement to reduce dynamic instability (lateral joint opening) during the stance            

phase of gait. By using inverse dynamics, the magnitude of the load across the medial and                

lateral compartment of the tibiofemoral joint may be estimated by measuring the knee             

kinematics. This is a simplification of the inverse dynamics, as it assumed all joint              
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accelerations to be zero and thus, only calculates the joint moment as a product of the                

ground reaction force vector and the knee joint centre.  

Although measuring medial contact force through calculation of KAM is easy and reliable in              

clinical conditions, recent evidence of knee contact forces measured from instrumented knee            

joint prostheses (Walter and others 2010) showed that the knee adduction moment does not              

adequately predict knee contact forces and muscle forces need to be taken into account. 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Graph compares prediction of the mean external knee adduction moment during             

stance obtained from different gait studies (Winby and others 2009). The shaded area (mean              

±SD) was compared to (Shelburne, Torry, Pandy 2006) (solid line) and (Hurwitz and others              

1998) (dashed line) and measurements taken from an instrument prosthesis (Zhao and            

others 2007) (dotted line).  

 

According to (Schipplein and Andriacchi 1991), the knee joint remains closed laterally if             

either pretension in the lateral soft tissues (i.e. lateral collateral ligament) and/or increased             

muscle force resulting from antagonistic muscle groups is presented. However, the muscles            

have a much larger role in stabilising against frontal plane loading in dynamic activities than               

in static tasks. Winby and colleagues (Winby and others 2009) used an EMG-driven model to               

estimate muscle forces and knee joint contact forces during natural gait and found that while               

the medial compartment bears the majority of the load during stance, muscles stabilise the              

joint to oppose the tendency of the external adduction moment to lift off the lateral               
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compartment. Quadriceps, hamstrings, and gastrocnemius muscles with contribution of the          

tensor fascia latae sufficiently provide and maintain this stability. The model of Winby and              

co-authors (2009) is simply a force balance and does not explicitly account for contact              

mechanics, soft tissue contribution or differences in articulating geometry.  

 

2.2.5 Patellofemoral Joint Load-Sharing 

The patellar ligament (tendon) connects the distal apex of the patella to the tibial tuberosity               

and therefore transmits load from the quadriceps muscles to the tibia to produce knee joint               

movement. Examining isolated human cadaveric tissue revealed measurements of patellar          

tendon modulus, stress and strain at failure that are 340-850 MPa, 65-78 MPa and 0.12-0.16,               

respectively (Flahiff and others 1995). patellar tendon characteristics are also examined by            

ultrasonography as a non-invasive method which shows higher values for the modulus            

(~1GPa) and lower values for the stress (30MPa) and strain (0.07) at failure (Hansen and               

others 2006).  

Figure 2.16 shows the material property of the patella tendon in two representations of              

force-displacement and stress-strain relationship. Patella tendon demonstrates a non-linear         

behavior initially (up to 2 mm displacement or 5 percent strain) and then becomes linear.  

 

Figure. 2.16. Left: the resulting patellar tendon force–displacement data that was fitted with a              

polynomial fit (R2 > 0.99). Right: the stress–strain relationship (based on polynomial fit) for              

two trials (Hansen and others 2006; Koo, Rylander, Andriacchi 2011). 
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Besier and colleagues (2005) developed a framework to estimate patellofemoral joint           

cartilage stresses and hydrostatic pressure in vivo. A finite element model was built from              

passive medical imaging, subchondral bones and their respective articular cartilage surfaces           

respectively defined as rigid and deformable linear elastic (Young modulus: 6 MPa, Poisson             

ratio: 0.47) materials. Cartilage volume was represented as a hexahedral mesh and modelled             

as an isotropic solid. Multiple tension-only line elements were used to model patellar tendon              

with total stiffness of 2000 N.mm-1 and initial strain adjusted to be matched to the               

weight-bearing MRIs setting. Subject-specific muscle loadings estimated through        

EMG-driven musculoskeletal model and then passed to the finite element model (Besier and             

others 2005). Peak octahedral shear stresses at the central and lateral aspect of the patella               

and the corresponding area on the femoral groove were estimated 2.5 and 2.0 MPa,              

respectively. Findings showed that joint articular geometry is a vital parameter to estimate             

cartilage stress with a variability as large as 20%. The peak hydrostatic pressures within the               

patellar cartilage (2.3 MPa) were less than femoral cartilage (3.5MPa). The study suggested             

that combined measures of compression and shear stresses or strain energy density may be              

better indices to study etiology of the knee disorders like patellofemoral pain.  

In healthy subjects, the patellar contact point travels proximally from 0.24 of the normalised              

patella length (0 at apex of patella to 1 at base of patella) to 0.69 respectively from 0 to 120ºs                    

of flexion (Leszko and others 2010). People who had total knee arthroplasty (CR TKA or PS                

TKA) have more distal patellar contact points in first 60º of the flexion (starting from 0.45 of                 

the patellar length) and above 60º, they show an almost similar contact pattern. The range of                

patellofemoral contact point translation in healthy subjects is significantly higher than those            

ones with the implanted knee joint (Leszko and others 2010). The average patellofemoral             

contact area increases from 126 mm2 in full extension to 560 mm2 at 60º of flexion (Patel and                  

others 2003). 

 

2.3 Computational Modelling of Knee Mechanics  

Although the knee is a complicated load-bearing anatomical joint, in many studies it has been               

simplified as a hinge joint or a passive two dimensional sagittal/planar joint in order to               

calculate the kinematics (Caruntu and Hefzy 2004; O'connor and others 1989). A four-bar             

linkage model of the knee can also being used to reconstructed the sagittal plane TF               

kinematics, considering the cruciate ligaments (ACL and PCL) and the distance between            

their tibial and femoral insertion zones [Figure 2.17]. These models are oversimplified as 2D              
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(Imran and others 2000; Muller 1993) or 3D (Zavatsky and O'Connor 1994) descriptions             

which have been used to evaluate the movement of the tibiofemoral joint. The model              

localises an instantaneous centre of rotation within the cruciate ligaments tibial attachment            

zones, where it is hypothesised that ligament bundles remain isometric throughout flexion.            

The model avoids internal/external rotation and abduction/adduction of the knee joint.  

Despite the mentioned limitations of a four-bar linkage kinematic model, Heller and            

colleagues (Heller and others 2007) accepted that this model can be used as a surrogate for                

reconstructing subject specific tibiofemoral kinematics; in particular where knowing 3D          

positions of the tibiofemoral joint, possibly as a result of ligament lengthening, at a number of                

known positions could yield reasonable motion patterns for the rest of the flexion–extension             

cycle for use in individual musculoskeletal models.  

 

 

Figure 2.17. Reconstruction of a four-bar linkage model (solid bars) for simulating the             

movement of the femur relative to the tibia. 3D tibia is overlaid on the in vivo MRI at 0, 30 and                     

90ºs of knee flexion (Heller and others 2007).  

 

Although the simple four-bar model developed by Heller and colleagues can predict the knee              

kinematics, it does not assess contact and load distribution across the joint. We need              

computational models which take these joint mechanics into consideration.  

Opensim is a common musculoskeletal modelling platform that can be used to estimate             

muscle and joint contact forces. However, the embedded inverse kinematic algorithm in            

Opensim models [Figure 2.18] uses the simplified knee geometry, ignores the effect of soft              
6

tissue (Delp and others 1990). The lower extremity is modelled as seven rigid-body             

segments comprising pelvis, femur, patella, tibia-fibula, talus, foot, and toes, with reference            

6 . It is freely available at www.simtk.org. 
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coordinate systems fixed in each segment. Models of the hip, knee, ankle, subtalar, and              

metatarsophalangeal joints define lower limb kinematics, i.e. the relative motion of these            

segments. A planar model of the knee or a single degree-of-freedom model describes the              

kinematics of both TF and PF joints with a contact point between simplified femoral condyle               

as an ellipse on tibia plateau as a line.  

 

Figure 2.18. Left: Reference frame fixed to each rigid-body segment of the lower extremities.              

At hip and knee full extension, the x-axes points anteriorly, the y-axes points superiorly, and               

the z-axes points to the right (laterally for the right leg). The joint kinematics are defined as                 

transformations between these coordinate systems (Arnold and others 2010). Right: Sagittal           

plane knee model configuration used to compute the moment of the quadriceps force about              

the instant centre of knee rotation. is the knee flexion angle, ∅ is the patella tendon angle,      θk             

is the angle between the patella and the tibia, is the quadriceps force, is the lengthβ          F q     lpl     

of the patellar tendon. 

 

Piazza and Delp (Piazza and Delp 2001) improved the above model to simulate total knee               

replacement motion during step-up task by adding 3D triangulated meshes representing           

articular surface geometries. Articulating surfaces assumed to be rigid which can only contact             

at certain points, obtained from (Gottschalk, Lin, Manocha 1996). Seven major ligamentous            

soft tissues along the knee joint (including anterior medial collateral, posterior medial            

collateral, anterior lateral collateral, posterior lateral collateral, and medial, central and lateral            

patellar fibers) were modelled as line elements to define knee constraints (Piazza and Delp              

2001). Muscle activation data derived from previous EMG experiments were used to predict             
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the inverse kinematics of the knee joint. Seven muscles comprised lateral gastrocnemius,            

medial gastrocnemius, lateral hamstrings, medial hamstrings, lateral vastus, medialis vastus,          

and rectus femoris were modelled. The model presented the first dynamic knee model to              

estimate TF and PF motions at their articulations subject to forces produced by muscles,              

ligaments, articular contact, and passive dynamics. Comparing the simulations with          

experimental data showed agreement in PF joint angles and the ratio of patellar ligament              

forces to quadriceps forces but overestimated other kinematics at the articulations.           

Deformation of the contact were not allowed and, instead, multiple points of contact on rigid               

implant were predefined in which was ill-suited for quantifying contact forces, the degree of              

penetration, cartilage material properties and surface geometry.  

Musculoskeletal models have become more popular and had a broad progression to quantify             

muscle-joint geometry and behaviour, i.e muscle-tendon lengths, moment arms and the force            

and moment generation capacities of muscles about the knee joint (Ward and others 2009),              

and inverse or forward dynamics analysis of the human movement (Arnold and others             

2010b). However, this type of computational models is subject to accuracy of the medical              

images and optical motion capture data and are not able to solve for articular cartilage               

strain-stress. This later can be resolved by integrating a rigid or deformable continuum or              

finite element articulation (Halloran and others 2005; Kiapour and others 2014) to the above              

musculoskeletal models.  

Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl (Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005) developed an entire FE knee joint             

model including patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joints with deformable cartilage layers to           

evaluate the knee joint behaviour under various quadriceps muscle forces. Their model was             

included of three bony segments (tibia, femur, patella), their articular cartilage layers,            

menisci, six major ligaments (collaterals, cruciates, and medial and lateral patellofemoral           

ligaments), patellar tendon and main quadriceps muscle-tendon force elements. Muscles          

were vastus medialis obliquus (VMO), rectus femoris (RF), vastus intermedius (VIM), and            

vastus lateralis (VL). Figure 2.19 depicts the materials properties that used to model the knee               

ligaments.  
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Figure 2.19. Stress–strain curves for various tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint ligaments           

used in the model (Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005). Ligaments were posterolateral bundle of             

PCL (pPCL), anteromedial bundle of PCL (aPCL), ACL, LCL, MCL, lateral patellofemoral            

ligament (LPFL) and medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL).  

 

Baldwin and colleagues (Baldwin and others 2009) developed a subject-specific 3D explicit            

finite element model of the 34 cadaveric knee joints to evaluate uncertainty in soft tissue               

parameters on the knee kinematics. In this study, the ligament bundles were represented by              

using nonlinear, tension only line elements (springs). The bones and articular cartilage were             

modelled as rigid. Probabilistic analyses were executed to evaluate an expected normal            

distribution of ligaments parameters such as femoral insertion and tibial origin attachment            

regions, ligament stiffness, reference strain, for ACL, PCL, MCL and LCL ligaments, using             

the advanced mean value (AMV) and the gold standard Monte Carlo (MC) approaches. The              

AMV method is an optimisation-based method utilising a mean value approximation           

augmented with higher-order terms to determine the response at a specified probability level.             

Both probabilistic analysis methods were used to predict distributions of anterior posterior            

(AP) and internal–external (IE) laxity test. The result of optimised model kinematic predictions             

reported to be closely agreed with the previous experimental data conducted by Li (Li,              

Suggs, Gill 2002). This model did not include the variability and uncertainty of the articular               

surfaces and did not study the internal stress and strains in the articular surfaces (Baldwin               

and others 2009).  
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2.3.1 Surrogate Kinematics and Articular Contact Models 

Estimating kinematics and load sharing of the knee is critical to understand function and              

pathology. Although the current sensing technology made the direct measurement of the            

knee contact forces [Figure 2.20] possible, it is highly invasive (Walter and others 2010b).              

Therefore, computational models require to utilise surrogate parameters to indirectly estimate           

the knee contact mechanics.  

 

Figure 2.20. A patient with a force-measuring knee implant (Fregly and others 2011). 

 

Halloran and co-authors (2005) developed a rigid body elastic foundation model to rapidly             

predict knee joint kinematics and contact pressure, reducing the computational time to 2% of              

finite element simulation for a gait cycle analysis. Their nonlinear elastic foundation contact             

model reproduced the similar trends and magnitudes of the finite element analyses with             

maximum 15% overestimation of peak contact pressure. This approach is useful for            

optimisation studies which rely on parametric or repetitive analyses where computational           

expense is paramount.  

Achieving real-time interactive input-output relationships to estimate and predict behaviour of           

a complex and dynamic system by voiding or/and reducing precise analysing/processing (i.e.            

finite element analysis) is the main thought behind surrogate modelling [Figure 2.21]. Linear             

regression is one of the simplest modelling technique to generate surrogate models in             

biomechanics of deformable cartilage-cartilage contact model (Lin and others 2006). 

One example of how a surrogate model can be developed to capture a complex              

biomechanical system is presented in the work of Wu and others (2014). Here the              

researchers identified facial expressions, described as face and neck muscles deformations           

which can be simulated using finite element analysis (with a 2 hr run time for each                
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simulation). However, these types of models are not predominantly useful for real-time and             

interactive applications. By training a statistical model using partial least squares regression            

(PLSR), the gestures could be reliably recovered in a run time of less than 5 msec. (Wu and                  

others 2014). 

 

 

Figure 2.21. Comparison of a conventional physical model (blue line), and its adaptation to              

the data driven surrogate model (red path) (Wu and others 2014). 

 

Surrogate models have been successfully overcome barriers of the sensitivity and           

optimisation studies of human musculoskeletal dynamic systems by reducing computational          

expense of repetitive contact analyses. According to Lin and co-authors (Lin, Walter and             

others 2010; Lin, Haftka and others 2010) surrogate articular contact models provide the             

functional advantages of deformable body contact methods along with the computational           

speed of rigid body contact methods; performing sampling from the original deformable            

model and eliminating geometry evaluations and solution of linear and nonlinear systems of             

equations in contact analyses as a computational bottleneck. In the later study, the desired              

inputs to a three-dimensional deformable contact model are truncated six translational and            

rotational pose parameters and the desired outputs are the six contact forces, excluding of              

problematic input-output pairs such as either out of contact or deeply interpenetrating            

conditions (Bei and Fregly 2004). DACE Kriging Toolbox for Matlab was performed to             

construct the surrogate models for predicting medial and lateral contact loads from joint pose              

and load, and net contact load parameters. An appropriate approach to find sensitive             

directions was defined Reconstructed surrogate models successfully predicted contact loads          
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100 times faster than the original elastic foundation contact models with about 1.5% error.              

However, Kriging is mostly limited to the computer CPU power as the number of sample               

points increase. [Figure 2.22] summarises the surrogate model development process.  

 

Figure 2.22. Overview of surrogate model development for the knee elastic contact model 

 

In recent studies (Arjmand and others 2013; Eskinazi and Fregly 2015; Eskinazi and Fregly              

2016; Marra and others 2017), an artificial neural network (ANN) has been used to create               

surrogate models for tibiofemoral elastic contact models. Surrogate model developed by           

using a multi-layer feed-forward ANN (Eskinazi and Fregly 2015) is expected to be 50,000              

times faster than finite element deformable contact model as developed by Halloran and             

colleagues (Halloran and others 2005). It also resolved two main limitations of the Kriging              

surrogate model by replacing interpolation algorithm with the regression which reduce the            

noise inputs and accepting many times sample points than Kriging model (Eskinazi and             

Fregly 2015).  
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2.3.2 Statistical Shape Analysis of the Knee Joint 

Changes in the shape of the joint, which may represent bone and articular geometries,              

passive soft-tissue constraint and muscle loading, influences its mechanics (Fitzpatrick and           

others 2011; Rao and others 2013; Varadarajan and others 2010). However, constructing a             

knee shape model that is capable to perform mechanical analysis is an expensive and              

time-consuming procedure. Fortunately, the computational modelling techniques to construct         

3D knee model from subject’s knee medical images has been dramatically improved through             

developing population-based shape models (Chaibi and others 2012; Nicolella and          

Bredbenner 2012; Tsai and others 2015; Zhu and Li 2012). In this section, the statistical               

shape modelling of the knee joint has been explained.  

Creating a population of 3D models (training set) is the first step of developing SSM of the                 

knee joint. Different sources such as clinical measurements (Nicolella and Bredbenner 2012),            

motion capture data (Zhang and others 2016), computer tomography (CT) or magnetic            

resonance (MR) imaging scans of cadaveric knee specimens or of in vivo subjects may be               

used to prepare that training basis or point distribution model. In the second step of               

developing SSM a dimension reduction algorithm such as principal component analysis is            

performed to find the average shape and the main directions of the variations within the               

population. Finally, reconstruction a subject-specific knee model (testing set) will be           

conducted by using a new subject’s data and the shape that already being estimated. Details               

of the mentioned technique has been explained in (Heimann and Meinzer 2009; Smoger and              

others 2015; Zhang and others 2016; Zhang, Hislop-Jambrich, Besier 2016a).  

Baldwin and colleagues (Baldwin and others 2010) developed a semi-automated          

mesh-morphing-based segmentation framework to speed up creating volumetric meshes of          

knee geometries from individual’s MR images. A principal component analysis (PCA) was            

performed to characterise the variability in the training set, including aligned 3D coordinates             

from hexahedral meshes of tibial, femoral, patellar cartilage and patella bone obtained from             

10 healthy subjects. Through using the framework, authors have claimed that a 3D finite              

element knee model can be produced within ~1.5 hours per subject with an overall error of                

0.54 mm RMS of geometric difference comparing to manually generated model. Simulation            

of contact pressure also showed a good agreement (5.3% difference) between           

semi-automated and manually created meshes at incremental femoral flexion angles [Figure           

2.23]. As authors concluded although all passive joints were in full extension and aligned with               

respect to tibial cartilage centroid point, a significant positional and joint alignment variation             
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were presented. They also suggested the statistical shape model could be improved by             

validating against weight-bearing MRIs. 

 

 

Figure 2.23. Volumetric articular knee cartilage meshes and contact pressure contours           

between 0 to 90ºs of femoral flexion for a representative subject created with manual              

segmentation (top) and mesh-morphing-based approach (bottom) (Baldwin and others 2010).  

 

Fitzpatrick and colleagues (Fitzpatrick and others 2011) created a three-dimensional          

statistical shape model of the patellofemoral articular surfaces and joint alignment and            

studied impacts of shape variation on joint functions including kinematics and contact            

mechanics. A training set included segmented data obtained from MRIs of natural knee             

geometries of 26 healthy subjects. [Figure 2.24] shows a generic template mesh used in this               

study. Although most of statistical shape analysis conducted to evaluate a single bone in              

isolation, this study showed that SSM of the knee can successfully capture relative position              

between bones. In general, comparison kinematic predictions of the statistical shape model            

with a gold standard finite element PF model (with bone as rigid, cartilage as deformable and                

ligaments as hyperelastic materials) resulted in kinematic RMS of less than 3 degrees and              

2.5 mm for joint rotations and translations, respectively. Figure 2.30 depicted predicted            

adduction-abduction, internal-external, medial-lateral, and superior-inferior patellofemoral      

joint relative rotations and translations. The results of this study are subject to data obtained               

from cadaveric in vitro experiments, isolated loading conditions used for finite element            
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analysis that may affect the accuracy of the findings, however, the computational framework             

and model itself can be used to get insight of the PF joint mechanics.  

Tsai and colleagues (2015) indicated that integration of the SSM method and dual (biplane)              

fluoroscopy could be used to construct 3D bone segment surface models of the knee in real                

time without using CT or MR images. Authors developed a population of 3D shape models of                

80 healthy knees and conducted the principal component analysis to find the average shape              

model and the major variation directions indicated by 30 PC modes that used to create the                

SSM. less than 1 mm reconstruction error was reported for femur, tibia and patella bones               

(0.30 ± 0.81 mm, 0.34 ± 0.79 mm and 0.36 ± 0.59 mm, respectively). They recorded a time of                   

1 minute for reconstructing a subject-specific knee joint model which a promising clinical             

application. Although the study reported relatively high accuracy for predicting knee           

geometry, fluoroscopic studies are limited to the image acquisition errors, soft tissue            

movement during the image acquisition and computational errors during constructing 3D           

models. It must also be considered that both single (Banks and Hodge 1996) and dual plane                

(J. Li and others 2014; Tashman and Anderst 2003) fluoroscopic methods, expose subjects             

to ionizing radiation.  

 

 

Figure 2.24. Left: A generic template mesh including bones and articular cartilage geometries             

of the knee joint which was used to morph and obtain subject specific FE model of the PF                  

joint. Middle: The extensor mechanism of the knee joint. Right: A morphed hexahedral             

elements of femoral articular cartilage. Red dots show the reference nodes which their             

coordinates considered as a training set to develop SSM of the PF joint (Fitzpatrick and               

others 2011). 
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Figure 2.25 shows predicted variations of the patellar rotations and translations throughout            

the femoral flexion, using knee joint shape (SSM) reproduced from first 3 principal             

components that varied by ± 2 standard deviations (Fitzpatrick and others 2011).  

Zhang and colleagues (Zhang and others 2014; Zhang and others 2016; Zhang,            

Hislop-Jambrich, Besier 2016b) have been developing a framework to generate 3D lower            

limb bony structures from sparse motion capture data. They showed that anthropometric            

characteristics and anatomical landmarks can successfully be used as surrogate measures           

to predict anatomical geometries and fast 3D surface mesh generating. This framework has             

been used in this thesis and will be explained in detail in the coming chapters.  

 

Figure 2.25. Patellar translations with respect to femoral flexion obtained from simulating            

SSM of PF joint, using first 3 principal components varied by ±2 standard deviations.              

Reconstructed kinematics for each subject is shown by gray lines (Fitzpatrick and others             

2011).  
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2.4 Summary 

Prevention and treatment of knee joint disorders and injuries requires knowledge of the             

complex three-dimensional geometry, soft tissue constraints and multibody articulations that          

create complicated mechanical responses under physiological loads. Despite progression of          

musculoskeletal multibody dynamics to predict subject-specific knee geometry and         

mechanics, they are limited to predict and analyse of the load distribution within the joint               

tissues. Numerical computational modelling methods are good in contact formulations and           

predictions of kinematics; however, they are expensive and cannot be used in clinical             

conditions. Therefore, an integration of two approaches is essential.  

Complex computational models are required to obtain the important biomechanical          

parameters of interest, such as tissue stress and strain. We need to capture the complex               

relationships between joint geometry, loading, and material properties. Ultimately, we would           

like to then develop surrogates of these complex models that can be informed by simple               

clinical measures to make similar predictions to the complex models, but we are not there               

just yet! Computational surrogate models can be used to predict subject-specific knee joint             

kinematics and contact mechanics by using machine learning and advanced statistical           

methods and amalgamating the musculoskeletal dynamic systems and finite element contact           

mechanics, which also enable their clinical application (potentially for real time gait            

retraining). 

This chapter has explored several key components related to developing a 3D knee joint              

kinematics and contact mechanics that assist us to define an integrated workflow for rapidly              

creating a model from sparse medical data that precisely represent the composition of the              

bones, articulating surfaces, and soft tissue constraints. Technical features of the tibiofemoral            

and patellofemoral joints have been introduced as their notations are essential to understand             

the knee joint biomechanics. Key mechanical measurements related to the onset,           

progression and severity of knee osteoarthritis were briefly discussed. This was followed by a              

discussion of predicting three-dimensional kinematics of the joint, load sharing along both TF             

and PT joints, and predicting contact pressure and/or cartilage stress. 
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Chapter 3 

A Workflow for Generating Knee Joint      

Models from Sparse Anthropometric and     

Medical Imaging Data 
  

Abstract 
Anatomically-accurate finite element models of the knee can be generated using medical            

imaging data. However, the time to segment and generate an adequate mesh of the              

geometry limits the adoption of such models in a clinical setting. Finite element models also               

require loads and boundary conditions, which typically come from rigid body musculoskeletal            

models. The geometry of these models is typically ‘scaled’ to match some anthropometrical             

measurements, and hence, there is a ‘disconnect’ in the anatomy across these two model              

domains. The purpose of this work is to bridge this gap by developing an integrated workflow                

to generate subject-specific lower limb models comprised of femur, patella, and tibial surface             

meshes; cartilage thicknesses fields; and knee ligamentous attachment zones. Medical          

imaging and motion capture data from twenty-three participants were used to describe the             

lower extremity anatomical landmarks. The MR images of the knee joints for all subjects              

were manually segmented to extract bone-cartilage boundaries and ligamentous attachment          

sites. With the aid of lower limb statistical shape models, marker data and segmented              

surfaces were fused to create a consistent model that best-fit all the experimental data              

available. Whole-bone surface meshes were predicted from marker locations, while the           

portions of the meshes local to the knee were fitted to the segmented data. Subject-specific               

femur, tibia-fibula and patella surface meshes were locally fitted to their corresponding            

segmentations with mean errors of 1.32±0.30, 1.59±0.33 and 1.23±0.51 mm, respectively.           

Cartilage thickness fields for patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joints were calculated from the            
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bone mesh to the segmented articular cartilage surface. Segmented ligamentous attachment           

zones were embedded on their bone meshes by projection and calculation of their mesh              

material coordinates.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Computational models of the musculoskeletal system generally fall into two categories; rigid            

body models that are typically used to estimate intersegmental motion, forces, and moments             

(Schipplein and Andriacchi 1991); and deformable, continuum mechanics models to          

investigate the distribution of load throughout musculoskeletal tissue, such as bone and            

cartilage stress (Baldwin and others 2010; Besier, Gold and others 2005; Fernandez and             

Hunter 2005). Although rigid body models can incorporate contact formulations to investigate            

joint mechanics problems (Bei and Fregly 2004; Winby and others 2009), a deformable,             

continuum approach using the finite element method is often favoured, as stress throughout             

the tissues of interest can also be assessed.  

Finite element simulations of joint mechanics are sensitive to the prescribed loads and             

boundary conditions, which include the muscle and joint contact forces and, for the knee, the               

configuration of the femur, tibia and patella. Solving intersegmental dynamics and resolving            

the muscle distribution problem using the finite element method is computationally expensive            

and not practical for large scale clinical trials. Hence, the muscle and joint contact forces and                

joint kinematics for finite element simulations are typically derived from a separate rigid body              

model. A ‘disconnect’ between these two models is inherent, as the geometry of an              

image-based finite element model will be created using segmented CT or MR images,             

whereas the geometry of the rigid body model will most often be scaled to match anatomical                

landmarks identified on the subject using optical motion capture. Obtaining and segmenting            

an entire lower limb CT or MRI scan for routine clinical examination would be infeasible.               

However, accurately representing the geometry of the joint is critical to capturing the             

mechanics of the articulation and improving our knowledge of healthy and pathological joint             

conditions. The joint morphology also alters the moment arms and lines of action of soft               

tissue, influencing the predictions of muscle and joint contact forces (Ackland, Lin, Pandy             

2012; Gerus and others 2013; Tsai, Colletti, Powers 2012). Indeed, the ‘Grand Knee             

Challenge’ has illustrated the importance of accounting for joint kinematics and geometry in             

predicting contact forces at the tibiofemoral joint (Kinney and others 2013). 
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The purpose of this chapter is to describe a new method of generating a musculoskeletal               

model, that best-matches experimental motion capture markers (i.e anthropometric data) and           

also conforms to match segmented medical imaging data. The method relies upon an             

existing statistical shape model to constrain a set of feasible bone geometry to fit a set of                 

sparse data (Zhang and Besier 2017). Cartilage and other soft tissue elements are included,              

and the workflow generates a single computational model that can be used for rigid body               

dynamics analysis as well as finite element simulations. The workflow is implemented in an              

open source, Python-based software platform, called the Musculoskeletal Atlas Project          

(MAP) (Zhang, Sorby and others 2014). 

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Modelling Workflow 

The computational workflow to generate lower limb bone and knee joint geometry was             

implemented within the free and open-source Musculoskeletal Atlas Project (MAP-Client)          
7

(Zhang and others 2014). This Python-based software platform combines multiple ‘Steps’           

into a single ‘Workflow’, which can be streamlined and customised to suit the specific needs               

of the user. Each Step in the Workflow represents a process, such as data I/O, rigid body                 

transformations, fitting, or mesh generation.  

The workflow developed here produces a subject-specific computational model of both           

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints, ready to perform either rigid body or finite element             

analysis (Figure 3.1). The final model includes anatomically detailed pelvis, femur,           

tibia-fibula, and patella bones, as well as cartilage volumes and ligament and muscle             

attachment sites. The final model can then be output as an OpenSim model, a popular               

musculoskeletal model used by the biomechanics community.  

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) metric is typically used to assess the accuracy of values              

predicted (fitted) by a model and the actual values that are observed. In this thesis, instead of                 

using only average RMSE, the distribution of RMSE on mesh material points, for instance              

mesh fitting error, was performed to visualise and then make a statistical judgement based              

on detecting the maximum and minimum prediction error variations.  

7 http://map-client-readthedocs.org/en/latest/ 
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Figure 3.1. Workflow to generate customised lower-limb computational model of bones and            

soft tissue structures at the knee. Statistical shape models of the bones (b) constrain a               

registration and fitting process of the bones to best-match experimental markers from motion             

capture data (a). A local fitting process then refines the knee joint geometry to best-match               

segmented cartilage and cartilage thickness (c). High quality finite element meshes are then             

generated, which have embedded soft tissue structures at relevant elements and nodes (d).  

 

3.2.2 Data Sources 

Data for this study were obtained from a previous study (Besier, Draper and others 2005;               

Draper and others 2011) and are described here for clarity. Twelve men (age: 29.6±4.1 years               

old, height: 179.6±6.7 cm, mass: 74.5±6.9 kg) and eleven women (age: 28.3±3.9 years old,              

height: 167.2±4.6 cm, mass: 61.13±5.7 kg) participated in this study. All participants were             

physically active and free of knee pain without any history of knee surgery. Prior to study,                

participants were informed about the nature of the study, and provided consent according to              

the policies of the Stanford University. Participants were asked to perform motion capture             

first and then their knees were imaged using MRI.  
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Motion capture data were collected at 60Hz with an 8-camera Motion Analysis System             

system (Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA). Reective markers were used to            

reconstruct kinematic information. Three-marker clusters were placed on each of the           

subjects’ feet, thigh, and shank consistent with a previously validated marker set (Besier,             

Sturnieks and others 2003). Four markers were placed on both the pelvis (anterior and              

posterior superior iliac spines) and torso (acromion processes, 7th cervical spine, and sternal             

notch). Additional markers were placed on lower limb anatomical landmarks including medial            

and lateral femoral condyles and malleoli. ‘Standard virtual markers’, that were embedded in             

each bone’s mesh as fixed points in mesh parametric coordinates, were placed on             

anatomical landmarks in order to match the experimental markers identified from motion            

capture, accounting for soft tissue between the bone and marker (Zhang and others 2016).              

These static anatomical markers were used as input to the shape model prediction. 

Statistical shape models (including PC modes and mean geometry) and custom           

cubic-lagrange piecewise parametric meshes (Zhang, Malcolm and others 2014) of pelvis,           

femur, tibia-fibula, and patella surface bones from previous studies (Zhang, Hislop-Jambrich,           

Besier 2016; Zhang and others 2016) were initially used as part of our MAP-Client workflow               

to reconstruct subject-specific bone meshes from high resolution MR imaging data from a             

cohort of 23 subjects. The focus of this study was generating a 3D geometrical shape of the                 

knee, preserving the MRI configuration, including the whole bone surface, joint articular            

cartilage volumes, and ligamentous constraints of the joint. Cartilage thickness and origin            

and insertion points of the knee ligaments were identified on bone surfaces and added to the                

model through a semi-automated process that will be explained in the following sections.  

 

3.2.3 Bone reconstruction  

The first two steps in the workflow involves a rigid body transformation and shape model fit                

(or ‘PC fit’) of a statistical shape model to best match anatomical landmarks from a static                

optical motion capture trial. A rigid body transformation was performed to initially register the              

shape model with the anatomical markers from optical motion capture. The principal            

components of these shape models were adjusted in a numerical optimisation to provide a              

‘best match’ between the anatomical landmark of the shape model and the experimental             

markers, hence the term ‘PC fitting’. The third and final step in reconstructing the bone               

anatomy involves a local fit of the shape model mesh to match segmented data from medical                

imaging data. Non-weight-bearing MR images of the knee (a fat-suppressed spoiled gradient            

echo sequence (repetition time (TR): 60 ms, echo time (TE): 5 ms, flip angle (FA): 40°,                
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matrix: 256x256, field of view (FOV): 12x12 cm, slice thickness: 1.5 mm, scan time 10:25               

min) were manually segmented using a custom Python script. These point clouds were             

registered to the fit shape models in the motion capture reference frame using an iterative               

closest point algorithm . In the next step, a series of rigid fits in which the aligned mesh to the                   
8

mocap markers was iteratively brought to the lowest possible RMS with respect to the              

segmentations such that the mesh close to fitting. Free-form deformation, called ‘host-mesh’            

fitting (Fernandez and others 2004) and an optimisation algorithm (Zhang 2013) were used to              

minimise the least squared distance of corresponding points. The final step involved            

smoothing the mesh (Zhang 2013) to generate a triangular or cubic-lagrange piecewise            

parametric mesh. The following section summarises the steps to reconstruct the pelvis,            

femur, tibia-fibula, and patella [figure 3.1].  

 

3.2.3.1 Pelvis Reconstruction 

The anatomical landmarks on the Lagrangian shape model mesh account for the soft tissue              

and offset of the marker relative to the bone. A template pelvis bone was reconstructed using                

Principal Components (PCs) and mean geometry of the pelvis, rigidly transformed and            

scaled such that the landmarks of left and right ASIS and Sacral marker, defined as the                9

mid-point between the posterior superior iliac spine markers, were a close match to the              

experimental markers [Figure 3.2]. Using the registered pelvis mesh, the right femoral head             

centre (RHJC) position was estimated, taking the centre of sphere fitted to the acetabulum.  

 

Figure 3.2. Pelvis statistical shape model (yellow) is fit to the anatomical landmarks (green              

markers). Markers placed directly over the left and right anterior superior iliac spine (LASIS              

8 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.spatial.KDTree.html  

9 PC fitting includes (1) reconstruction of a reference mesh using statistical shape model of the object                 
such as pelvis bone and its predefined embedded landmarks, (2) rigidly transformation and scaling the               
reference mesh to fit a respective actual geometry such as optical motion capture markers using least                
squares optimisation function to minimise euclidean distance of reference and actual geometries.  
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and RASIS), the left and right posterior superior iliac spine. A virtual Sacral marker (Sacral)               

was created mid-way between the posterior superior iliac spines. 

 

3.2.3.2 Femur Reconstruction 

The femurs were registered, and PC fitted to match the hip joint centres (generated by the                

pelvis shape model above) and the medial and lateral femoral epicondyles. This step             

constrained the size and length of the femur. The distal femur was then locally fit to the                 

segmented point cloud from the MR images, without the shape model constraints [Figure             

3.3]. The segmented point cloud was rigidly registered to the femur mesh to ensure that the                

point cloud was within the same reference frame as the motion capture data.  

 

Figure 3.3. The template femur and tibia-fibula meshes were rigidly registered to the             

anatomical landmarks (left, calculated RMSE for femur and tibia were 8.97 and 4.9 mm              

respectively), then their shape models (using 3 principal components or PCs) were fitted to              

the landmarks (middle, calculated RMSE for femur and tibia were 3.104 and 2.561 mm              

respectively). Finally, they were locally fitted to the segmented distal femur and proximal tibia              

surfaces (right, with respective RMSE of 1.9 and 1.8 mm). Markers used for femur              
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reconstruction were the right hip joint centre (RHJC) estimated in pelvis reconstruction, right             

lateral and medial femoral epicondyles (RLEC, RMEC). Markers used for tibia-fibula           

reconstruction were the right knee centre (RKC) which was initially estimated from            

reconstructed femur bone, right lateral and medial malleolus (RLM, RMM). 

3.2.3.3 Tibia-fibula Reconstruction 

An initial rigid body registration and PC fit of the tibia-fibula bones was performed to best                

match the knee centre (RKC or LKC), the lateral and medial malleoli markers (RLM and               

RMM), and the centre of the tibial plateau (TPC). This step constrained the size and length of                 

the tibia and fibula. The tibia mesh was then locally fit to the proximal tibia segmented from                 

the MR images. The segmented point cloud was first rigidly registered to the tibia mesh.               

Using the tibia shape model, the tibia mesh was fitted to the registered point cloud while                

constrained by the TPC, and the left and right malleoli markers. The proximal patches of the                

tibia mesh were fitted to the segmented point cloud without shape model constraints. The              

final mesh was registered to the segmented point cloud in its image position so that the                

resulted mesh was in the correct position and orientation relative to the femur and patella.               

The resulting tibia-fibula mesh was exported as an STL mesh for further use. 

 

3.2.3.4 Patella reconstruction 

Unlike the femur and tibia-fibula bones, the entire patella was within the field of view of the                 

MRI scan, so the entire bone was segmented. Therefore, the template mesh and its shape               

model were directly registered to the segmentation data [Figure 3.4]. This involved a rigid              

body registration, followed by a local fit to the segmented data without model constraints. The               

final patella mesh was exported as an STL mesh for further use. 
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Figure 3.4. The patellar shape model (7 PCs) was first registered to the segmented patella               

surface (left, RMSE = 1.5 mm), then locally fitted to the segmentations (right, RMSE = 1.0                

mm). Red shows unfitted geometrical field and yellow shows the fitted geometrical field. 

 

3.2.4 Cartilage and soft tissue reconstruction 

3.2.4.1 Cartilage thickness field 

To reconstruct the tibiofemoral cartilage, the subchondral nodes of cartilage mesh, from a             

previous, well-defined hexahedral mesh (OpenKnee, Erdemir, 2013) was projected onto the           

bone meshes to calculate the bone mesh material coordinates of these nodes. To achieve              

this, the femur shape model was initially registered to the OpenKnee femur. Then, for each               

OpenKnee femoral cartilage subchondral node, the closest point on the registered femur            

mesh was located. The patch parametric coordinates of each of these closest nodes was              

then determined and recorded. These parametric coordinate points will be referred to as             

‘material points’. 

To reconstruct the patellofemoral cartilage, a template quadratic mesh was developed for a             

representative subject and the material points were projected onto the bone meshes as             

described above. To calculate the cartilage thickness at each subchondral material point            

from the segmented articular surface a projection normal to the surface was taken and the               

closest point between the segmented articular surface nodes and subchondral material           

points was determined, using KD-Tree python algorithm [Figure 3.5]. The distance between            
10

the projected points, that is the distance between the closest articular and subchondral points              

10 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.spatial.KDTree.html  
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along the normal vector, was recorded as the cartilage thickness. This value was stored at               

each material point and used to reconstruct a uniform hexahedral mesh (see below).  

 

Figure 3.5. KD-Tree python algorithm was used to find the closest points at segmented              

subchondral and articular cartilage surfaces (left). Magnitudes of the projection vectors of the             

closest points on normal vectors were calculated and summed to estimate cartilage thickness             

at each mesh material point. 

 

The edge of the cartilage is an important section that should be addressed and meshed               

properly, however, this region may not be detected by the cartilage segmentation due to poor               

MR scan quality or limited field of view. This problem can be seen in [figure 3.6, b] where the                   

cartilage segmentation is shorter than cartilage quadratic mesh material points. In this case             

the estimation through calculating of the direct distance between two corresponding points            

results in a large fitting error [figure 3.6, c]. However, the algorithm developed (figure 3.5)               

accounts for this error by projecting multiple closest points to the normal vector at each               

material point and recording the average thickness for that point [figure 3.6, d].  
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Figure 3.6. Cartilage thickness field estimated from bone mesh material points and the             

closest points of segmented cartilage to those points (subject #1). (a) Segmented bone             

(green) and cartilage (red) segmentations on bone mesh, (b) cartilage material points (green)             

on bone surface, (c) initial prediction (estimated cartilage thickness field, using direct            

distance between the closest bone and cartilage segmented points, (d) estimated cartilage            

thickness field, using projected vectors of the closest points. 

 

Mean cartilage thickness distributions are shown in Figure 3.7. Considering the mean ±             

standard deviation of cartilage thickness distribution between training set (23 subjects),           

femoral cartilage (2.07 ± 0.59 mm) is thicker than patellar cartilage (1.76 ± 0.58 mm) and                

tibial cartilage (1.62 ± 0.30 mm), in general. Figure 3.7 also shows the mean distribution on                

mesh material points where the patellofemoral and tibiofemoral contact areas showed higher            

thickness than the rest of cartilage meshes. Figure 3.8 also shows more variation in the               

cartilage thickness along the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact areas.  
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Figure 3.7. Histograms represent the mean thickness distribution within all 23 subjects.            

Below pictures depict the mean cartilage thickness distribution on cartilage mesh material            

points of femur, tibia, and patella. 

 

Figure 3.8. Variation from mean thickness for each cartilage material point for all 23 subjects. 

 

A python script was developed to smooth the quadratic mesh before extruding the surface              

into a 3D volumetric mesh. Mesh distortions around boundaries of the quartic Lagrange             

piecewise parametric mesh were observed which generated negative jacobian in final FE            

cubic cartilage mesh [figure 3.9, a]. A customised python-based iterative algorithm was            

developed based on the ‘improved Laplacian smoothing of noisy surface meshes’ described            

by (Vollmer, Mencl, Mueller 1999) which preserved the mesh topology and reduced mesh             

node distortion [Figure 3.9, b]. The average root mean square error (RMSE) between patella,              
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tibia and femoral cartilage estimations and their related smoothed points were 0.29, 0.33,             

and 0.870 mm, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.9. Quadratic template meshes fitted to the knee bone subchondral material points             

(a) and then smoothed (b), using host mesh fitting. (a) presents the material points of               

cartilage surfaces (red) and their corresponding quadratic mesh which include some mesh            

distortions. (b) shows smoothed mesh material points (green) and their corresponding           

smoothed quadratic meshes.  

  

Smoothed quadrilateral meshes could be refined to smaller elements, however, the number            

of elements was kept constant among 23 subjects, thus preserving the node and mesh              

number and connectivity. The quadrilateral mesh was then extruded into cubic 8-node            

hexahedral mesh through a multi-step algorithm, as follows. Normal vectors of each quad             

element were calculated at mesh material points and then each mesh node was lofted along               

its normal vector with its cartilage thickness magnitude. A one layer cubic mesh was initially               

generated and then split into the desired number of layers (illustrated here as three layers),               
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to create a uniform element-sized mesh. Before refining the cubic elements, another            

smoothing step was performed on normal vectors as well as the lofted nodes. Calculating the               

normal vector for each subchondral quadratic shell element, angles between closest vectors            

and the thickness magnitude at each mesh material point were three steps which generated              

a smooth articular quadrilateral mesh.  

 

Figure 3.10. Knee joint cartilage meshes reconstructed following lofting articular quadratic           

material points, using cartilage thickness and normal vector at that point. 

  

3.2.4.2 Ligament attachment zones 

The major ligaments of the knee joint were modelled by nonlinear, tension-only spring             

elements [figure 3.11]. Tibiofemoral ligaments included the ACL, PCL, superficial MCL           

(sMCL), posterior deep MCL (pMCL), oblique popliteal ligament (OPL), popliteofibular          

ligament (PFL), lateral and medial posterior capsule (pCAP) and lateral and medial meniscus             

(LMen, MMen) and patellofemoral ligaments were included patella ligament/tendon (PT),          

lateral and medial patellofemoral ligaments (LPFL, MPFL). Table 2.2 describes the           

anatomical insertion and origin and mechanical action of these ligaments, which was used as              

a guide. However, the origin and insertion attachment zones of the major ligaments of the               

knee; ACL, PCL, sMCL and LCL, were determined through registering the template quartic             

Lagrange femur and tibia bone meshes to a prior finite element MRI-based knee model              

(Erdemir 2013) included 3D deformable soft tissue structures and transferring mesh material            

points of the interface between the 3D ligament attachment counters and bony surfaces of              

the fitted Lagrange femur and tibia meshes. The attachment zones of PFL, OPL, and pCAP               

were placed from literature descriptions (Baldwin and others 2009; LaPrade, Morgan and            

others 2007; Li and others 1999; Morgan and others 2010). The description from (LaPrade,              

Engebretsen and others 2007) was used to identify the pMCL attachment zones. The origin              

and insertion of each ligament were then identified as bone mesh material points and thus,               

automatically adjusted for each model following the workflow [figure 3.11].  
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Figure 3.11. Soft tissue structures (green lines) were added to the bone-cartilage 3D models              

as nonlinear springs.  

 

The attachment zones of the patella tendon (PT) and lateral and medial patellofemoral             

ligaments (LPFL, MPFL) were determined from previous studies (Borbas, Koch, Fucentese           

2014; Steensen, Dopirak, McDonald 2004; Upadhyay and others 2005; Zaffagnini and others            

2013). Each ligament is represented by several line elements to mimic the ligament bundles.              

Table 3.1 shows the bundles and the number of spring elements used to reconstruct each               

ligament.  

A simplified representation of the lateral and medial menisci (LMen, MMen) was adopted             

from (Baldwin and others 2009; Li and others 1999) using a single nonlinear spring along the                

medial-lateral axis and two nonlinear springs along the anterior-posterior axis [figure 3.12].  
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Figure 3.12. Lateral meniscus (LMen) and medial meniscus (MMen) were represented by            

three nonlinear springs, origin on tibia bone and a fixed point and insertion at femur bone to                 

mimic meniscus structure and function which constrains the femoral motion. 

 

Table 3.1. The number of spring elements used to model the knee ligament bundles 
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3.3 Results  

60 slices of high resolution gray-scaled MR images of 23 knees were manually segmented              

using a semi-automated Matlab script in which loads each scan and record visually marked              

bone and cartilage boundary points. The script interpolated a desired number of additional             

points between each pair of manually marked points to generate a smooth boundary line. To               

reduce the segmentation errors, three individuals digitised MR images of the same three             

subjects, resulted segmentations compared and finally double checked by an experienced           

knee anatomist and biomechanist. After achieving a RMS error lower than 0.5 mm the whole               

cohort of 23 subjects segmented. Approximately 138 hours was spent on generating a             

high-quality boundary point clouds of bone, cartilage surfaces and ligament attachment           

zones for 23 subjects. 

Subject-specific pelvis, femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone meshes were reconstructed using           

MAP-Client workflows. Reconstruction and smoothing of the hexahedral cartilage meshes          

and adding soft tissue constraints were automated through a python script that will be              

integrated into MAP-Client workflows later. Mocap data and MRI segmentations loaded into            

the workflow, for bone registration in the first step, translation and rotation should be applied               

visually which take some time, however, the rest of the workflow is automated with a few                

manual checking and tweaking steps to reduce registration and fitting errors. Once the knee              

bone geometries reconstructed, the rest of the workflow including the cartilage reconstruction            

and assembling the FE model is almost real time and takes few seconds to be completed. To                 

get high quality meshes with no negative jacobians, smoothing script should be performed             

which takes extra time.  

After setting up the complete MAP-Client workflow, the average run-time to reconstruct all             

lower limb bone meshes and generate cartilage meshes was 24 minutes and 27 seconds per               

subject (across all 23 subjects). This included ~5 seconds for the pelvis (only pc fitting to                

mocap data performed), ~6 mins for the femur, ~16 mins for the tibia-fibula and ~1min for the                 

patella. The reconstruction of the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral cartilage meshes took less            

than a minute. 

Table 3.2 shows the average root mean square (RMS) errors of the bone reconstructions in               

two separate steps on MAP-Client workflows including principal component fitting step and            

parametric mesh fitting step. RMS was the distance between the segmentation point clouds             

and the mesh material points (nodal points) for all subjects.  
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Table 3.2. RMS error and descriptive statistics for reconstructed femur, tibia-fibula and            

patella bones. 

Bone RMS Error (mm) 

shape model fit to segmentation local fit to segmentation 

Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max 

Femur 2.278 0.345 1.403 2.742 1.324 0.304 0.835 1.975 

Tibia-fibula 1.865 0.422 1.032 2.554 1.591 0.329 0.785 1.957 

Patella 1.554 0.487 0.466 2.586 1.227 0.506 0.045 2.483 

 

3.4 Discussion 

The purpose of this chapter was to describe a new method of generating a musculoskeletal               

model of the knee, that best-matches optical motion capture data and conforms to match              

digitised medical imaging data. The method used existing statistical shape models of the             

lower limb bones to constrain subject-specific bone-cartilage geometries to fit a set of sparse              

data. The workflow developed here can reconstruct major lower limb bone segments (pelvis,             

femur, tibia, fibula, and patella), knee cartilage volumes and major ligamentous constraints of             

the knee, using only sparse motion capture markers and a 12cm field of view MRI scan of the                  

knee. 

It should be noted that the method developed here does not require the entire bone to be                 

segmented, instead the whole bones reconstructed from the bone shape models and            

deformed to capture the actual geometrical variations. We reconstructed the bones from            

motion capture data and then decreased prediction errors by local fitting to the segmented              

point clouds of limited view of knee joint.  

Constraining the reconstruction of bones using a statistical shape model enabled reasonable            

estimates of the main lower limb bone structure. Coupling these PC fitted bones with local               

fitting of bone and cartilage to match MRI-based segmentations resulted in bone-cartilage            

models that closely matched all the available experimental data. The fitting RMS error for              

bones were 1.32, 1.59, and 1.23 mm for femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone reconstructions,              
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respectively. After lofting and reconstructing the articular quadratic mesh, direct thickness           

measurements for every mesh material point obtained from MR images applied to the model. 

Generating a subject-specific knee finite element model typically takes days to be completed             

(Baldwin, Langenderfer, Rullkoetter, & Laz, 2010). However, our semi-automated         

computational MAP-Client workflows, after data preparation step including manual         

segmentation and tweaking the workflow to reduce registration and fitting errors, can            

reconstruct a computational bone-cartilage knee joint in about 25 minutes. The accuracy of             

this new method seems comparable to that achieved by a more traditional approach of              

generating meshes directly from segmented MR images. However, the critical question here            

is whether there is a difference in the outcome measure predicted by the model between the                

two approaches.  

Several limitations of this new workflow should be acknowledged. Firstly, MRI segmentation            

is still a manual process in this workflow and is prone to error in terms of identifying the                  

cartilage-bone and cartilage-cartilage boundaries of the joint. The constraints provided by the            

shape model ensure that physiological bones are reconstructed if the segmentation data are             

sparse. However, the local fitting will only be as accurate as the manual segmentation data               

provided. Further work using ‘deep learning’ methods are currently being investigated by our             

research group, which could provide an accurate alternative to manual segmentation.  

The soft tissue structures of the knee were not segmented from MR images and existing               

computational models and literature used to determine their attachment zones. Either a            

probabilistic study of the attachment zones or obtaining them from medical images            

segmentation can improve the workflow and anatomical detail of the computational knee            

model.  

The use of statistical shape modelling to constrain the solution of generating physiological             

bones from sparse data can also be extended by including information from previously             

generated models. To this end, the 23 models that have been developed here provide useful               

information to generate another form of statistical ‘surrogate’ that could generate an accurate             

knee joint model without the need to manually segment MR images. The following chapter              

explores this concept in more detail.  

The MAP Client Steps and Workflow developed here are publicly available at            

[https://bitbucket.org/knee-modeling] and can be easily adapted to other joints.  
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Chapter 4 

Statistical shape model of the knee to       

predict subject-specific bone-cartilage   

geometries 

 

Abstract 

Finite element modelling provides an understanding of subject-specific knee contact          

mechanics, which has tremendous potential as a clinical tool. However, generating models is             

time-consuming and requires accurate definition of bone and cartilage geometries. This           

chapter aims at creating a statistical shape model of the knee joint using the segmented 3D                

models created from the workflow (chapter 3) to rapidly generate a subject-specific finite             

element model of the knee using limited, sparse anthropometric and demographic data. A             

combined bone-cartilage statistical shape model derived from 23 subjects (12 men and 11             

women) was reconstructed using an established workflow (chapter 3). Variety of partial least             

squares regression (PLSR) models were produced to provide predictions of geometry using            

sex, weight, height, BMI and six well-known point-to-point anatomical measurements as           

model predictors. Principal component scores of bone-cartilage nodal points used to form the             

response matrix. Cross-validation was performed to assess the accuracy of the predictions.            

We showed that knee joint cartilage geometries can be predicted from demographic            

parameters, anatomical measurements, bone PCA model and their combinations within 1           
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mm root mean square error (RMSE). The addition of further anthropometric measures can             

improve the accuracy; however, these increased data points do not perceivably improve            

model predictions. We also showed that if we add the most significant estimated PC scores               

(which retained 99% of the training set) to the predictors list, the predictions RMS error will                

reduce to 0.81, 0.62, and 0.44 for femoral, tibial and patellar cartilage, respectively. These              

predictive models provide a new approach to fast reconstruction of subject-specific finite            

element knee bone-cartilage geometries and potentially knee joint alignments in clinical           

circumstances, which can be used to set up a finite element analysis and estimate              

kinematics and contact forces.  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Evaluation of healthy and pathologic knee joint mechanics requires the development of            

subject-specific computational models, based on accurate segmentation of anatomical         

structures from medical images (Baldwin, Langenderfer, Rullkoetter, & Laz, 2010; Pena,           

Calvo, Martinez, & Doblare, 2006). However, reconstruction of subject-specific anatomy is a            

time-consuming, labour-intensive process involving manual segmentation and development        

of suitable meshes of the subchondral bones, articular cartilage and surrounding soft tissues.  

Computational models, such as finite element (FE) models, are typically generated from            

medical images with a limited field of view (FOV), focusing on the joint of interest. Knee joint                 

models, for example, are typically segmented from MR images that have a 12 to 16 cm FOV,                 

thus incorporating the distal femur and proximal tibia, but not much of the diaphyses. Ideally,               

one would obtain full body MR or CT images and segment out the entire bone and soft tissue                  

structures, however, this is clearly not feasible for clinical application. Simplified, rigid body             

models will often scale a template model to match the length or width dimensions of an                

individual. This scaling process has limitations when trying to adequately represent the            

articulating surface geometry. A significant challenge lies in the fact that there is a              

‘disconnect’ between the rigid body models, which often get used to estimate loads and              

boundary conditions, and the continuum-level FE models that are generated from segmented            

medical imaging data. To solve this challenge, an integrated workflow has been presented in              

the previous chapter [Figure 4.1], which enables rapid prediction of entire bone geometry and              

customised fitting of the articulated surface to match segmented MR images. Although this             

workflow goes a long way to address the time-consuming nature of generating            

subject-specific models, more can be done.  
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Figure 4.1. MAP Client workflow to estimate knee joint geometries from optical motion             

capture (mocap) data and MRI segmentations. (a) Bone shape models of the femur,             

tibia-fibula, and patella are registered and fit to motion capture landmarks by varying the              

principal components of the shape model (i.e. PC fit). (b) After initial fitting, the mesh is                

registered and fit to point clouds from the MRI segmentations and then locally fitted to the                

point clouds. (c) A template, hexahedral cartilage mesh is scaled and fit to the new subject                

specific model. Nodal points from each customised hexahedral mesh are used to extract             

mesh points of cartilage “growing zones” and the mesh is extruded to fit the cartilage               

thickness based upon the segmented articulating surface of the joint. After assembling these             

models, another shape modelling process is performed to identify key parameters that can             

predict the morphology of the joint (i.e. Shape Analysis), or the model can be exported for FE                 

Analysis (Chapter 6).  

 

The focus of this chapter is to implement a statistical shape model as an alternative approach                

to decrease the computational time to generate knee models (Rao and others 2013).             

Statistical shape models capture the mean and variations in shape in a few parameters or               

“modes”, thereby reducing the dimensionality of shape reconstruction problem. Statistical          

shape modelling of rigidly defined segments has been used to generate a subject-specific             

musculoskeletal models for surgery planning (Fleute, Lavalle, Julliard 1999) and prosthesis           
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design (Bryan, Nair, Taylor 2012). However, approximating soft tissue and deformable           

bodies such as cartilage is a challenge. Mesh morphing is a common technique to generate               

hexahedral mesh which combined with statistical shape modelling to develop subject-specific           

soft tissue structures such as cartilage volume (Baldwin and others 2010). This chapter             

describes the use of statistical shape modelling, specifically, a Partial Least Squares            

Regression (PLSR) model, to predict subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry using a            

limited set of sparse data points and predictor variables. 

In previous work from our research group, we have shown that anthropometric            

characteristics and anatomical landmarks can be used as surrogate measures to predict            

anatomical geometries via regression on the shape models (Zhang, Hislop-Jambrich, Besier           

2016; Zhang and Besier 2017). The purpose of this study is to create a surrogate statistical                

model using the segmented models created from Chapter 3 to predict knee joint             

bone-cartilage geometries using a subset of anthropometric data. The outcome from this            

work will be a method to rapidly generate subject-specific knee models using limited, sparse              

anthropometric and demographic data.  

 

4.2 Methods 

Data and models generated from Chapter 3 form the basis of the dataset used here. As                

such, we refer the reader to section 3.2.2, which describes the experimental data used for               

this study.  

 

4.2.1 Motion capture anatomical landmarks and predictor variables 

Ideally, one could produce accurate finite element meshes of an individual, given some             

simple anthropometric measurements, or demographic information, such as sex and height.           

Since optical motion capture is considered standard practice for obtaining motion data from             

an individual, it was decided to use measurements (absolute, or Euclidean distance            

calculations) from anatomical landmarks identified using optical motion capture markers. The           

following variables were calculated and used as anatomical variables in the consequent            

partial least squares regression analysis:  

● Pelvis Depth (PD), calculated as distance between right anterior superior iliac spine            

marker and sacrum 
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● Pelvis Width (PW), calculated as distance between left and right anterior superior            

iliac spines 

● Femur Length (FL), calculated as the average distance between the right anterior            

superior iliac spine and the right lateral and medial femoral epicondyles 

● Knee Width (KW), calculated as the distance between the medial and lateral            

epicondyles of the femur  

● Tibial Length (TL), calculated as the distance between the lateral femoral epicondyle            

and the lateral ankle malleoli. 

● Ankle Width (AW), calculated as the distance between the medial and lateral ankle             

malleoli  

 

Three time-frames of motion capture data were selected, and the average used to calculate              

the Euclidean distance between landmarks. To determine which variables are appropriate for            

regression analysis, a correlation between anthropometric and landmark measurements was          

performed.  

Descriptive and inferential statistics such as mean and variance distributions of predictors,            

and their relationships must be analysed to build a meaningful predictive regression model.             

Pearson cross-correlation coefficients were used to test collinearity and relationships          

between above variables and other patient demographics, including sex, age, weight, height,            

and BMI [Table 4.1]. Findings show moderate to strong correlations between sex and other              

variables, such as weight, height, length of femur and tibia bones, and ankle width. The               

collinearity was also observed among most of variables. Hence, it will be important to study               

the mean difference of male and female groups for each variable, reported in table 4.2.  
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Table 4.1. Pearson cross-correlation coefficients for anthropometric and demographic         

variables. These variables will be used as model predictors of the knee joint bone-cartilage              

geometries in the next sections of this study. Variables with correlation coefficient of 0.50 and               

higher considered as moderately to highly correlated. 

 

 

Mean male femur and tibia bone lengths were 524.75 mm (SD = 23.74) and 425.74 (SD =                 

31.65) respectively. By comparison, mean female femur and tibia bone lengths were shorter:             

489.72 mm (SD = 16.20) and 384.99 (SD = 22.11) respectively. An independent samples              

t-test performed to test for significance. The assumption of homogeneity of variances was             

tested and satisfied via Levene’s F test (p-value for all variables were greater than 0.05). The                

independent samples t-test for height (t = 4.82, p = 0.000), weight (t = 5.03, p = 0.000), femur                   

length (t = 3.915, p = 0.001), tibia length (t = 3.39, p = 0.003), and ankle width (t=3.11, p =                     

0.005) were associated with statistically significant effects. However, the BMI index for both             

groups was invariant. Three other measures including pelvis width, pelvis depth and knee             

width also showed no significant mean differences. Table 4.2 also shows the Cohen’s d              

index for all tests and for those variables mentioned this index is a large effect (d> 0.80)                 

(Rice and Harris 2005) .  
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Table 4.2. Significance of differences between males and females in demographic variables            

and anatomical landmark measurements (Two tailed t-test with df = 21 and t-critical= ǁ2.080ǁ              

where α =0.05 and t-critical= ǁ2.831ǁ where α =0.01) 

 

** Significant at the 0.001 level (two tailed t-test) 

 

4.2.2 Statistical shape modelling 

Knee bone-cartilage meshes at their MRI configuration were initially aligned to the femoral             

cartilage attachment zone of subject number one. Nodal coordinates of the training set             

meshes (chapter 3) were mean normalised and then principal component analysis (PCA)            

was performed using singular value decomposition (SVD) (Joliffe and Morgan 1992; Shlens            

2005). The first k significant principal components were selected, accounting for more than             

95% of total variation in the training set, for further analysis and reconstructing the knee               

statistical shape models.  

Multivariate regression through Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) (Blanc and others           

2012; Sjostrom and others 1983) was used to predict bone-cartilage shape from            

anthropometric and demographic measurements. PLSR combines features from and         

generalises PCA and multiple linear regression. It is directional and predicts a set of              

dependent variables (response matrix Y) from a set of independent variables or predictors             
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(desire matrix X). PLSR simultaneously decomposes both X and Y matrices into their             

components and then maximises the covariance between them (Abdi 2003; Abdi 2010).            

Here, our X matrix contains demographic and body measurements. Our Y matrix contains             

the bone-cartilage geometric data points represented by their corresponding significant          

principal components.  

Computational models can be validated by using different statistics-based quantitative          

validation methods (Ling and Mahadevan, 2013; Rebba et al., 2006; (Salzberg, 1997). Many             

research designs perform a validation test using a separate and independent training set             

from test set, however, in this research, to test the predictive power of the PLSR model, a                 

leave-one-out cross-validation technique (Pedregosa and others 2011) was performed on a           

training set by taking all samples except one that left out to be the test sample. Many studies                  

adopt leave-one-out cross validation to evaluate the performance of a computational           

algorithm when the sample size is small. Since the randomness of dividing samples into for               

training and testing does not exist, the point estimate of accuracy for a given data set is                 

constant (Wong, 2015). An RMS error between the actual and predicted nodal coordinates             

over the entire geometry was then calculated. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 PCA of knee bone-cartilage 

Three principal component analyses were performed on surface nodal coordinates of the            

femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bones; hexahedral nodal coordinates of the tibiofemoral and            

patellofemoral cartilage; and combination of bone and cartilage nodals. PCs capture variation            

in the training set, first PC retains the largest variation and then second PC captures the                

second variation perpendicular to the first one and so on. Figure 4.2 shows the percentage               

variance captured by the PCs of each PCA model. PCA of knee bones constructed a model                

in which 97% of alignment, size and shape was captured in five significant components. PCA               

on cartilage produced a model with 94% of variation retained by five significant components.              

PCA on the combination of bone and cartilage produced a model that accounts for 97% of                

variation in five significant components, in which 89, 79 and 89 percent of variations were               

retained by first three components of bone, cartilage and bone-cartilage models, respectively.  
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Figure 4.2. Percentage variance captured by the principal components of the PCA models for              

Bone shape (blue), cartilage shape (red), and bone plus cartilage shape (dashed black). All              

models had seven significant components retaining 99% of variation. Bone shape and            

Bone-Cartilage shape models had nearly the same trend of capturing data variation.  

 

4.3.1.1 Bones 

Variations captured by the first three components of the bone PCA model is exhibited in               

Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Reconstructed bone shape from the first PC, retained               

53% of total variance, represented the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral flexion-extension joint           

alignments with a positive change in flexion direction for both joints.  

Reconstructed knee shape from the second PC, retained 25% of total variance, captured the              

volume and size of the bones [Figure 4.4] in which negative variation produced larger              

3-dimensional bone structures. Some degree of femoral anteversion angle (AA) variation can            

be tracked as well.  

Shape generated from third PC, captured 11% of total variances, showed variation in femur              

bone alignment with respect to the tibia bone and a total rotation of the whole bones around                 

knee centre [Figure 4.5]. It seems that this PC captured the error produced by initial rigid                

alignment of all knees to the femoral cartilage of subject number one (section 4.2.2).  
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Figure 4.3. Reconstructed knee bones shape from the first PC that retained 52.58% of total               

variance in the training set. PC 1 captured the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral            

flexion-extension joint alignments (A). Grey, red, and blue point clouds represent the mean             

shape, + 2 standard deviation and - 2 standard deviation, respectively.  
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Figure 4.4. Reconstructed knee shape from the second PC (retained 25% of total variance).              

PC 2 captured the size (A, C) and volume (D, E) of bones. Grey, red and blue point clouds                   

represent the mean shape, +2 standard deviation and -2 standard deviation, respectively.            

Femoral anteversion angle (AA) variation was observed (A, B).  
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Figure 4.5. Reconstructed bones from third PC that captured 11% of total variances in the               

training set. Sagittal view (A) shows variation in femur bone alignment with respect to the               

tibia bone and positive variation captured the femur flexion. Frontal view (C, D, and E) shows                

a total rotation of the bones around knee centre with a positive clockwise rotation. Grey, red                

and blue point clouds represent the mean shape, +2 standard deviation and -2 standard              

deviation, respectively.  
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4.3.1.2 Cartilage  

The shape variation of the knee articular cartilage was studied by overviewing the mean              

shape with ± 2 standard deviations reconstructed from each PC. PC 1 that retained 48% of                

total variation of the training set, obviously depicted the size of knee articular cartilage [Figure               

4.6]. Changes in positive direction made the cartilage geometry shrinked and negative            

direction enlarged the geometry.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Overview of the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from first              

PC (48% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and + 2 standard deviation               

(red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC # 1 represent the size of the knee cartilage. 

 

PC 2 explained 18% of the total variation of the training set and accounted for variations in                 

the patellar cartilage superior-inferior alignment and the tibial cartilage flexion-extension          

alignment. Reconstructed knee cartilage layers from second PC (18% of variation) including            

mean shape and ± 2 standard deviations exhibited in Figure 4.7 Positive and negative              

variation changes of the second PC generated anterior-posterior and inferior-superior patellar           

cartilage with respect to its mean, respectively. Changes in femoral groove topology,            

conformity ratios of the contact surface of the patellofemoral joint was presented by the              

second PC. Negative change in second PC reduced the conformity degree of the femoral              

groove.  
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Figure 4.7. Overviewing the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from            

second PC (retained 18.26% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2              

standard deviation (red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 2 represented the patellar             

anterior-posterior and superior-inferior and tibial flexion-extension alignments, respectively. 

 

PC 3 explained 12% of the total variance of the training set and accounted for the major                 

variation of patellar cartilage medial-lateral and tibial cartilage internal-external alignments.          

Positive change in PC 3 showed more medial position of the patellar cartilage and internal               

rotation of tibial cartilage with respect to the mean shape. Changes on lateral side of the                

femoral groove surface was also depicted [Figure 4.8].  

PC 4 explained 11% of the total variance of the training set, accounting for the variation of                 

patellar cartilage superior-inferior alignment and tibial articular joint distance. Positive change           

in PC 4 showed more superior patellar cartilage with respect to its mean shape. On the other                 

hand, positive change in PC 4 depicted lower tibiofemoral joint distance and negative change              

showed higher tibiofemoral joint distance [Figure 4.9].  

Figure 4.10 exhibited the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from fifth PC              

(4.7% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2 standard deviation (red)              

and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 5 represented the coupled patellar spin (varus-valgus)             

and tilt (internal-external) alignments and tibial varus-valgus alignment, respectively. 
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Figure 4.8. Overviewing the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from third             

PC (retained 12% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2 standard              

deviation (red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 3 represented the patellar medial-lateral             

and tibial internal-external alignments, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Overviewing the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from forth             

PC (retained 11% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2 standard              

deviation (red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 4 represented the patellar            

superior-inferior alignment and tibial articular joint distance, respectively. 
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Figure 4.10. Overviewing the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from fifth             

PC (retained 4.7% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2 standard              

deviation (red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 5 represented the coupled patellar spin              

and internal-external alignments and tibial articular cartilage varus-valgus alignment,         

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Overviewing the shape variation in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from            

sixth PC (retained 2.08% of total variance), including mean shape (grey points) and +2              

standard deviation (red) and -2 standard deviation (blue). PC 6 represented the            

patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joint distances, respectively. Positive changes showed less          

joint distance and negative changes showed higher joint distance for both knee joints.  
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The shape variations in knee cartilage layers reconstructed from sixth PC (retained 2% of              

total variance) are illustrated in Figure 4.11, including mean shape and ± 2 standard              

deviations. Patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joint distances picked by the sixth PC,           

respectively. Positive changes showed less joint distance and negative changes showed           

higher joint distance for both knee joints. 

 

4.3.1.3 Combined bone-cartilage  

Reconstructed bone and cartilage models produced by using the first four components of the              

combined PCA model are exhibited in figure 4.12.  

 

Figure 4.12. Reconstructed bone-cartilage from combined PCA model using the first four            

PCs that captured 95% of total variances in the training set. Frontal and sagittal views               

demonstrated, A, B, C, and D shapes reconstructed from PC # 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.                 

Grey, red and blue point clouds represent the mean shape, +2 standard deviation and -2               

standard deviation, respectively.  

 

Reconstructed bone-cartilage shape model from the first PC, retained 52.80% of total            

variance, similar to bone PCA model (section 4.3.1.1) represented the tibiofemoral and            
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patellofemoral flexion-extension joint alignments with a positive variation resulted patellar and           

tibial flexion. The second PC retained 25,47% of total variance, similar to bone PCA model               

captured the volume and size of the bone and cartilage in which negative variation produced               

larger bone and cartilage structures. Femoral anteversion angle (AA) variation was also            

observed. Third PC, captured 10% of total variances, showed variation in orientation of the              

reconstructed model as mentioned in section 4.3.1.1, It seems that Combined PCA model             

similar to bone PCA model captured variation produced during the initial rigid alignment of all               

knees to the femoral cartilage of subject number one (section 4.2.2). Fourth PC, retained 6%               

of total variance, captured the patellar and tibial medial-lateral alignments. This results also             

are like variation captured by the fourth PC of the bone PAC model.  

 

4.3.2 PLSR Analysis  

To build a robust PLS model, choosing the number of PLS components that represent the               

desired response variables is a crucial step to avoid underfitting and overfitting and input              

irrelevant data to the model. Despite PCA, PLS components (latent variables) retain            

maximum covariance of X and Y and are not essentially perpendicular (Brereton 2007).             

Therefore, the amount of explained variance of X and Y by their relevant PLS components               

may not be in descending order [Figure 4.13]. First five PLS components were chosen to               

build the PLS model as they explain 90% and 85% of the variance in X and Y matrices,                  

respectively. Besides, the explained variance by the sixth PC is not significant comparing to              

the fifth one.  

To quantify the strength and accuracy of the PLS model to predict knee geometry, first five                

PLS components were utilised to construct the whole knee joint and then the predicted knee               

model’s segments (bones and cartilage mesh nodals) were compared with the corresponding            

segments of the original model (Chapter 3). The predicted segment was rigidly aligned to its               

original segment and then the root mean square (RMS) error between the two was              

calculated. Table 4.3 shows the resulted RMS (mm) for all subjects and segments of each               

knee model. In general, the PLS model predicted the knee joint geometry with an error of                

1.15 ± 1.30 mm (mean ± standard deviation), the worst and best predictions were the femur                

bone (3.24 ± 1.8 mm) and patella cartilage (0.43 ± 0.11 mm), respectively. This error does                

not include the joint alignments and the range of motion in which were captured by the PLS                 

components and will be explained in the following.  
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Figure 4.13. Percentage variance explained by the PLS components for X and Y metrics of               

the PLS model. Desire matrix (X) included anthropometric and demographic parameters           

[Table 4.1] and response matrix (Y) included the combined PCA shape model. 

 

Table 4.3. RMS error (mm) between the geometry of the original 3D knee models and their                

respective predicted 3D models by PLSR model.  
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Similar to PCA, the variations in the joint alignments were also captures by PLS components.               

The first five PLS components were utilised to construct each subject’s 3D knee model from               

combined anthropometric parameters and bone shapes. Six degrees of freedom including           

medial-lateral (ML), anterior-posterior (AP), superior-inferior (SI), flexion-extension (FE),        

varus-valgus (VV) and external-internal (EI) alignments were calculated for both tibiofemoral           

and patellofemoral joints of each pair of predicted and original knee models. Table 4.4              

exhibits the absolute difference of two corresponding knee models. Mean absolute mean            

error of the predictions vary from 1.7 to 5.8 mm for ML, AP and SI alignments and 1.5 to 7.1                    

degrees for FE, VV and EI alignments. 

 

Table 4.4 Absolute difference error of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint alignments,           

comparing the original 3D knee models and their corresponding PLSR predicted models.            

Highlighted numbers are the three largest figures in each alignment column.  

 

Using corresponding projected weights of PCs and adjusting the number of PLS components             

to five, tests were converged in less than a second, instead of minutes of computational               

processes once using direct nodal coordinates in the response matrix. To accurately            
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choosing the number of the PLSR component, the RMS error of cross-validation models             

were studied [Figure 4.13].  

 

4.3.3 Validation  

Tables 4.5 to 4.9 depict the results of leave-one-out cross validation (1 subject as test, 22                

subjects as training data). Predictors of the PLSR model were included demographic and             

anatomical landmarks. Response matrix were included weights of 10 first principal           

components which retained nearly 99% of partial bones-cartilage shapes variation. principal           

components of bone-cartilage shape models used to shape response matrix. Three PLSR            

cross-components also were used to perform the leave-one-out validation.  

 

Figure 4.14. RMS error of leave-one-out cross-validation, predictors comprised of          

demographic and anatomical landmarks. Response matrix included partial bone-cartilage         

shapes represented by the first 10 PC modes (about 99% of variance retained). 

 

The first five PLS components were used to predict the 3D knee joint shape. After the initial                 

prediction, segments were aligned with the original segment and the RMS reconstruction was             

calculated. Different PLS models were formulated as exhibited in tables 4.5 to 4.7. Table 4.5               

shows cross-validation RMS and mean (± standard deviation) errors of test with respect to              

the original femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bones. Anthropometric parameters including sex,           
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gender, weight, height, and BMI predicted the bone femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone             

shapes (size and geometry) with 4.07, 2.28, and 0.49 mm error, respectively. In the second               

PLSR model, optical motion capture marker measurements including pelvis depth, pelvis           

width, femur length, knee width, tibia length, ankle width were utilised to predict bone shapes.               

The prediction of tibia-fibula bone shape was improved significantly but for the femur and              

patella bones the error remained almost the same. Combined of all predictors increased the              

femur shape prediction error but did not show improvement for tibia-fibula and patella bones.  

 

 

Figure 4.15. Cross-validation RMS error distribution on the mean bone shapes predicted by             

the combined PLSR model.  

 

Error distribution on the mean bone shapes [Figure 4.7] demonstrated morphometric           

variations on each bone segment. Femoral groove, part of the mid-shaft, and neck showed              

the minimum variation but the epicondylar sections and femoral head showed maximum            

variations. Maximum error distribution on tibia was at the posterior side of its shaft and the                

minimum error was at medial tibial plateau. Error on patella bone was distributed evenly.  
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Table 4.5. Whole bone prediction errors, using anthropometrics, mocap data measurement,           

and their combinations 

 

Predictors 

Femur shape Tibia-fibula Shape Patella Shape 

RMS Mean±SD RMS Mean±SD RMS Mean±SD 

Anthropometrics 4.07 2.30 ± 1.05 2.28 3.11 ± 2.10 0.49 0.58 ± 0.36 

Measurements 4.08 5.10 ± 2.19 1.79 0.73 ± 0.43 0.52 0.68 ± 0.38 

Anthro and Measurements 4.58 5.00 ± 2.14 1.8 0.77 ± 0.41 0.51 0.59 ± 0.37  

 

To reduce the cross-validation error and increase the accuracy of the PLSR model,             

anthropometric parameters and measurements were used to predict partial bone shapes           

including proximal femur and distal tibia in which reduced the RMS errors significantly [Table              

4.6]. Here also, after predicting the whole knee shape, each predicted segment was aligned              

to its original segment and then the reconstruction RMS error metrics were calculated. Three              

PLSR models were developed as Table 4.6 illustrates. The combined PLS model, which             

used combination of anthropometric parameters and optical motion capture measurements,          

improved the prediction of proximal tibia with respect to two other PLS models using either               

anthropometric parameters or measurements.  

 

Table 4.6. Partial bone prediction errors, using anthro, mocap measurements 

 

Predictors 

distal Femur shape Proximal Tibia Shape 

RMS Mean±SD RMS Mean±SD 

Anthropometrics 1.22 1.23 ± 0.67 0.89 1.26 ± 0.56 

Measurements 1.22 1.29 ± 0.68 0.71 0.50 ± 0.28 

Anthro and Measurements 1.26 1.33 ± 0.69 0.67 0.32 ± 0.18 

 

A distribution map of the cross-validation error on the partial femur bone [Figure 4.16]              

demonstrated that the maximum error was on the medial subchondral cartilage area and the              
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minimum variation was around the femoral groove and epicondyle areas. The main part of              

the tibia plateau was obtained the lowest prediction error and the highest errors were              

detected around edges of tibia plateau and posterior side close to the shaft area.  

 

Figure 4.16. leave-one-out cross validation mean RMS error distribution on distal femur bone             

(A) and proximal tibia bone (B); reconstruction used five PLS components. Response matrix             

was comprised projected weights of the first 10 principal components retained 99% of shape              

variations and predictors were demographic and anatomical landmarks measurements from          

mocap data.  

 

Five different PLS models were developed to predict the knee articular cartilage shape. Five              

PLS components were utilised to reconstruct test. Anthropometric parameters, optical motion           

capture measurements, combination of both, bone PCA shape, and combination of all            

mentioned parameters were predictors for each of the five PLS models. Table 4.7 depicts the               
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results of cross-validation. In general, the combined predictor model (last row of the table)              

was demonstrated the lowest RMS errors which were less than 1 mm. The RMS error               

distributions demonstrated on the mean shapes of the cartilage layers to find out about              

variation of the morphological characteristics of the cartilage layers [Figure 4.17]. The edges             

of the tibial cartilage and femoral cartilage showed the maximum RMS error. FEmoral             

groove, patella cartilage, and the central section of the tibia cartilage showed the lowest              

validation RMS error.  

 

Table 4.7. Cartilage prediction errors, using demographic parameters, anatomical landmarks,          

bone PCA shape and their combinations. 3D knee models were reconstructed using first five              

PLS components of the PLSR model. 

Predictors Femoral cartilage  Tibial Cartilage Patellar Cartilage 

RMS Mean±SD RMS Mean±SD RMS Mean±SD 

Anthropometrics 0.98 0.94 ± 0.38 0.66 0.79 ± 0.31 0.49 0.51 ± 0.28 

Measurements 0.98 1.13 ± 0.50 0.56 0.56 ± 0.29 0.52 0.68  ± 0.34  

Anthro and Measurements 1.03 1.13  ± 0.49  0.55 0.49  ± 0.24  0.50 0.66  ± 0.33  

 whole bone shape 0.89 1.44  ± 0.52  0.65 0.84  ± 0.39 0.43 0.30  ± 0.15 

Anthro, Measurements and 

bone shape 

0.81 1.17  ± 0.39 0.62 0.76  ± 0.35 0.44 0.32  ± 0.16  
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Figure 4.17. The cross-validation RMS error distribution on the mean shapes of the cartilage              

layers. First five PLS components were used to reconstruct cartilage shape from combined             

anthropometric parameters, optical motion capture measurements and bone PCA shape as           

model predictors.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

The purpose of this chapter is to create a statistical shape model of the knee joint using the                  

segmented 3D models created from the workflow (Chapter 3) to rapidly generate            

subject-specific knee models using limited, sparse anthropometric and demographic data.  

Correlation and significance of the mean difference of predictor variables were studied. Age             

was found to be an invariant, sex was found to be a highly correlated categorical variable that                 

showed strong correlation with and mean difference of weight, height, femur length, tibia             

length, and ankle width, respectively. The BMI index and the measures including pelvis             

width, pelvis depth and knee width showed no significant mean differences and were             

invariant. These variables were considered as PLS model predictors.  

Dimension reduction was performed on a training set of mesh nodal coordinates using             

principal component analysis to generate three different knee PCA shapes, including bone            

PCA shape, cartilage PCA shape and combined PCA shape models retaining 97, 94, and              
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97% of variation by their largest five significant principal components, respectively. PCs            

retained variation in size, morphology, and joint alignment.  

The first, second and third PCs of the bone PCA shape explained 53, 25, and 11% of total                  

variation, representing the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral flexion-extension joint alignments,         

the volume and size of the bones, and bones rotation around the knee centre, respectively. 

One novel aspect of this research is describing the articulation of the knee joint as a                

statistical shape model. It should be noted that the PCA was performed on the cartilage               

mesh material points, generated from a limited field of view non-weight-bearing MR image of              

the knee joint near full extension. Findings revealed variation in the training set including the               

geometrical differences and the alignment and orientation of the joint. It was shown that the               

knee articulation can be explained by six shape variables, retaining 95.7 % of total variance               

in the training set. Qualitative observations of these shape variables and their influence on              

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral orientation and position are noted below. 

The first cartilage shape variable captured 48% of total variance of the knee joint and               

represented the overall size (volume and cartilage thickness).The second cartilage shape           

variable explained 18% of total variance and captured the coupling alignment of the             

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints at their near-full extension pose. Negative change in            

this variable resulted in increased tibiofemoral flexion coupled with inferior and anterior            

alignment of the patella. The third cartilage shape variable of healthy knee joints explained              

12 % of total variance and captured the medial patellar alignment with internal tibial              

alignment. The relative location of the patella articulating surface with respect to the femoral              

trochlear groove was captured by the fourth cartilage shape variable, which explained 11% of              

total variance. The varus-valgus patellofemoral and tibiofemoral alignment was captured by           

the fifth knee articulation shape variable, explaining 4.7% of total variance.Varus rotation of             

the tibia was accompanied by varus movement of the patella and vice versa. Tibiofemoral              

joint distance was captured by the sixth articular cartilage shape variable, but this only              

accounted for  2.08% of total variance.  

To conclude, the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral geometries and the combined motion of            

these joints were adequately described by six shape variables (PCs). Performing this            

analysis on a greater number of knee joints would enable the rapid generation and              

classification of knee joint types, facilitating the diagnosis of abnormal articulations and joint             

alignments in a clinical setting.  
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It must be noted that the loading conditions determine the knee motion patterns and passive               

knee experiments are not sufficient sources to specify the kinematics arrangement (Hill and             

others 2000; Hoshino and Tashman 2012; Johal and others 2005; Koo, Rylander, Andriacchi             

2011; Palmer 2012; Qi and others 2013). In the next chapter, these patterns are studied               

using weight-bearing joint configuration.  

The first four PCs of the combined bone-cartilage PCA model captured 53, 25, 10, and 6% of                 

total variance and represented almost the same variation as bone PCA model. PCA obtains              

the largest variations in the training set and it seems that the variation in bone in                

perpendicular directions were predominated to cartilage variation. To keep the maximum           

information from the PCA shape model, the first 10 PCs of the combined PCA model               

(retaining about 99% of the variation) was accepted as the knee shape model, the response               

matrix for the PLSR modelling. 

The subject-specific 3D knee models were generated from easily measured anthropometric           

and demographic measurements with an accuracy of 1.15 ± 1.30 mm (mean ± standard              

deviation). To obtain this accuracy, a variety of PLSR analyses were performed on             

combination of anthropometric, optical motion capture measurements, and bone PCs as           

predictors (desire matrix) of the PLS models, respectively. First five PLS components that             

captured 90 and 85% of variations in desire (X) and response matrices (Y), respectively,              

were chosen to generate final PLS knee model. Comparing bone and cartilage segments of              

the PLS knee model with their aligned original 3D models (Chapter 3); the worst and best                

predictions were the femur bone (3.24 ± 1.8 mm) and patella cartilage (0.43 ± 0.11 mm),                

respectively. The variations in joint alignments including medial-lateral, anterior-posterior,         

superior-inferior, flexion-extension, varus-valgus and external-internal were calculated for        

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints. Findings depicted a mean absolute error between 1.7            

and 5.8 mm for ML, AP and SI alignments and 1.5 and 7.1 degrees for FE, VV and EI                   

alignments.  

Tsai and colleagues (Tsai and others 2015) integrated shape modelling and dual fluoroscopic             

imaging to develop a tool for real time construction of 3D knee joint surface geometry. The                

training set to construct SSM was included CT scans of 152 healthy knees with a large field                 

of view (FOV) (25 cm above and below the joint line). The PCA was performed on nodal                 

coordinates of the surface geometry of each respective 3D bone model and did not include               

the joint alignment and the range of motion. The SSMs for femur, tibia and patella bones                

were created separately and used to reconstruct 3D bone surface geometry from outlines of              

two orthogonal fluoroscopic images of the target subject. The overall differences between the             

3D SSM surface and CT models surface were 0.30 ± 0.81 mm, 0.34 ± 0.79 mm and 0.36 ±                   
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0.59 mm for the distal femur, proximal tibia and patella, respectively, using the full set of PCs                 

(Tsai and others 2015). The computational time for the whole knee joint was controlled within               

1 min on a common personal computer. Although the study provided more accurate results              

for constructing geometry, it must be considered that fluoroscopy, both single (Banks and             

Hodge 1996) and dual plane (Seisler and Sheehan 2007; Tashman and Anderst 2003; Tsai              

and others 2015), expose subjects to ionizing radiation.  

Assuring about the accuracy of the prediction and robustness of the PLS shape model, a               

series of cross validation tests were performed using various combinations of predictors to             

predict combined bone-cartilage PCA shape. 

Anthropometric parameters and motion capture measurements predicted the bone femur,          

tibia-fibula, and patella bone shapes (size and geometry) with 4.58, 1.80, and 0.51 mm RMS               

error, respectively. Adding motion capture measurements to the predictors did not improved            

the femur predictions but improved the tibia-fibula and patella bone predictions. Anther            

research conducted by our lab reported the femur prediction RMS error of 3.83 mm from               

anthropometric parameters (Zhang, Hislop-Jambrich, Besier 2016), which is close to our           

estimated error. However, the distribution of errors on femur surface bone showed that most              

error belonged to the femoral head prediction. It seems that adding medical images of the               

femoral head can reduce the model prediction and could be considered in the future step of                

our study to improve our training set.  

To reduce the RMS errors of the predictions, another series of leave-one-out cross-validation             

tests were performed to predict the distal femur and proximal tibia bones, considering that              

prediction errors were distributed far from the knee centre. Findings indicated a large drop in               

mean errors for prediction of partial bones, 1.33 ± 0.69 mm for distal femur and 0.32 ± 0.18                  

for the proximal tibia.  

Another series of cross-validation tests were conducted to predict knee cartilage from            

anthropometric parameters, optical motion capture measurements, and bone PCA shape. In           

general, the combined predictor model was demonstrated the lowest RMS error which were             

less than 1 mm for all cartilage segment. The edges of the tibial cartilage and femoral                

cartilage showed the maximum RMS error. Femoral groove, patella cartilage, and the central             

section of the tibia cartilage showed the lowest validation RMS error.  

As discussed, the cross-validation tests showed that the combined PLS knee model is able              

to generate a precise partial subject-specific knee joint shape within a very low range of               

errors comparing to the imaging data source parameters (such as slice thickness of 1.5 mm),               
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however, our ultimate goal remains to predict the whole bone and articular cartilage as an               

advantage of our workflow. It seems that increasing the accuracy of whole bone-cartilage             

predictions depends on estimations of the distal femur and proximal tibia, the initial 3D              

models generating process (Chapter 3). This can be achieved by adding the medical imaging              

data of those regions to the training set. The predictions of cartilage showed a very low                

errors, however, it will be the subject of further investigation as to how the cartilage error will                 

influence the mechanical characteristic of the joint simulation (such as stress-strain).  

Despite huge time-consuming during model building, the simulation time for reconstructing a            

new subject-specific knee shape is less than a second which makes our workflow close to               

real-time and clinical applicable. Adding an optimisation algorithm to our modelling pipeline,            

the sequential bone cartilage reconstruction during the motion capture trials can reduce the             

prediction errors. This can be performed by using machine learning tools to auto-correct the              

predictions.  

This chapter provides a foundation for our further investigation to investigate knee joint             

mechanics and can be improved by noting several limitations. The findings are subject to the               

small number of participants and difficulty in obtaining the anthropometric and optical motion             

capture data. Using heterogeneous samples and increasing the number of participants in            

particular in different age groups, pathological vs. healthy can increase the model accuracy             

and robustness, application and generalisation of the research method and results. It            

remains to be seen whether this level of accuracy is acceptable for clinical application. This               

will most likely depend on the research question and outcome variable of interest.  
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Chapter 5  

A new tool to describe weight bearing       

kinematics from sparse MRI data 
 

Abstract 

As Dyrby and Andriacchi (2004) noted, the femur and tibia are not entirely steered by bony                

and ligamentous structures. As has been shown for passive knee motion, the activities             

performed, and muscle activations also influence their relative movements. To understand           

this, we need to study the knee at its loaded condition through a range of flexion. This                 

research aimed to develop a tool to rapidly estimate and describe patellofemoral and             

tibiofemoral weight-bearing kinematics from sparse weight-bearing MR imaging data. It was           

hypothesised that the kinematics would alter due to the different knee geometries for men              

and women. MR images of eleven male and twelve female loaded knees at 0, 30 and 60º of                  

flexion were initially studied. Knee models reconstructed by using PC fitting and kinematics             

was estimated after applying a joint anatomical coordinate system. Bone Meshes of the knee              

joint were reconstructed using PC fitting with very low RMS error of 1.99 ± 0.21 mm.                

Extracting tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint kinematics indicated that there was significant           

difference between knee 6 DOF kinematics of males and females. Validation tests with this              

workflow illustrated it was robust in terms of estimating tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint             

kinematics from various, sparse MR imaging data. This tool has potential to be used in a                

clinical setting, to estimate the lower limb geometry and knee kinematics in almost real-time              

using sparse medical images. Further investigation is needed to evaluate reliability of the tool              

using a larger population and different imaging conditions.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Knee kinematics such as external tibial rotation and anterior tibial translation during gait cycle              

or the joint positions at ground contact during landing motion (Decker and others 2003;              

Zhang, Bates, Dufek 2000) are dependent on loading (Dyrby and Andriacchi 2004) and thus,              

not strict functions of knee flexion (Blankevoort, Huiskes, De Lange 1988). In other word, the               

loading conditions or type of activities determine the knee motion patterns and passive knee              

experiments are not sufficient sources to characterise these patterns (Hill and others 2000;             

Hoshino and Tashman 2012; Johal and others 2005; Koo and Andriacchi 2008; Koo,             

Rylander, Andriacchi 2011; Palmer 2012; Qi and others 2013). Understanding the envelope            

of weight-bearing kinematics of the knee could potentially be applied to assess dynamics and              

functional instabilities at the knee. 

Zeller and co-authors (2003) found that there were mean differences between knee varus             

and valgus motions of the men and women during the single-legged squat. Women moved              

their knee into a valgus posture during the squat, whereas men moved the knee into a varus                 

posture. Although Zeller and co-authors (2003) discussed that this sex difference was likely             

because females have a wider pelvis which alters the angle of the femur with respect to the                 

tibia, they did not investigate this correlation.  

Is the knee kinematics gender-specific, as males and females have different anthropometric            

characteristics in their lower limb architecture and the knee geometry? There is no             

consensus to answer this question. Different studies, for instance, (Malinzak and others            

2001; McLean and others 1999) reported that female knee was in a more extended position               

at ground contact and thus led to the greater ACL loads with respect to the male knee. On                  

the other hand, in another gait cycle study (Sigward and Powers 2006) that male and female                

athletes performed a side-step cutting exercise, no sex differences in knee kinematics were             

found.  

Besier and co-authors (2005) assessed the patellofemoral joint contact areas in 0, 30 and              

60º of weight-bearing knee flexion in both male and female subjects, using the same MR               

imaging data of this study. Their findings showed that males had greater contact areas than               

females, given that the male’s patella was larger than females. However, normalizing            

patellofemoral joint contact area by patellar height and width eliminated the differences            

between two groups. They showed that patellofemoral joint contact area would increase            

when the joint was exposed to weight-bearing during a squat activity (Besier and others              

2005). 
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Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (Chapter 4) illustrated that sex was a strong categorical predictor variable               

that was highly correlated to the surrogate shape and morphological measures including the             

femur length, the tibia length, and the ankle width. However, the age, the BMI index, the                

pelvis width, the pelvis depth, and the knee width showed no significant mean differences for               

men and women and were invariant. Building a reliable and robust knee kinematic regression              

model requires to explore the training set’s weight-bearing knee behavior, in particular            

alterations between male and female groups. Therefore, this chapter investigated the           

hypothesis of that the loaded 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) tibiofemoral and patellofemoral             

weight-bearing joint kinematics differ for males and females.  

A recent study (Smoger and others 2017) conducted a data-driven statistical modeling            

approach to rapidly estimate the knee joint geometry and kinematics, using dual plane             

fluoroscopy. They successfully illustrated the ability of this approach to capture the            

complexity of the knee joint anatomy, initial alignment, and TF and PF relative motions during               

a squat motion. Comparing to later research, instead of fluoroscopic images, the training set              

in this study comprised of the low-resolution weight-bearing MRIs that require to be             

segmented and mesh developing and estimating kinematics. Here the workflow that used to             

estimate subject-specific bone-cartilage SSMs (Chapters 3 and 4) was further developed to            

estimate knee kinematics from sparse weight-bearing MR imaging data.  

The purpose of this chapter was to develop a workflow to rapidly estimate and describe               

patellofemoral and tibiofemoral weight-bearing kinematics (relative bone positions and         

orientations with respect to each other) from sparse MR imaging data. Ideally this method will               

automatically estimate the location of the TF and PF joint articular contact at 0, 30 and 60º of                  

loaded knee flexion, respectively.  

Estimation of knee kinematics was conducted by fitting the 3D knee bone models (generated              

in Chapter 3) to the MRI segmentations at different knee flexion and then calculating the               

kinematics. It would be critical to evaluate the consistency of the workflow to estimate the               

subject-specific knee kinematics from weight-bearing MR imaging data. To perform this, each            

subject-specific 3D knee model (from Chapter 3) was rigidly fitted to weight-bearing MRI             

segmentations of 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion, respectively, to estimate the same knee               

kinematics. Therefore, it was also hypothesised that “there is no statistically significant            

difference within those estimations”.  
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5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Data 

The 3D knee models generated from Chapter 3 form the basis of the dataset used in this                 

study. As such, we refer the reader to section 3.2.2, which describes the experimental data               

used for this study. MR imaging data for this study were collected from a previous study                

(Besier, Gold and others 2005; Besier and others 2005). For the sake of completeness, the               

imaging methods and participants are described below. 

 

5.2.2 Weight-Bearing MRIs 

Static upright weight-bearing MR images of the knee joint while subjects maintain a standing              

or squatting posture were taken by using a custom-built MR-compatible backrest [figure 5.1].             

For loading condition and other technical details see (Besier and others 2005). Images were              

acquired with the knee joint at approximately full extension (0ºs), 30º and 60º of flexion. The                

angle of knee flexion was measured with a goniometer.  

 

Figure 5.1. A custom, MR compatible rig was constructed to take weight-bearing MRI images              

within the Signa 0.5T SP open MRI scanner (A), backrest illustrating adjustable toggle to              

facilitate unloaded and loaded conditions (B) (Besier and others 2005). 
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5.2.3 Segmentation 

A semi-automated python script was developed to detect the bone and cartilage boundaries             

on each MR image. Figure 5.2 shows the steps of segmentation including (1) the bone and                

cartilage boundary detection, (2) refine the boundary lines and (3) extracting 3D points.  

Due to the low field strength of the magnet, and the need to rapidly collect the images under                  

weight-bearing conditions, the MR image quality was compromised in term of spatial            

resolution and contrast (FOV = 20 cm x 20 cm, matrix dimension = 256 x 160, and slice                  

thickness = 2mm). Some images also suffered from visible motion artefact. The reduced             

imaging volume and focus on the patellofemoral joint meant that tibia and femur diaphysis              

and most medial and lateral volumes of the joint were not captured.  

 

Figure 5.2. A python script was developed to segment and extract the 3D point-cloud of               

bone-cartilage surface from MR scans. The core functions of the python code included             

OpenCV Gaussian and K-means masks and Canny edge detection filters. For more            

information see (Lourenco and others 2012).  

 

5.2.4 Fitting and reconstructing of bone surface meshes 

In the first fitting process, 3D segmentation of each bone surface including its relative              

articular cartilage surface was used to identify the overlap of patellar and tibial cartilage              

surfaces with femoral articular surfaces. First the femur, tibia, and patella bone SSMs of each               

subject fitted to the weight-bearing segmentations at three flexion angles (0, 30, and 60º) and               

then the overlap area and its geometric centroids detected through running a python script,              
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using the cKDTree.query Scipy algorithm to find the closest points on each pair of meshes               
11

with a maximum distance of the mesh discretisation. Before running the algorithm, the bone              

shape must be visually translated to a roughly close position to the segmentation, through              

applying a manual transformation matrix. This step takes some time, although it can be              

automated later through optimisation. The K Mean algorithm then used to cluster the 3D              
12

coordinates of contact area into at least two clusters based on Euclidean distance of the               13

points iteratively. Centre of each cluster calculated and projected into the mesh nodal points              

and recorded as a centre of contact. Thus, if the contact area is big, then we have two points                   

that declare the direction and peach contact points, if the area is small, then two points are                 

close and can be considered as one. No contact situation also added to the algorithm by                

defining normal vectors at the central points and calculating the sign of projection vectors into               

the normal vector.  

Following our research goal, we needed to establish an accurate body fixed anatomical             

coordinate system (ACS) for each bony structure, femur, tibia-fibula, and patella, and then             

defining TF and PF joint coordinate systems. To perform this, each bone SSM was refitted to                

the bone surface without its articular cartilage surface. The cartilage thickness for all cartilage              

material points (MPTs) had already been obtained from non-weight-bearing using high           

resolution MR imaging data (chapter 3, section 3.2.4). Next, the PC fitting conducted using              

the bone SSMs to reconstruct each bone mesh surface. First four principal components             

(retaining about %95 of variations) were fitted to data. 

  

11 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.spatial.cKDTree.html  

12 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html  

13 Dividing geometrical data into its subsets can be performed using different techniques. K-means and               
probabilistic clustering technique are two well known and popular ones to cluster geometrical data.              
K-means technique accepted here due to overfitting resulted from probabilistic technique and given             
number of centroid points (Berkhin 2006, pp. 25-71) to determine the peak medial and lateral contact                
areas at tibia plateau .  
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 0º of flexion 30º of flexion 60º of flexion 

Subject # 2 

(female) 

 
  

Subject # 4 

(male) 

 
  

Subject # 46 

(male) 

   

 

Figure 5.3. Open MRI scans were segmented to generate data for further analysis. Figures              

show sparse 3D samples of imaging data after segmentation. 
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5.2.5 Estimation of contact area  

In previous studies the contact area was manually segmented from MRI images. However,             

this technique is subject to the resolution and thickness of the successive scans. We need an                

automated method to detect the contact areas. Figure [5.4] is a schematic of our algorithm               

that rapidly estimated the contact areas, directly extracting from reconstructed knee joint            

structures. As described in previous section, K Mean algorithm used to cluster points into two               

cluster and then geometrical centroid of each cluster of contact points calculated and             

considered as the lowest contact points (Smoger and others 2015) at medial and lateral tibial               

cartilage patches and patellar cartilage patches. 

 

WB MRI segmentations 
 

Bone registration and PC fitting Estimated TF and PF    
contact areas 

 

Figure 5.4. Estimating TF and PF contact areas after PC fitting of patient’s statistical shape               

models (SSMs) of lower limb bones. Knee joint geometry was reconstructed from            

weight-bearing MRIs at 60º of flexion. Principal components (PCs) that represented           

maximum variations in femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bones were iteratively fitted to the             

segmentations, correspondingly. Next, the overlap points of patella and femur meshes           

(magenta spherical points) as well as tibia and femur meshes (yellow spherical points) were              

detected and recorded as a contact area.  
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5.2.6 Estimation of knee kinematics 

To describe the 6DOF tibiofemoral and patellofemoral motions at a flexion angle, the             

coordinate systems of patella, tibia and femur bones were established as described in             

(Grood and Suntay 1983). Figure [5.6] shows both joints axes of rotations.  

Previous shape models (using mean shape and principal components) of femur, fibula-tibia,            

and patella bones fitted to each relative segmentation to generate surface mesh of each              

bone. Fixed body coordinate systems and joint coordinate system were applied to define             

each knee anatomical coordinate system, using anatomical landmarks (chapter 4). The           

femur bone was assumed to be fixed. The midpoint of a line that connects the lateral and                 

medial femoral epicondylar ridge points was defined as the knee centre. The centre of the               

tibia plateau and patella centre also calculated and their relative motions to the knee centre               

were calculated.  

 

Figure 5.5. From left to right: (1) MRI segmentation including partial distal femoral shaft and               

its articular cartilage surface, (2) fitted femur to the segmentation to estimate contact area              

and condylar centre of pressure, (3) remove the cartilage section, (4) adding cartilage             

subchondral nodals obtained from high resolution MRI, and (5) refitting the shape model to              

the combined segmentation to generate the bone mesh surface.  
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Figure 5.6. Reconstructed patellofemoral (left) and tibiofemoral (right) joints ACS for subject            

no. 46 at 60º of flexion. Bones were already fitted to the subchondral articular cartilage and                

bone material points. 

 

The computational time taken to complete the bone reconstruction was recorded (a single             

CPU with 2.6 GHz processor).  

 

5.2.7 Statistical analyses 

Correlations between flexion angles of the knee and bone positions and orientations can be              

described by using high order polynomial equations, however, to avoid overfitting of data and              

keeping the comparability characteristics of the fitted profiles with previous studies, quadratic            

equations was chosen to represent the data patterns (Arlinghaus 1994). For each curve the              

coefficients of the quadratic equation are reported for males and females, respectively.            

Coefficient of determination also was calculated for each set and reported, to assess             

repeatability of the predicted kinematics using a slightly different models. It must be noted              

that our data source was limited to MR imaging data at three flexion angles (0, 30, and 60º),                  

which will result in a fit susceptible to error. This problem will remain till we extend our data                  

source to less intervals of the image acquisition such as every 10º of the knee flexion from                 
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full extension to the deep flexion. To build a reliable kinematics prediction model (Chapter 6),               

we will use the exact estimated kinematics, not the quadratic curve-fitted data.  

Estimations of knee kinematics for males and females were assessed using the Welch's             

T-test to assess the equality of two samples means (Kanji 2006). Equal variances were not               

assumed.  

 

5.2.8 Validation 

A validation framework was designed to test the consistency of our workflow and estimate to               

what extent the workflow will generate the same kinematics on repeated bone reconstruction             

processes and from different MRI segmentations of each subject. These together determines            

robustness and predictability power i.e. validity and reliability of our workflow.  

The workflow presented thus far uses a computational knee model fitted to high resolution              

segmented MRIs. To evaluate the robustness of the workflow, a specific assessment            

framework as described in Figure 5.7 was used. A passive subject-specific computational            

knee model (Chapter 3) was separately fitted to his/her weight-bearing MRI segmentations in             

0, 30, and 60º of knee flexion, creating three corresponding subject-specific PC fitted bone              

models (M1, M2, and M3). In the next step, M1, M2, and M3 bone models were rigidly fitted                  

to non-corresponding MRI segmentations (e.i. M1 was rigidly fitted to the segmentations of             

30 and 60º, respectively). Root mean square (RMS) error between each series of             

reconstructed bones (e.i. M3 model, M2-to-WB30d, and M4-to-WB30d) was calculated. The           

framework was conducted on whole femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone models and then on              

partial bone models including proximal tibia, distal femur, and patella.  

The kinematics estimations from each series of the bone models were compared using             

one-way ANOVA tests to analyse the hypothesis of: “there is no statistically significant             

difference between estimations of knee kinematics using knee models fitted to WB MR             

imaging data at 0, 30, and 60º of knee flexion, respectively”. 
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Figure 5.7. A framework to test robustness of our workflow to estimate the relative knee bone                

positions and orientations. M1, M2, and M3 are reconstructed lower limb bone models,             

through pc fitting processes. These models then rigidly fitted to another weight-bearing MR             

imaging data. M3-to WB0d, for instance, refers to fitting the model M3, which can be femur,                

tibia-fibula, or patella model, to weight-bearing MRI data at 0º of the same subject.  

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 PC fitting errors of bone reconstructions 

Figure 5.8 and table 5.1 show the RMS error of bone reconstruction from MR imaging data                

for all subjects. The mean RMS error for all subjects was 1.99 ± 0.21 mm. As it can see                   

reconstruction of the femur bone had the most error, followed by tibia and patella and no                

significant difference in RMS error between 0º, 30º and 60º. Furthermore, it shows that the               

workflow was able to estimate almost the same knee shape from different weight bearing              

scans of one subject.  
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Figure 5.8. PC fitting of the femur showed higher RMS error than the tibia and patella bones.                 

The graph includes the mean RMS of bone reconstructions and their relative positive             

standard deviation bar for each bone at 0 º, 30 º and 60º of flexion.  

 

Table 5.1. Knee bone surface geometries were reconstructed from weight bearing MRI data             

at 0, 30 and 60º flexion. Values in the table represent the RMS error (mm) for each bone                  

separately. The average, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation (SD) presented at the            

end of the table.  
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5.3.2 Estimated equations of weight-bearing knee kinematics 

5.3.2.1 Tibia bone position 

The tibia anterior-posterior (AP), medial-lateral (ML) and superior-inferior (SI) translations          

with respect to the knee centre are presented in figure [5.9]. Tibia translated anteriorly with               

respect to the knee centre from full extension to about 60º of the knee flexion, although there                 

was not a significant difference in the tibial AP translations for men (13.63 ± 7.73) and                

women (10.96 ± 6.73 mm) (mean ± standard deviation). Quadratic regression lines almost             

perfectly fitted to men (R^2 = 0.905) and women (R^2 = 0.924) AP translation data points                

[Figure 5.9, top].  

While knee flexed to 60º, joint distance was reduced. The tibial SI translation of males (28.53                

± 4.15 mm) was significantly higher than women (21.76 ± 2.68 mm) which can be explained                

by men’s bigger bone dimensions. The variation in both men’s and women’s SI data points               

were high and quadratic lines did not explain the variations meaningfully [Figure 5.9, middle].  

 

5.3.2.2 Tibia bone orientation 

The tibia external-internal (EI) and varus-valgus (VV) rotations with respect to the knee             

centre are presented in figure [5.10]. There was a significant difference in the tibial EI               

rotations for men (13.55 ± 7.47 degree) and women (19.96 ± 5.49 degree) with greater               

external rotation for women. Findings showed that the variability of EI rotations in men and               

women were high as the percentage R^2 were very low and fitted quadratic lines were not                

useful.  

The tibial VV rotations for men (0.24± 2.13 degree) were lower than women (1.80 ± 3.35                

degree). Considering the men’s and women’s R^2, the VV rotations in both groups indicated              

a subject-specific variability in the population and fitted quadratic lines were not useful.  
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Figure 5.9. Tibia anterior-posterior, superior-inferior and lateral-medial translations for men          

and women in a range of knee flexion, from full extension to about 60º. Yellow dashed lines                 

show the line fitted to each individual data. Statistics at the top graph shows the mean                

difference of male and female groups, coefficient determinations (R^2) show the variation in             

the data points explained by the fitted quadratic lines.  
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Figure 5.10. Tibial varus-valgus (adduction-abduction) and internal-external rotations with         

respect to the knee centre has been shown in left and right graphs, respectively. Yellow               

dashed lines show the line fitted to each individual data. Statistics at the top graph shows the                 

mean difference of male and female groups, coefficient determinations (R^2) show the            

variation in the data points explained by the fitted quadratic lines.  

 

5.3.2.3 Patella bone position 

The patella with respect to the knee centre moved posteriorly while knee flexed to 60º. There                

was not a significant difference (p>0.05) in the patellar AP translations for men (29.53 ± 7.07                

mm) and women (26.87 ± 5.11 mm). AP data points were represented by the fitted quadratic                

lines properly, with 0.82 and 0.74 coefficients of determination for men and women,             

respectively.  

The patella translated superiorly with respect to the knee centre and there was no significant               

difference in patellar SI translations for men (10.80 ± 7.82) and women (9.00 ± 6.20). The                

quadratic fitted lines retained significant variations of SI translations for men (R^2 = 0.81) and               

women (R^2 = 0.66). The patella translated medially in the beginning of the flexion cycle up                

to 30º and then started to move laterally. The patellar ML translations for men (6.33 ± 2.40                 

mm) were significantly higher than women (4.56 ± 2.05 mm). However, the quadratic fitted              

lines did not retain significant variations in patellar ML translations for men (R^2=0.10) and              

women (R^2=0.06).  
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Figure 5.11. Patella anterior-posterior (left), proximal-distal (middle) and lateral-medial (right)          

translations with respect to the femoral knee centre have been shown, respectively. Yellow             

dashed lines show the line fitted to each individual data. Statistics at the top graph shows the                 

mean difference of male and female groups, coefficient determinations (R^2) show the            

variation in the data points explained by the fitted quadratic lines.  
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5.3.2.4 Patella orientation 

Patella slightly tilted laterally from 0 to 60º of knee flexion. Patellar medial tilt for women                

(-9.27 ± 3.81 degree) was significantly higher than men (-11.76 ± 5.37 degree). However, the               

quadratic fitted lines did not capture significant variations in patellar medial tilt for men (R^2               

=0.06) and women (R^2 = 0.03). There was no significant difference in patellar external spin               

for men (-9.14 ± 12.90) and women (-13.32 ± 8.20). Explained variation by the quadratic               

fitted lines were not significant for men (0.03) and women (0.10). T-Student test results              

indicated that there was not a significant difference in the patellar flexion during the knee               

flexion for men (13 ± 14 degree) and women (14 ± 14 degree). The quadratic fitted lines                 

explained the variation in the patellar FE with respect to knee flexion very well, with a R^2 for                  

men of 0.92 and for women of 0.86. 
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Figure 5.12. Male and female patella medial tilt (top-left), internal-external (top-right) and            

patellar flexion (bottom) rotations have been shown. Yellow dashed lines show the line fitted              

to each individual data. Statistics at the top graph shows the mean difference of male and                

female groups, coefficient determinations (R^2) show the variation in the data points            

explained by the fitted quadratic lines.  
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5.3.3 Tibiofemoral and patellofemoral articular contacts 

The overlapping segmented point clouds identified as patella and femur articular cartilage            

layers were used to calculate the joint contact area and contact centroids. Figures [5.13],              

[5,14], and [5.15] illustrate contact centroids at 0, 30 and 60º of weight-bearing knee flexion.  

Patellar contact at 0º weight-bearing knee flexion was mostly inferior and gradually moved             

superiorly. Contact pressure at 60º appeared at both medial and lateral sides with more              

frequency of lateral side.  

The contact area on tibia plateau moved posteriorly from full knee extension to about 60º of                

weight bearing knee flexion. The femur at weight bearing MRI had rotated laterally which              

means a pivotal role in medial side and sliding/gliding role in lateral side (at the medial side,                 

points are concentrated at the centre of the condyle but at the lateral side they moved                

posteriorly).  

 

Figure 5.13. Tibial (left) and patellar (right) centres of contact areas at 0 º, 30 º and 60º of                   

flexion for all subjects.  
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5.3.3.1 Contact centres on cartilage thickness maps: 

 

Figure 5.14. Males and females patellar contact centroid points on cartilage thickness map             

has been shown at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion.  

 

Figure 5.15. Males and females tibial contact centroid points on cartilage thickness map has              

been shown at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion.  
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5.4 Validation results 

5.4.1 RMS errors of PC-fittings 

Following figure shows the mean RMS error calculated for each bone segment of each              

subject. Mean RMS error and its relative standard deviation for the patella bone mesh was               

significantly low (0.598 -/+ 0.222 mm) for femur bone mesh was the highest (5.716 -/+ 2.274                

mm) and for tibia-fibula bone mesh was in between (3.920 -/+ 1.764 mm). However,              

calculated RMS errors while using partial bone mesh fitting were far lower than using whole               

bone mesh fitting. RMS errors for femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone reconstruction were             

0.81 ± 0.28 mm, 0.86 ± 0.29 mm, and 0.60 ± 0.22 mm, respectively.  

 

Figure 5.16. Femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone meshes were reconstructed from WB MR             

imaging data at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion, using PC fitting. The “whole tibia and femur                  

bone meshes” at full extension were rigidly fitted to WB MRI data at 30 and 60º of flexion.                  

This process was repeated to generate 6 rigidly fitted bone meshes to WB MRI data for each                 

subject and each combination. Average RMS for each bone of each subject was calculated              

and reported in the graph. Error bars are mean standard deviation of RMS error for each                

subject.  
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Figure 5.17. Femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone meshes were reconstructed from WB MR             

imaging data at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion, using PC fitting. The “proximal tibia and distal                  

femur bone meshes” at full extension were rigidly fitted to WB MRI data at 30 and 60º of                  

flexion. This process was repeated to generate 6 rigidly fitted bone meshes to WB MRI data                

for each subject. Average RMS for each bone of each subject was calculated and reported in                

the graph. Error bars are mean standard deviation of RMS error for each subject.  

 

5.4.2 Comparing estimations of the knee kinematics 

The one-way ANOVA test results conducted to compare tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint            

kinematics by three knee models exhibited that there were no significant difference in the              

scores for three models. The relative positions and orientations of the tibia bone with respect               

to the knee centre (femoral intercondylar midpoint) was estimated, using its corresponding            

PC fitted and two other rigid fitted bone models as described before. The mean              

approximations were calculated and reported in figure 5.18. Standard deviation showed as            

error bar. Estimations of the tibiofemoral kinematics using three reconstructed models were            

significantly close, although estimations at 0º of knee flexion showed some degree of             

deviation which is not significantly large (less than 1 mm).  

Similar to the tibiofemoral joint, positions and orientations of the patella bone with respect to               

the knee centre was also estimated. The mean approximations were calculated and reported             

in figure 5.19. Like the tibiofemoral joint kinematics, estimations of all three models were              

significantly close, except for patella medial tilt at 0º of knee flexion.  
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Figure 5.18. Average tibiofemoral joint kinematics estimated from the PC fitted bone model             

and two rigid fitted bone models for each subject. Horizontal axis is flexion angle (degree)               

and vertical axis is either translation or rotation of the TF or PF joint. Points show the average                  

kinematics at 0°, 30° and 60° knee flexion and error bars show the variation within the                

estimations at each point.   
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Figure 5.19. Average patellofemoral joint kinematics estimated from the PC fitted bone model             

and two rigid fitted bone models for each subject. Horizontal axis is flexion angle (degree)               

and vertical axis is either translation or rotation of the TF or PF joint. Points show the average                  

kinematics at 0°, 30° and 60° knee flexion and error bars show the variation within the                

estimations at each point.   
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5.5 Discussion 

The goal of this chapter was to develop and validate a robust tool to reproduce the knee joint                  

geometry from sparse weight-bearing MR imaging data and using it to estimate the             

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral kinematics and contact parameters. This is essential to           

validate computational knee models and practically using them to assess functional           

instabilities at the normal and pathological knee in clinical circumstances.  

The workflow is able to automatically generate knee geometry from sparse weight-bearing            

MR images of 0 º, 30 º, and 60º of knee flexion that were segmented by developing a                  

semi-automated python script.  

Bone Meshes of the knee joint were reconstructed using PC fitting on weight bearing MRIs               

(0, 30, and 60º of flexion) with very low RMS error of 1.99 ± 0.21 mm. The average recorded                   

time for reconstruction of the geometry and further estimations was a few seconds after              

visually determining a rough rigid x, y, and z axis transformations. Manual rotations may be               

repeated several times to properly align the reference mesh with the actual data. The latter               

can be automated by adding visually matching the target and source points, rigid fitting or               

optimisation process in the future work.  

It was hypothesised that there was significant difference in 6 DOF tibiofemoral and             

patellofemoral weight-bearing joint kinematics for males and females. Tibiofemoral and          

patellofemoral joint kinematics were estimated for males and females, respectively. The           

results proved that the tibiofemoral varus-valgus and external-internal rotations were different           

for men and women. It was shown that superior-inferior and medial lateral tibia translations              

also were significantly different for men and women. No significant differences found in             

patellar flexion, external spin, anterior and proximal translations for men and women.            

However, there were a significant difference in patellar medial tilt and lateral            

translations.Considering a small sample of 23 subjects, the findings suggest that the knee 6              

DOF kinematics could be considered sex-specific, however, further investigation is required           

to correlate the estimated kinematics to the bones dimensions. Besier and co-authors (2005)             

showed that a significant difference in the patellofemoral contact area for men and women              

was not present when using the normalised patellar contact area.  

Despite different techniques of kinematics estimation, the estimation ranges of tibiofemoral           

kinematics, in particular for males, were in agreement with Qi and others (2013) that was               

based on dual fluoroscopy of the weight bearing knees belong to 5 males and 2 females.                

Most of males similarly exhibited a sharp increase in internal tibial rotation from full extension               
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to about 30º of knee flexion and then a constant internal rotation to nearly 60º of knee flexion                  

which agreed with (Conditt and others 2004; Qi and others 2013), however, considering             

individual females’ internal tibial rotations demonstrated a less rate of change in their internal              

tibial rotations comparing to the males. This results also mentioned that a sex-based study of               

the internal-external knee rotations would provide more accurate and reliable information           

than combined male and female studies.  

The tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact areas and central points of contact on patellar             

cartilage surface and tibia plateau cartilage surface were estimated. Results demonstrated a            

good agreement with the literature (Ahmed, Burke, Yu 1983; Besier and others 2005;             

Upadhyay and others 2005) on contact area which increased as a function of knee flexion of                

healthy subjects (Ali and others 2016; Besier and others 2005). Patellar contact at 0º              

weight-bearing knee flexion was mostly inferior and gradually traveled superiorly. Contact           

pressure at 60º appeared at both medial and lateral sides with more frequency of lateral side.  

The lateral femoral contact area on tibia plateau translated posteriorly from full knee             

extension to about 60º of weight bearing knee flexion. Femur between full extension and 60º               

of knee flexion rotated laterally which indicated a pivot on the medial condyle and more               

gliding/rolling on the lateral side. This finding is also in agreement with others (Johal and               

others 2005; Hill and others 2000; Iwaki, Pinskerova, Freeman 2000). The estimation of             

tibiofemoral kinematics is similar to a recent dual-fluoroscopy study of the weight-bearing            

knee joint that revealed the locations of the tibiofemoral articular cartilage contact points were              

in the central portion of the medial chamber and in the posterior half of the lateral chamber                 

(Qi and others 2013).  

A framework was designed to test the robustness of our workflow by generating a model               

from one of the three scans available and then fitting this model to the other two scans. Thus,                  

three different knee models were generated for each imaging data set and fitted to another               

imaging data of the same subject. The difference between reconstructed models was less             

than 1 mm in average with 0.2 mm standard deviation. Considering the sparseness and low               

resolution of the MR imaging data, slice thickness, and segmentation error, the RMS error              

was low and it can be concluded that this workflow reproduced the same models from three                

different sparse MRI images, with different FOV and variation of knee flexion angle.  

For further investigation, kinematics estimated by the PC fitted and rigid fitted knee models of               

each MRI data set (0, 30 and 60º of flexion) were compared and ANOVA test used to show                  

the significance of the differences between the estimations. These validation results showed            

no significant difference between the estimations for both patellofemoral and tibiofemoral           
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joints. Further investigation was performed by calculating and showing the standard           

deviations of kinematics predictions.  

It should be noted that the training set was included only 23 subjects at 0, 30 and 60º of knee                    

flexion, therefore, to generalise the research findings the workflow is required to be evaluated              

against a reasonable bigger population. Imaging knee joint at more degrees of flexion, 10°              

increments from full extension to the deep flexion, can dramatically increase the predictability             

of our workflow.  

The calculated RMS error was about 2 mm which limits applications of our workflow,              

however, it can be reduced by adding more input parameters to our workflow. A constant set                

of adjustments such as number of principal components, mesh smoothing factors, error            

tolerance and so forth was applied to simulate the knee geometry, however those             

parameters can be modified to match each individual’s characteristics.  

This study was based on in vivo weight-bearing quasi-static single-legged squatting which            

may differ from neutral knee under normal physiological loads. Investigation of the kinematics             

and articular cartilage contact during dynamic gait cycle will be part of the future work as the                 

knee joint mechanics is loading-dependent. 

In conclusion, assessment of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint kinematics showed that           

this novel workflow is robust and accurate. The tool is capable to reproduce whole knee joint                

by using diversity of medical images. Using this tool, reconstructing the whole joint from              

single x-ray imaging data and estimating knee kinematics from such sparse data will be our               

ultimate goal.  
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Chapter 6 

Predicting weight-bearing kinematics   

using knee shape and anthropometric     

measures 
  

Abstract 

There is an intimate relationship between the form and function of synovial joints, in particular               

the relationship between the shape of the articulating surfaces and the resulting motion of the               

adjacent bones. The current study evaluated the feasibility of using combined knee shape             

and anthropometric measures to predict in vivo tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint           

kinematics captured by weight-bearing MR images at three squatting positions. A PCA was             

performed on bone-cartilage mesh material points, anthropometric parameters, and TF and           

PF joint alignments and magnitude of displacements at 6 DOF between full extension and 60               

degree of flexion. Anthropometric variables and the first 10 PC modes accounted for more              

than 99% of the total variance in the training set, chosen to represent the reduced               

dimensional space of these variables. The shape variation was mostly captured by first to              

fourth PC modes and the variation in kinematics were characterised through fifth PC to tenth               

PC and anthropometrics. Principal Component Regression (PCR) and PLSR models were           

performed to describe complex morphologic and kinematics interactions. The PCR models           

confirmed the importance of anthropometric variables in the predictions of knee kinematics.            

The first four PLSR components retained more than 90% of variations in both shape (and               

anthropometrics) and kinematics and used to generate models for predicting kinematics. The            
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PLSR model reproduced weight-bearing TF and PF kinematics that were previously           

estimated and reported in Chapter 5. According to the cross-validation test, the model             

reproduced knee kinematics with an average RMS error of ~5 mm for translations and 5               

degrees for rotations. Combined shape and anthropometric parameters predicted the AP and            

SI alignment with R2 of 0.73, 0.77 as well as the ML and AP the range of motion with R2 of                     

0.76, 0.51, respectively. This model also explained variance in patellofemoral kinematics           

including anterior-posterior alignment (69%), superior-inferior alignment (74%) and ROM         

(81%), and patellar spin (80%). These findings indicated that there are significant            

relationships between the joint articulation shape and the knee kinematics. However, a larger             

dataset would obviously improve the predictive capability of the model across a greater             

population. 

 

6.1 Introduction  

Medical imaging using CT or MRI is commonly used to reconstruct bone anatomy and can be                

used to investigate knee joint alignment, when the knee is imaged in different configurations.              

When coupled with dynamic imaging, such as single or biplane fluoroscopy, joint kinematics             

can also be measured (Banks and Hodge 1996; Tsai and others 2010; Li and others 2013).                

The general method used for this approach involves registering a 3D model of the bone to                

match segmented imaging data that identifies the bone boundary. CT imaging is costly and              

may have radiation exposure concern and MR imaging is also expensive and requires             

extensive time for manual image segmentation and model development.  

Statistical shape modelling (SSM) is an alternative technique to construct subject-specific 3D            

models of a bony segment (Rao and others 2013; Zhang and others 2012; Zheng and others                

2006; Zhu and Li 2011). SSM has been integrated with dual-fluoroscopic imaging system             

(Baka and others 2014; Li and others 2014) to investigate the in vivo knee joint kinematics in                 

many clinical examinations.  

Baka and co-authors (Baka and others 2014) successfully used a combined tibiofemoral joint             

SSM and dual-fluoroscopic images to measure kinematics. They constructed the femoral and            

tibial SSM models with RMS error of 1.16 and 1.40 mm respectively, in comparison to the                

CT-based models, and assembled them in a knee SSM model. The knee SSM model was               

shown to closely reproduce the 6 DOF tibiofemoral kinematics captured by CT-based model             

for the same participants (Baka and others 2014).  
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Recent research characterised the relationships between SSM and knee joint kinematic           

variation in a cohort of 20 male cadaveric knees (Smoger and others 2015), demonstrating              

the capability of this technique to characterise the complex anatomic and kinematic            

interactions and present them in a clinically relevant method.  

Here we integrate SSM and anthropometric measures to predict weight-bearing kinematics           

by building partial least squares regression (PLSR) models to characterise the relationship            

between the knee anatomy and weight-bearing knee joint alignment.  

 

6.2 Methods 

This study was performed on 23 bone-cartilage knee joint models [Figure 6.1], which were              

generated from non-weight-bearing high resolution MR images (Chapter 3-4) and          

corresponding anthropometric measures (Chapter 4).  

Two different approaches were used to predict TF and PF joint alignment; principal             

component regression (PCR) and partial least square regression (PLSR). Both methods           
14

deal with ill-conditioned problems such as having too many features with possible            

multicollinearity. Using PCR, the significant variation in predictors (shape and anthropometric           

data) were determined and then correlated to response variables (TF and PF alignment and              

range of motion) by using generalised least square (GLS) regression . Using PLSR,            
15

simultaneous variation directions in both predictors and response variables were studied to            

find the relevant information.  

PCA was performed on: 

● Mesh node coordinates to produce a model of cartilage-bone knee joint shape            

variations (264,012 variables). 

● Weight-bearing femur, tibia-fibula, and patella relative bone positions and orientations          

at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion, representing the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint              

orientations. These estimations (Chapter 5) were mean-centered and placed in each           

column (36 variables).  

● Eleven demographic and anthropometric measures, including: gender, age, weight,         

height, BMI, pelvis-depth, pelvis-width, femur-length, knee-width, tibia-length, and        

14 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cross_decomposition.PLSRegression.html 

15 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/linear_model.html 
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ankle-width to characterise the participants variations (11 variables) to produce a           

morphological model of subjects.  

 

 

Figure 6.1. Training set of 23 specimens used to reconstruct the statistical shape-kinematics             

model. Pictures show knee section of the models that were included the whole femur,              

tibia-fibula and patella bones and all articular cartilage structures. Specimens are           

represented at their non-weight bearing MRI in extended position (mean of 13.81 ± 6.86              

degree of TF flexion). 
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Bone-cartilage meshes were initially aligned to the first participant proximal femoral articular            

bone and cartilage and whole geometries mean normalised (Chapter 4). Three dimensional            

nodal coordinates of each segment were then placed in a data matrix in which the columns                

represented participants knee joints and the rows were x,y, and z coordinates of every node.               

Anthropometric variables were mean-centered and concatenated to the end of each column.            

There was no need to align these parameters as they were invariant to the mesh topology                

and shape. A principal component analysis was initially attempted on the centered data             

matrix, but the simulation did not converge due to memory shortage. As an alternative, an               

incremental principal component via singular value decomposition that retains only the most            
16

significant singular vectors to project the data to a reduced dimensional space, was             

performed on the data matrix. The lower dimensional space of knee shape and             

anthropometric measures were then used to perform further statistical analysis.  

Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to study the relationship between anatomical           

shape and anthropometric measures and knee joint orientation. Considering the results           

reported in Chapter 5, although sex is an indicator/control variable, it was entered as a               

predictor in the PLSR models. In order to predict knee alignment, a GLS regression was               

formulated to correlate the PC scores of the knee shape (bone-cartilage) and anthropometric             

data to TF and PF joint alignment. A coefficient of determination was used as a reliable                

metric to choose the proper models. PLSR was performed on significant PC modes of PCA               

and anthropometric measures to predict TF and PF orientation.  

 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Principal Component Regression (PCR) models 

The statistical model identified relationships between shape and kinematic variation in the            

training set as a series of modes of variation. Figure 6.2 depicts the variance captured by the                 

principal components of four PCA models comprising bone-cartilage knee geometry, 12 DOF            

TF and PF kinematic, anthropometric data, and combined geometry with joint alignment and             

anthropometric data. Although each model can be properly described by using first 3 or 4               

components, the first 10 components of each dataset were considered as lower dimensional             

space,which captured almost 99.87%, 99.86%, 99.99%, and 99.87 % of the total variations in              

16 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.decomposition.IncrementalPCA.html 
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bone-cartilage knee shape, joint alignment and anthropometrics, respectively. Variation in the           

bone-cartilage knee geometry model had a similar distribution to the combined model due to              

high number of features describing knee shape compared to the limited kinematic and             

anthropometric parameters. In the following, the first 10 PC scores of the combined model              

will be utilised as predictors of principal component regression (PCR) and partial least square              

regression (PLSR) models.  

 

Figure 6.2. percentage variance retained by the first 10 principal components of the PCA              

models for the bone-cartilage shape (solid red), kinematics only (solid blue), anthropometrics            

only (solid green) and combined shape and other parameters (dashed black) for 23 knee              

joints. The graph for shape only and combined shape and other parameters were almost              

overlaid.  

 

Table 6.1 presents the correlation coefficients of TF and PF joint alignment (ALT) and range               

of motion (ROM) to the first ten components of the knee shape as well as anthropometric                

variables. Initial alignment correlations were calculated at full standing weight-bearing MR           

images (13.81 ± 6.86 degree of TF flexion). Similar to Smoger and others (2015), range of                

motion (ROM) was defined as difference between the minimum and maximum values in a              

kinematic measure (full standing and around 60º TF flexion).  
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The first four components were major latent factors that preserved variation in the geometry,              

such as size and form of the bone and cartilage structures and they captured limited variation                

in both TF and PF joint ROM and alignment (Table 6.1). The second half of the PC scores                  

were moderately to strongly correlated to kinematic variables, although in the most cases the              

correlation coefficient is not high.  

The first and second PCs were moderately correlated to the patellar external-internal (r =              

0.46) and medial-lateral (r = 0.41) range of motions, respectively. The third PC was              

correlated to tibial anterior-posterior (r = 0.48) range of motion. It also was correlated to               

patellar superior-inferior range of motion (r = 0.44) and patellar tilt (varus-valgus range of              

motion) (r = 0.58). The fourth PC was correlated to patellar external-internal range of motion               

(r = 0.44).  

None of the first 10 PCs were correlated to TF and PF medial-lateral, flexion-extension, and               

internal-external joint alignments. These variations were mostly correlated to anthropometric          

parameters.  

There was no significant correlation between age and TF and PF joint alignment and ROM.               

The model also showed that anthropometric measures of pelvis depth (PD) did not have              

significant link with the TF or PF joint alignment and ROM. These variables were therefore               

removed from our training dataset in further analyses.  

Among anthropometric variables, body mass, height, femur length (FL), tibia length (TL), and             

ankle width (AW) were moderately to highly correlated to most of TF and PF joint alignment                

and ROM (Table 6.1).  

Sex as a nominal variable was excluded from this analysis, however, performing a logistic              

regression to predict the gender of the subjects from kinematics showed a high correlation of               

0.870. 
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Table 6.1. Correlation coefficients between TF and PF joint alignment (Alt) and range of              

motion (ROM) and the first ten principal components of the knee shape and anthropometric              

parameters. Absolute coefficients reported and those more than 0.3 bolded. Anthropometric           

parameters were age, body mass, height (Hht), BMI, pelvis depth (PD), femur length (FL),              

knee width (KW), tibia length (TL), ankle width (AW). 

 

 

Further correlation studies were performed to characterise mutual or coupling TF and PF             

joint alignments and range of motions [Table 6.2]. Results showed that TF and PF joint               

alignments and range of motions were correlated in some aspects.  

Tibiofemoral superior-inferior alignment (TF_SI) and anterior movement of the tibia were           

strongly correlated (r = -0.92); more specifically, as the tibia moved anteriorly, the joint              

distraction reduced. The TF superior-inferior range of motion also showed significant positive            

correlations to flexion-extension (r = 0.64), varus-valgus (r = 0.51) and internal external (r =               

0.58) range of motions. Tibiofemoral flexion and internal-external knee alignments were           

negatively correlated (r = -0.60).  

Patellofemoral anterior-posterior and superior-inferior alignments were highly correlated (r =          

-0.95). Patella spin alignment indicated moderate negative correlations with anterior-posterior          

range of motion (r = -0.61) and superior-inferior alignment (r = -0.53), respectively. 
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TF and PF joint alignments and range of motions were moderately or strongly correlated.              

However, patellar tilt (EI) and TF kinematics were weakly correlated (r=0.42 for TF             

external-internal alignment, r = 0.39 for TF flexion-extension alignment).  

 

Table 6.2. Correlation coefficients between 6 DOF tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint           

alignment (ALT) and range of motion (ROM), respectively. Red numbers indicate the            

significant coefficients.  

 

Three different PCR models were generated to predict TF and PF joint alignment and ROM.               

First, shape (first ten PC modes) were used to predict TF and PF alignment and motions.                

This model revealed that tibiofemoral joint kinematics including anterior-posterior alignment          

and ROM and superior-inferior alignment with adjusted determination coefficients of 0.71,           

0.53, and 0.55 respectively can predicted by the knee shape. Patellofemoral kinematics            

comprised of anterior-posterior alignment, superior-inferior alignment and ROM, patellar spin          

ROM and patellar tilt ROM with adjusted determination coefficients of 0.53, 0.71, 0.59, 0.67,              

and 0.55 respectively can be predicted by knee shape successfully.  
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Table 6.3. Determination coefficients of three PCR models to predict knee alignment (ALT)             

and range of motion (RMO). The first model was performed on PC scores only, the second                

model was performed on anthropometric parameters and the third model was performed on a              

combination of PC scores and anthropometric parameters.  

 

The second PCR model was generated by using anthropometric parameters as predictors            

and showed that these parameters can predict tibiofemoral alignment and patellofemoral           

medial-lateral alignment with adjusted R2 coefficient of 0.56 and 0.59 respectively.  

A third PCR model was developed by using combined shape and anthropometric parameters             

to predict joint alignment. Combined shape and anthropometric parameters predicted the AP            

and SI alignment with R2 of 0.73, 0.77 as well as the ML and AP ROM with R2 of 0.76, 0.51,                     

respectively. This model also explained variance in patellofemoral kinematics including          

anterior-posterior alignment (69%), superior-inferior alignment (74%) and ROM (81%), and          

patellar spin (80%).  

Table 6.4 also shows the determination coefficients of these three models once using the raw               

kinematic values. Comparing the results of this table with the previous shows no major              

difference of the prediction. Increasing the determination coefficients of the combined model            
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with respect to the shape only model showed the importance of anthropometric variables to              

increase the predictability power of the PLSR models.  

The difference of R2 and adjusted R2 in particular negative coefficients show the presence of               

non-significant correlated variables among predictors. These problems will be addressed by           

building PLSR models.  

 

Table 6.4. Determination coefficients of three models for predicting values of knee alignment             

(ALT) and range of motion (RMO) at three flexion angles (0, 30, and 60º of knee flexion)                 

using shape and anthropometric parameters.  
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6.3.2 Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) model  

Two different PLS models were developed by using xyz coordinates of non-WB knee             

bone-cartilage geometries plus anthropometric parameters (264022 variables) and the PC          

scores (non-WB knee shape) plus anthropometric parameters (23 variables). Figure 6.3           

shows the prediction errors of the respective models. The range of produced errors for both               

models are almost the same, except for results of using first PC.  

It should be noted that although both models had similar prediction errors, using shape as a                

predictor was far faster than using xyz coordinates to predict joint alignment and range of               

motion (103.4 millisecond vs 997.2 millisecond on a computer with 2.6 GHz CPU without              

parallelisation).  

 

Figure 6.3. Comparing subject-specific kinematics prediction errors while using (left) raw           

coordinates of non-WB knee bone-cartilage geometries plus anthropometric parameters and          

(right) the PC scores (non-WB knee shape) plus anthropometric parameters. Models           

generated by using first to tenth PLS PC modes. Subjects 40, 41, and 46 obtained maximum                

errors compared to the other subjects. 

 

To choose the best combination of the PLS PC modes, variation explained by the first 20                

components of the PLSR model was calculated, which is shown in the Figure 6.4. 90.6% of                

the total variance in the predictor matrix [X] was explained by the first four PC modes of X                  

(shape and anthropometric measures), comprised of the fractional percentage of 49.2, 17.4,            

19.5, and 4.5%, respectively. The first four PC modes of response variables Y (TF and PF                

kinematics) accounted for 90.2%of the total variance in kinematics matrix including fractional            
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percentage of 42.3, 11.8, 32.2, and 3.9%. Therefore, both predictors and response score             

values can properly be explained by the first four components of each dataset.  

 

 

Figure 6.4. Fraction of retained variance by PLS scores of X and Y matrices.  

 

Further analysis of X and Y score plots indicated a very good fit between predictors and                

response scores. Almost all specimens were properly explained by first pair of X and Y               

components. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients between X and Y scores of the first four              

PCs were statistically significant (alpha = 0.001).  

Figure 6.5 shows the loading plots that graph the coefficients of each variable for the first                

component of X versus the coefficients for its pair Y component. PC # 1 of combined shape                 

and anthropometrics [X] and kinematics [Y] were initially separated/clustered the training set            

based on gender differences. First PCs of X and Y retained the maximum covariance and               

determined an approximate linear relation between X and Y scores. PC # 2 through 6 also                

indicated the linear relationships of X and Y PC scores. Subjects #40, 41 and 46 seemed to                 

be outliers to the model, which could affect the kinematics predictions.  
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Figure 6.5. PLSR score plots of first 6 pairs of PCs showed a good fit of data sets. Pearson                   

correlation coefficients between X and Y scores were calculated and showed high level of              

significance (alpha = 0.001) Blue line shows a fitted regression line to X and Y PC scores.                 

The numbers indicate the participant ID#, with females in green and males in red. 

 

Figure 6.6 demonstrates real data (weight bearing kinematics estimated from MRIs) and            

quadratic lines of predictions of three tibial translations with ± 1.5 standard deviation from              

their mean. All medial-lateral translations were within the mean ±1.5 standard deviation of             
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model predictions, using first four PLS PC modes. Although the variation in anterior-posterior             

and superior-inferior tibial translations in weight-bearing appear high, in particular around 60º            

of flexion, most of the points lie between lower and higher prediction lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Tibiofemoral translations for the first and the fourth principal component modes             

for all specimens. From top: Tibial Medial-Lateral (ML), Tibial Anterior-Posterior (AP), and            

Superior-Inferior (SI) Translations. 
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Figure 6.7 shows weight bearing MRI orientations and quadratic lines of predictions for three              

tibial rotations, which deviated from the mean by ± 1.5 standard deviation. Most data points               

were within the lower and higher boundaries defined by each tibia rotation mean prediction ±               

1.5 standard deviation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7. Tibiofemoral rotations for the first and the fourth principal component modes and              

all specimens. Clockwise from top: Tibial Varus-Valgus (VV), Tibial Flexion-Extension (FE),           

and Tibia External-Internal (EI) rotations. 
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Figure 6.8 shows data points estimated from weight bearing MRIs and quadratic lines of              

predictions for three patellar translations which deviated from the mean by ± 1.5 standard              

deviation. Except for MRI data points at 60º of knee flexion, most of the data points of the                  

patellar translations were laid close or between the lower and higher boundaries defined by              

each patellar translation mean prediction ± 1.5 standard deviation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8. Patellofemoral translations for the first and the fourth principal component modes             

and all specimens. From top: Patella Medial-Lateral (ML), Patella Anterior-Posterior (AP),           

and Patella Superior-Inferior (SI) translations. 
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Figure 6.9 shows data points and quadratic lines of predictions for three patellar rotations              

which deviated from the mean by ± 1.5 standard deviation. Almost all of data points of the                 

patellar rotations were within the lower and higher boundaries defined by each patellar             

rotation mean prediction ± 1.5 standard deviation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9. Patellofemoral rotations for the first and the fourth principal component modes             

and all specimens. From top: Patellar Flexion-Extension (FE), Patellar Spin or Varus-Valgus            

(VV), and Patellar tilt or External-Internal (EI) rotations. 
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6.3.4 Validation  

The predictive capability of the SSM was examined using a leave-one-out test. Findings             

showed the ability of the model to precisely reconstruct the 12 DOF kinematics of the left-out                

subject. Running a leave-one-out cross validation showed that models developed through           

using the first four PLS PC modes was the best statistical model with reasonable prediction               

error. As explained previously, the first four components retained more than 95 percent of              

variations in both X and Y matrices. It should be noted that the variation explained by the first                  

components was not enough to build a significant model (49 and 42% for the predictor and                

response matrices, respectively). 

 

 

Figure 6.10. Normalised leave-one-out cross validation errors captured by using first to ten             

PLS PC modes to predict 12 DOF TF and PF knee kinematics. 

  

Table 6.5 shows the root mean square error of the leave-one-out cross validation, which              

tests the ability of the model to predict the kinematics of the left-out subjects. The best                

predictions belong to tibial AP translation with a mean of 2.32 ± 1.66 mm and tibial VV                 

rotation with mean of 3.62 ± 2.47 degrees. Tibial SI prediction at 60º of knee flexion had the                  

maximum RMS error which can be because of high variation in the training set. Tibia EI                

rotation at 0º of knee flexion also is high and affected the whole RMS error of the prediction.  
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Table 6.5. Root mean square (RMS) cross validation error between real data extracted from              

MR imaging and predictions across all subjects. ML, AP, and SI tibial translations are in               

millimeters and FE, VV and EI tibial rotations are in degrees.  

 

Table 6.6 indicated RMS error of cross validation for the patellofemoral kinematic predictions.             

Predictions of patellar AP translation at 60º flexion with mean of 7.63 ± 4.86 mm and patellar                 

spin (VV) rotation at 0ºs of flexion with 7.25 ± 5.18 degrees were the maximum RMS errors of                  

patellofemoral kinematics predictions.  

 

Table 6.6. Root mean square (RMS) cross validation error between real data extracted from              

MR imaging and predictions across all subjects. ML, AP, and SI patellar translations are in               

millimeters and FE, VV and EI patellar rotations are in degrees.  

 

6.4 Discussion 

The relationship between knee shape, anthropometric measurements, initial alignment, and          

PF and TF motions based on weight-bearing MR imaging data of approximate 0, 30 and 60º                

of knee flexion were studied. PCR and PLSR models demonstrated the ability of characterise              

complex morphologic and kinematics interactions and presented them in a way that provides             
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comprehensive clinical insights and applications. Findings were comparable to prior work           

using image-based knee joint kinematic measurements (Li and others 2014; Smoger and            

others 2015), with the current method allowing in silico examination and prediction of the              

interactions.  

A PCA was performed on bone-cartilage mesh material points, anthropometric parameters,           

and TF and PF joint alignments and range of motions variables. Anthropometric variables             

and the first 10 PC modes which were retained more than 99%of total variance in the training                 

set (including 264,059 variables), chosen to represent the reduced dimensional space of            

these variables. A correlation was performed to characterise links between changes in PCs             

(generated shape), anthropometrics and kinematics. The shape variation was mostly          

captured by early PC modes and most of the variation in kinematics were characterised              

through fifth PC to tenth PC and anthropometrics.  

Three different PCR models were developed to predict kinematics from the shape,            

anthropometrics and combination of both. Increasing determination coefficients of the          

combined model confirmed the importance of anthropometric variables in the predictions of            

TF and PF kinematics.  

Although PCR models could predict kinematics, the PLSR technique was perhaps the most             

useful, after finding significant differences between determination coefficient and the adjusted           

determination coefficients and negative coefficients, which show the presence of          

non-significant variables and collinearity of the variables. PLS regression was not sensitive to             

these problems.  

The explained variance graph showed that first four PLS components retained more than 90              

percent of variations in both shape (and anthropometrics) and kinematics and used to             

generate models for predicting kinematics. Further investigation was conducted by drawing           

score plots that showed a strong correlation between predictors and response PLS modes.             

Three subjects were identified as outliers and removed from further analysis and the final              

PLSR model. To make sure that the issue did not originate from the bone and cartilage mesh                 

generation (Chapter 3-4) from the MRI segmentations, the reconstruction process was           

repeated before adding these subjects to the training set. Additional investigation was also             

conducted and showed that the patella bone of subject #40 was located anteriorly offset from               

femoral cartilage, which may be due to the superior fat pad of this individual; the tibia bone of                  

subject #41 was laterally offset which could be because of image acquisition settings; and              

the femur bone of subject #46 had an abnormal inferior flexion axis (epicondylar axis) relative               
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to the tibial epicondylar axis. These anatomical variations may have contributed in their offset              

joint alignment.  

The trends of TF and PF kinematics also were comparable to previous studies (Li and others                

2014; Smoger and others 2015), although they used different specimens in a different             

method of kinematics estimations. For example, (Smoger and others 2015) used 20 male             

knees but the current study was performed on 23 male and female specimens which              

included whole femur, tibia-fibula, patella bones and their articular cartilage meshes. The            

male knee anatomy and kinematics differed from female specimens and the PC modes that              

represent whole bone-cartilage and their relative positions and orientations were different           

from PC modes for partial bone-cartilage structures and kinematics. Another point is that the              

kinematic data in the benchmark study (Smoger and others 2015) was collected from             

cadaveric experiments but the kinematic data in this study was estimated from in vivo              

weight-bearing MR imaging data.  

It was discussed in chapter 4 (tables 4.1 and 4.2) that sex could be considered as a control                  

variable, as it was strongly correlated to other anthropometric parameters including weight,            

height, femur-length, tibia-length and ankle-width. In chapter 5, section 5.3.2, estimations of            

weight-bearing knee joint kinematics were also presented and discussed in male and female             

categories. These estimations were directly used here into the response (dependent) matrix.            

In chapter 5, it was shown that sex variation was an important factor to predict knee                

kinematics. Furthermore, performing a logistic regression to predict the sex of the subjects             

from kinematics showed a correlation of 0.870. To extend this, we previously discussed that              

males had significantly greater TF joint distraction, male’s tibiae was located more laterally             

with respect to the femur, and female’s tibiae were adducted and externally rotated             

comparing with male’s tibia. It was also shown that male’s patellae were located lateral              

compared to the female’s patellae. Female patellae were also more medially tilted than             

males.  

Here, we included sex in the desire (independent) matrix to predict the knee weight-bearing              

kinematics. Plotting first pairs of PLS components (figure 6.5) depicted sex difference clearly             

as a scaling/control parameter, as females had lower scores with respect to males. It should               

be noted that the desire matrix included all anthropometric parameters and PCs representing             

non-weight-bearing combined bone-cartilage mesh material points. PLS components were         

latent variables representing those complex variables. Further investigation must be          

conducted to show the impact of each of these single variables on final kinematics              
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predictions. Ideally, these analyses would be repeated on a larger cohort to draw conclusions              

across a greater population.  

Increasing sample size and including symptomatic population (increasing variation in data)           

will direct us to investigate internal clusters in our PLSR models. For instance, variable of sex                

appeared to be a good candidate for clustering our subjects into male and female groups as                

described by the first pair PLS components (figure 6.5). Here, our goal is building a               

foundation for the future step of the research and definitely we will investigate these control               

variables in our future work.  

The observed differences in predicted kinematics by the combined model might be related to              

the variations in the geometric surface models developed from weight-bearing MRIs.           

Although the passive shape models were from the same subjects, the image acquisition             

conditions for loaded and unloaded circumstances and technical characteristics of the MR            

images might alter the findings.  

Knee soft tissues constrain the knee joint and affect the kinematics (Baldwin and others              

2009) However, this part of the study did not directly investigate the role of these structures.                

We assumed that the weight-bearing kinematics partly resulted from presence and acting of             

these tissues.  

The PLSR model reproduced weight-bearing TF and PF kinematics that were previously            

estimated and reported in Chapter 5. To assess the predictability of the combined model, a               

cross-validation test was conducted that showed our model was able to reproduce knee             

kinematics with an average RMS error of ~5 mm for translations and 5 degrees for rotations.                

(Smoger and others 2015) reported a cross validation error of 3 mm on average for all DOF.                 

The ability to reconstruct new subjects precisely gives confidence in using the approach in              

larger healthy and pathologic populations.  

This study is limited to the weight-bearing MRI data of three static positions at nearly 0, 30                 

and 60º of a naturally loaded knee. Having the weight-bearing MRIs at closer flexion angle               

intervals (each 10ºs of knee flexion from full extension to at least 90-degree flexion) would               

likely improve the predictions of the model through a larger range of motion.  

In conclusion, the current study evaluated the feasibility of using the combined knee shape              

and anthropometric measures for predicting in vivo tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint           

kinematics captures by weight-bearing MR images at three squatting positions. These           

findings indicate that the PLSR model could do a reasonable job of predicting knee joint               

position and orientation, comparable to those estimated from weight-bearing MRIs.          
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Therefore, an integrated model could hold promise as a clinical tool to predict knee alignment               

from medical imaging data. A larger dataset would obviously improve the predictive capability             

of the model across a greater population.   
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Chapter 7 

Developing a subject-specific finite    

element knee model from a statistical      

shape model 
 

Abstract 

This paper presents a 3D FE knee joint model to estimate cartilage stress and predict knee                

joint kinematics. The model was automatically generated using a statistical shape model and             

predicted kinematics validated against cadaveric experimental data and weight-bearing MRI          

data. High resolution MR imaging data were used to reconstruct the knee geometry of a               

young male using the workflow developed in the previous few chapters. Load-displacement            

laxity profiles of previous cadaveric experiment (Li, Suggs, Gill 2002) were used to initially              

configure and tune the model soft tissues. Weight-bearing MRI of the same subject enabled              

further tuning of the model at 0º, 30º and 60º flexion. Bones, cartilage surfaces, and soft tissue                 

constraints were modelled as rigid body, hyperelastic material, and nonlinear spring           

elements, respectively. Reference strain and stiffness of representative springs were          

optimised against cadaveric experimental data. Comparing the average tibial IE rotational           

and AP translational values of the model with the experiment showed RMS errors of 1.86º               

and 1.06 mm at 0º and 2.51º and 1.27 mm at 90º flexion, respectively, that agreed with                 

(Beidokhti and others 2017). Generating a single load-displacement laxity curve converged in            

model runtime of about 6 minutes on a single CPU. The joint kinematics in response to the                 

external loads were calculated and compared with published experiments. The normal           

stresses and peak contact pressure were estimated for medial and lateral tibiofemoral            
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articular surfaces at weight bearing MRI configurations of 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion. Given 350N               

superiorly-directed load that applied to the tibial centre, maximum cartilage stress at 0º, 30º,              

and 60º flexion was estimated as 5.12, 7.26, and 4.72 MPa, respectively. The process              

developed in this study will be used to evaluate the model reconstructed from statistical              

shape modelling (SSM) (Chapter 4).  

 

7.1 Introduction 

Mathematical (Blankevoort and Huiskes 1996; King 1984; Morrison 1970) and computational           

models (Halloran and others 2005; Li and others 1999; Pena and others 2006) in particular               

finite element (FE) models either with rigid or deformable cartilage materials (Halloran and             

others 2005; Li, Lopez, Rubash 2001) give functional and morphological presentation of            

anatomical structures that provide insight into knee function. These models have the            

potential to provide clinicians with information make informed decisions to improve treatment            

strategies for knee joint disease and injury. Defining motion retraining treatment strategies,            

for instance, to assist patients who suffering from medial knee osteoarthritis (OA) requires             

knowing the subject’s 6DOF tibiofemoral and patellofemoral kinematics, contact forces, and           

stress-strain distribution within the articular cartilage during a dynamic clinical trial such as             

gait cycle.  

Most FE models of the knee joint have been developed to investigate the tibiofemoral or               

patellofemoral joints in isolation, with only a few evaluating the coupled actions of the PF and                

TF joints (Ali and others 2016; Beillas and others 2004; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005; Pena               

and others 2006; Piazza and Delp 2001). Patellofemoral joint disorders such as altered             

patellar articulation contact mechanics, patellar tracking and patellar dislocation has been           

observed in patients with PCL or ACL deficiencies (Nebelung and Wuschech 2005; Van de              

Velde, Samuel K and others 2008; von Eisenhart-Rothe and others 2012). Using a coupled              

tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint model, Ali and co-authors (2016) show how ACL or PCL              

rupture can alter the patellofemoral contact pressure distribution, illustrating the need to            

combine both articulations to understand pathological knee mechanics.  

Explicit finite element analysis of knee mechanics have been reported to be a valuable and               

successful alternative over traditional implicit finite element techniques when simulating          

deformations and contacts simultaneously (Beillas and others 2001). However, a recent           

implicit nonlinear FE solver, FEBio, (Maas and others 2012) was specifically designed for             

applications in biomechanics and offers flexible quasi-static analyses, constitutive models          
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and boundary conditions that are relevant for the human diarthrotic joints (Erdemir 2013).             

Although these analyses may be limited by problems of convergence and the clinical             

applications (Beillas and others 2004). Simplifications of the implicit knee models such as             

using non-linear springs to describe soft tissue constraints can reduce computation time            

(Baldwin and others 2009; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2006). Other simplifications include           

treating the bone as a rigid body if cartilage and contact mechanics are the primary interest                

(since bone is orders of magnitude stiffer than cartilage) (Besier et al., 2005). Elastic              

foundation formulations have also been compared to deformable cartilage elements, if           

contact pressure is the key parameter of interest, providing fast and accurate simulations             

(Fitzpatrick, Baldwin, Rullkoetter 2010; Halloran and others 2005;Fregly, Bei, Sylvester          

2003). These simplifications improve the runtime of a contact simulation (Baldwin and others             

2009). Halloran and co-authors (2005), for example, reported using a rigid elastic foundation             

tibiofemoral contact analysis instead of a deformable analysis, which reduced the CPU run             

time from 6-7 hours to only 10 minutes.  

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, a MAP-Client workflow was introduced as a promising alternative               

method to estimate subject-specific knee geometries in a time frame that is reasonable for              

clinical use (~15 mins). The aim of the present work is to describe and demonstrate the                

feasibility of the FE knee model developed from this predicted geometry for the investigation              

of in vivo knee joint kinematics and contact mechanics. Coupled tibiofemoral and            

patellofemoral kinematics and contact forces were estimated after tuning the FE model            

against in vitro load-displacement laxity profiles. Finally, the model was used to reproduce             

the existing weight-bearing MRI configurations and estimate cartilage contact mechanics.  

 

7.2 Methods 

The FE knee model was developed for a male subject; age: 29 yrs, weight: 76 kg, and                 

height: 176 cm. The MAP-Client workflow for predicting the knee bone-cartilage geometries            

and soft tissues from high resolution MRI image data was described in Chapter 3 and 4 of                 

this thesis. The process of generating the FE knee model is briefly explained for              

completeness below: 
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7.2.1 MAP-Client workflow to generate subject-specific geometry 

MAP-Client workflows were developed to estimate femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bone           

geometries of one subject from his lower limb motion capture data and limited field of view                

(FOV) magnetic resonance images of the knee joint. A statistical shape model of the pelvis               

was fitted to the subject’s anatomical landmarks to predict the pelvis bone and the femoral               

head centre. A statistical shape model of the femur bone was then fitted to match the                

subject’s anatomical landmarks including the hip joint centre (from the pelvis) and lateral and              

medial femoral epicondyles. A similar procedure was used to estimate the tibia-fibula and             

patella bones, using the ankle malleoli and knee centre landmarks. In the next step,              

predicted geometries were fitted to their relative point clouds, digitised from high resolution             

MRIs of his knee joint, to reduce the RMS errors of each prediction.The resulted geometries               

were exported as cubic-lagrange piecewise parametric meshes (Nielsen 1987) for further           

meshing. 

Cartilage thickness for each articular surface was estimated from manual segmentations of            

MR images. In order to reconstruct cartilage volume mesh, a template quad mesh was fitted               

to the area of subchondral cartilage area on each bone surface mesh and then mesh               

material point was extruded along the normal vector with amount of cartilage thickness at              

that point to construct volumetric hexahedral meshes. 

The origin and insertion attachment zones of the major knee ligaments, including the anterior              

and posterior cruciate ligaments (ACL, PCL) and lateral and medial collateral ligaments            

(LCL,MCL) were obtained from the Open-Knee model (Erdemir 2013). Following an initial            

registration, the subject’s MR images were used to visually inspect and locate the zones              

once the subject-specific bone-cartilage model was completed. For the rest of ligament            

attachment zones including the popliteo-fibular ligament (PFL), oblique popliteal ligament          

(OPL), medial and lateral posterior capsule (PCAP), patellar tendon (PT), and lateral and             

medial patellofemoral ligaments (LPFL, MPFL), technical descriptions in previous published          

literature (Baldwin and others 2009; Baldwin and others 2010; LaPrade, Morgan and others             

2007; LaPrade, Engebretsen and others 2007; Morgan and others 2010; Rochcongar and            

others 2016) were primarily used and then their compatibility with individual’s MR images             

visually double checked. Bundles of each ligament were represented as multiple line            

elements and attached to the bone mesh nodal points using the previously defined             

attachment zones.  
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7.2.2 Anatomical coordinate system 

The knee anatomical coordinate system (ACS) has been established for both tibiofemoral            

and patellofemoral joints using anatomical landmarks (Zhang and others 2016) and           

recommendations from literature (Grood and Suntay 1983). An iterative rigid fitting was            

performed to reconstruct the knee joint from distal femur, proximal tibia and fibula and patella               

bones based on the subject’s MR imaging data and segmented point clouds of his knee at                

full extension. As previously described, cartilage layers were added to each bone model             

using material points of the bone meshes. To adjust possible penetrations of cartilage layers,              

a manual python script was developed. The knee joint configurations as fitted to segmented              

data was conserved whilst solving for any initial penetration. Femoral bone cartilage growing             

area was categorised into several partitions with a relevant geometrical centres. Vectors            

were defined with the origin located at each centre and tip at the femoral articulating surface                

material points (MPT) of its corresponding partition. For each femoral cartilage MPT, the             

corresponding closes material point on patellar and tibial articulating cartilage were found            

and projected into the vector. The magnitude of femoral MPT vector and projected tibial and               

patellar MPTs vectors were compared to find the mesh overclosures. The subchondral bone             

mesh that included penetration was adjusted and cartilage surface was iteratively generated            

to get rid of the penetrations.  

Anatomical landmarks were consistently defined on bone meshes and obtained as MPTs.            

Calculation of the knee joint kinematics was formulated into a python script based on Grood               

and Suntay (1983).  

Tibia translations with respect to a fixed femur reference were defined as anterior-posterior             

with a positive translation anteriorly, medial-lateral with a positive translation laterally, and            

superior-inferior with a positive translation superiorly. Tibia rotations were also defined           

around translation axes. Extension-flexion around medial-lateral axis, internal-external        

around superior-inferior axis, and varus-valgus around anterior-posterior axis. Right hand          

rule was applied to define directions.  

Patella translations with respect to a fixed femur reference were also defined like tibia              

translations. Patella rotations were defined as flexion around medial-lateral translation axis,           

spin around anterior-posterior axis, and tilt around superior-inferior axis. 

FEBio (Utah) finite element software was used to solve a series of quasi-static problems.              

FEBio reports the 6DOF displacements of each rigid body, calculating the relative            

displacement of its centre of mass with respect to its initial position. To use this feature of the                  
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FEBio software, first the body-fixed and joint coordinate systems were defined and then the              

tibial centre of mass was changed to be a point between the ACL and PCL tibial attachment                 

zones as described by Grood and Suntay (1983). The patella centre of mass also changed to                

be a geometrical mean point of three anatomical landmarks as described in Chapter 3.              

Therefore, tibia and patella displacement were reported as movement with respect to the             

rigid-body’s centre of mass.  

 

 7.2.3 Meshing and material properties  

PreView software version 1.20.3 of Musculoskeletal Research Laboratories, University of          

Utah was primarily used to define and setup the finite element knee model. The geometry              
17

was included 88,023 nodes, 138,140 faces and 126,573 elements including 27,789           

Hexahedral 8-nodes solid cartilage elements and 98,784 triangle 3-nodes bone shell           

elements. Average volume of the cartilage elements was 0.4 mm3 and average area of              

triangle shell elements was 0.84 mm2. Quality of the mesh was analysed by Mesh Inspector               

package embedded in PreView in which enable to fix either mesh elements distortion or              

negative Jacobians.  

Bundles of major weight-bearing soft tissue ligamentous structures that crossing the knee            

were modelled as uniaxial nonlinear spring elements (as in Baldwin and others 2009; Li and               

others 1999; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005). For constraining the tibiofemoral joint, ligaments            

were ACL, PCL, LCL, MCL, PFL, OPL, and medial and lateral PCAP. For the patellofemoral               

joint as described in (Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2006; Rood and              

others 2015), ligaments were PT, LPFL, and MPFL, and quadriceps muscles tendon (QT)             

force vectors. Table 7.1 shows the ligament’s initial cross-sectional areas and ligament initial             

stiffnesses were accepted from literature (Hansen and others 2006; Li, Suggs, Gill 2002;             

Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005). MPFL and LPFL with cross-sectional areas and linear            

stiffnesses of (28.5 mm2, 42.5 N/mm) and (42.7 mm2,16 N/mm) were modelled as five              

no-compression springs similar to the literature (Beidokhti and others 2017; Criscenti and            

others 2016; Merican and others 2009). 

The lateral and medial meniscii are vital weight-bearing structures of the knee joint. ACL              

tears often are associated with posterior either lateral or medial meniscal root tears,             

illustrating the important functional role of these ligamentous soft tissues of the knee joint              

17 http://mrl.sci.utah.edu  
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(Shelbourne, Roberson, Gray 2011). Lateral and medial meniscus (MINS) were modelled           

using three springs attached to femur and tibia bones (as described in Baldwin and others               

2009; Li and others 1999).  

Femur, tibia-fibula, and patella bones were represented by rigid bodies due to their much              

greater stiffness compared with ligament and cartilage materials (Baldwin and others 2009;            

Beidokhti and others 2017; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005). Because of large deformation            

analysis, the articular cartilage layers were modelled as compressible hyperelastic          

Neo-Hookean material (Bonet and Wood 1997; Maas and others 2012) with a Young’s             

elastic modulus of 18.06 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.42. Contact pressure was estimated              

from both deformable and rigid body cartilage layers.  

 

Table 7.1. The ligament’s initial cross-sectional areas and initial stiffnesses used to setup FE              

model  (Hansen and others 2006; Li, Suggs, Gill 2002). 

Ligament Cross-sectional 
areas (mm2) 

Initial stiffness (N/mm) 

ACL 42 5000 

PCL 60 9000 

LCL 18 2000 

MCL 25 2750 

 

Tibiofemoral and patellofemoral articulations at the cartilage on cartilage were simulated           

using a large displacement frictionless contact; called facet-on-facet sliding contact (Maas           

and others 2012). The femur bone was fixed at 6 DOF, patella and tibia-fibula bones were                

unconstrained in all other translational and rotational directions to simulate static           

displacements.  

The quadriceps muscle force vectors including vastus medialis obliquus (VMO), rectus           

femoris/vastus intermedius medialis (RF/VIM) and vastus lateralis (VL) components were          

each simulated by applying a constant traction force vectors, acting on patella bone mesh,              

like description of (Ahmed, Burke, Yu 1983; Mesfar and Shirazi-Adl 2005). Quadriceps            

muscles were represented as following traction force vectors: 

RF/VIM vector: F* [sin (0 ), sin (4 ), cos (0 )]º º º  
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VMO vector:     F* [- sin (41 ), sin (0 ), cos (41 )]º º º  

VL vector:         F* [sin (22 ), sin (0 ), cos (22 )]º º º  

 

Three groups of muscles were subjected to constant forces: combined RF/VIM (25N), VMO             

(10N), and VL (5N) used to stabilise the patella during the simulations. It should be noted that                 

these forces were not representative of quadriceps loads during daily activities (Beidokhti            

and others 2017; Farahmand, Sejiavongse, Amis 1998).  

 
The medial and lateral patellofemoral ligament (MPFL, LPFL) as well as the patellar tendon              

(PT) were represented by five parallel elements, respectively (Chapter 3, Figure 3.11). 

Examining isolated human cadaveric tissue revealed measurements of patellar tendon          

modulus, stress and strain at failure that were 340-850 MPa, 65-78 MPa and 0.12-0.16,              

respectively (Butler, Kay, & Stouffer, 1986; Flahiff, Brooks, Hollis, Vander Schilden, &            

Nicholas, 1995). Patellar tendon mechanical characteristics are also examined by          

ultrasonography as a non-invasive method which showed higher values for the modulus            

(1.09GPa) and lower values for the stress (30MPa) and strain (0.0685) at failure (Hansen,              

Bojsen-Moller, Aagaard, Kjaer, & Magnusson, 2006). These figures were initially used to tune             

the patellar tendon.  

 

7.2.4 Tuning knee soft tissue constraints 

Ligament mechanical properties of the tibiofemoral joint (reference strain and linear stiffness)            

were adjusted to correspond published experimental passive load-displacement laxity         

profiles (Li, Suggs, Gill 2002) under AP load and IE moment at full extension and 90ºs                

femoral flexion. Figure 7.1 shows a multi-step objective function that was defined to minimise              

root mean squares (RMS) errors between the experiment and the model results. Spring             

load-displacement parameters were considered identical and invariant within ligament         

bundles and were defined as load-curves in the FEBio composed of a non-linear toe and               

linear part split at 0.06 strain (Baldwin and others 2009; Beidokhti and others 2017;              

Blankevoort and Huiskes 1996; Li, Suggs, Gill 2002).  
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Figure 7.1. Objective function illustrating the mechanism of tuning ligament material           

properties including stiffness and initial reference strain of all line elements programmed as a              

Python script. 

 

The tibiofemoral joint was subjected to a series of laxity tests, including AP translations under               

±134N force and IE rotations under ±10 Nm torque at either femoral full extension or 90ºs                

flexion (Baldwin and others 2010). The femur was fixed at 6 DOF and the tibia-fibula was                

unconstrained in other directions.  

Weight-bearing (WB) calibration of the model was also performed. Three computational           

models were reconstructed for the subject from the WB MRIs at 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion                

[Chapter 5]. The optimised ligaments reference strain and stiffness load curves were set and              

an iterative optimisation function was used to keep the model stable in its WB poses while                

the femur was fixed, the tibia was unconstrained at other DOFs than flexion angle and the                

patella was stabilised using passive quadriceps passive loads. Static analysis was conducted            

to calculate contact pressure. In the following, the material properties of the articular surfaces              

were altered to a hyperelastic material property to calculate stress-strain of the cartilage             

layers at WB MRI configurations. Therefore, ligament stiffness and initial reference strain was             

optimised to reach the known TF and PF kinematics (Chapter 5) at 0º, 30º and 60º of knee                  

flexion.  
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7.2.5 Evaluation of contact mechanics 

The impact of the model development on predicted contact mechanics was studied through a              

series of quasi-static FE analyses. The subject-specific FE model was developed to replicate             

three existing WB MRI configurations [Chapter 5] in FEBio software. To quantify the contact              

pressure and cartilage stresses at the knee joint, tibial and patellar articular cartilage meshes              

were defined as a deformable, Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material (Young’s Modulus of 18.6            

MPa, Poisson ratio of 0.42). Femoral cartilage remained as rigid in this step to reduce the                

computational time (number of FE equations for deformable-on-deformable contact was          

86,878 that dropped to 33,329 for deformable-on-rigid contact formulation). The frictionless           

facet-on-facet sliding contacts were defined between patellar and tibial cartilage with femoral            

cartilage surfaces. An auto-penalty method used to adjust the contact formation. The joint             

was in contact with a slight mesh penetration at each WB MRI configuration, however, the               

optimised pre-tension ligaments solved the existing mesh penetrations and then a 350 N             

superior-directed axial load was applied to the tibial centre of mass, while patella kept free to                

move into its stable femoral contact. The femur was fixed, and tibia was constrained at its                

WB flexion angle and unconstrained in other DOFs. The model predicted contact pressure             

distribution map, peak contact pressure and cartilage stresses on patellar and tibial articular             

surfaces as the formulation reached a state of static equilibrium. 

 

7.3 Results  

7.3.1 Validation results 

Following the manual optimisation, the computational knee model and the experimen (Li,            

Suggs, Gill 2002) produced close anterior-posterior (AP) and internal-external (IE)          

load-displacement laxities at 0º and 90º of knee flexion over the load application [Figure 7.2].               

Average tibial rotational and translational RMS error values were 1.86º and 1.06 mm at 0º and                

2.51º and 1.27 mm at 90º flexion, respectively. The optimised values of stiffness and              

reference strain were set to be bounded between ± 3 standard deviation of the figures               

reported in literature. Defining ligaments as non-linear spring elements and bony and            

articular cartilage as rigid materials for generating a single load-displacement laxity curve            
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converged in model run time of about 6 ± 2.06 minutes (using a computer with a single 2.6                  

GHz CPU without parallelisation).  

 

Figure 7.2. The computational knee model and the experiment (Li, Suggs, Gill 2002)             

produced close anterior-posterior tibial translational (TT) (above) and internal-external tibial          

rotational (TR) (bottom) load-displacement laxities at 0º and 90º flexion.  

 

7.3.2 Tibial and patellar Displacements 

The tibial and patellar rotations and translations were calculated with respect to the initial              

positions of their manually chosen centre of mass. The tibial centre translated posteriorly             

from full extension to about 80ºs of the knee flexion. The tibiofemoral joint distance and               

medial-lateral tibial translations were tolerated between ±4º of knee flexion [Figure 7.3,            

above]. The tibia was rotated externally up to 20º flexion and then rotated internally. Nearly               

22º of tibial internal rotation and 7º varus rotation were observed at 80º of knee flexion [Figure                 

7.3, bottom].  

The patellar centre translated posteriorly and inferiorly with respect to its initial position from              

full extension to about 80º of the knee flexion. There was only ±2 degrees of medial-lateral                

movement observed [Figure 7.4, above]. Although the patellar tilt was about ±3 degrees, it              
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was spinned 10º externally from full extension to about 80º of the knee flexion [Figure 7.4,                

bottom].  

 

Figure 7.3. Tibial translations (above) and rotations (bottom) resulted after applying passive            

constant 50 N tibial axial load and 10 Nm tibial flexion torque, patella stabilised by using                

passive load.  

 

Figure 7.4. Patellar translations (above) and rotations (bottom) resulted after applying           

passive constant 50 N tibial axial load and 10 Nm tibial flexion torque. Passive load used to                 

stabilise patella to keep its contact with femur during flexion. 
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7.3.3 Tibial contact pressure 

Figure 7.5 shows the tibial medial and lateral peak contact pressure (MPCP, LPCP).  

 

Figure 7.5. Tibial Medial and Lateral Peak Contact Pressure (MPCP, LPCP) while knee             

traveled from full extension to about 90ºs. A 350 N axial load was proximally applied to the                 

tibia body-fixed coordinate centre while the knee flexed to about 90º by applying 10 Nm               

flexion torque.  

 

In general, peak contact pressure distribution increased during the knee flexion. From full             

extension to about 10º flexion both medial and lateral peak contact pressure increased and              

then remained relatively constant up to about 60º flexion. After 60º flexion the medial peak               

contact pressure (MPCP)  increased comparing to the lateral peak contact pressure (LPCP). 

 

7.3.4 Knee model at weight-bearing MRI 

Figure 7.6 shows the reconstructed knee joint at its passive, 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion. Different                

simulations were conducted to measure peak contact pressures and cartilage stresses based            

on WB MRI settings at about 0º, 30º, and 60º of the knee flexion using either rigid-body or                  

hyperelastic material properties. 
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Figure 7.6. Passive knee joint (Subject #1) was optimised to reproduce the WB MRI              

segmentations at about 0º, 30º and 60º of knee flexion.  

 

Whole bodies including bones and articular surfaces were initially defined as rigid body             

materials and contact pressure maps were simulated for joint at its WB MRI configurations in               

different flexion angles [Figure 7.7]. The medial and lateral contact pressure points translated             

posteriorly. The peak contact pressure at the beginning of the flexion was concentrated at              

lateral tibial condyle, almost equally distributed on both tibial condyles around 30º flexion and              

then gradually moved to the medial tibial condyle. Given 350N axial load that proximally              

exerted to the tibial centre, the contact pressure was reached to its peak magnitude of about                

42.7, 57.2, and 65.3 MPa at weight-bearing MRI data of 0º, 30º and 60º flexion, respectively.  
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Figure 7.7. The optimised fully rigid-body knee model that reproduced weight-bearing MRI            

data of 0º, 30º and 60º flexion and demonstrated the peak contact pressure on tibia and                

patella articular surfaces as a result of exerting 350N superior-directed load to the tibia              

centre.  

 

7.3.5 Cartilage stress at WB MRIs configurations 

To evaluate the model capability of stress-strain simulations, the knee model was brought             

into its WB MRI configuration at 30º flexion and a simple deformable tibial and femoral               

cartilage-on-cartilage contact model was set. To perform this, the bony structures, patella            

cartilage and ligamentous constraints of the knee model were removed. Femur and tibia             

bones were replaced with three rigid-body cubic elements tied to femoral cartilage, medial             

and lateral tibial cartilage, respectively. Tibial bases were fixed, and femoral base was             

prescribed to rotate to about 30º knee flexion and then an axial inferior-directed load applied               

to its centre. Femur was unconstrained at superior-inferior and varus-valgus directions.           

Stress distribution was simulated using FEBio version 2.6.3.  

Figure 7.8 demonstrates the quality of the cartilage meshes that successfully tolerated            

2000N axial load without mesh penetration and negative Jacobians. After manually adjusting            

the FE contact parameters, time run for this simulation was about 2 minutes and 8 seconds.                

Maximum normal stress was 4.34 MPa and maximum shear stress was 2.45 MPa for this               

model.  
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Figure 7.8. Deformed cartilage meshes and the normal (left) and shear stresses at the medial               

compartment of the tibiofemoral joint (PostView Plane Cut used to show the stress             18

distribution).  

  

Figures 7.9 to 7.11 show the peak contact pressure map and the normal stress on the                

tibiofemoral articular surfaces at WB MRI configurations of 0º, 30º, and 60º of the knee flexion,                

respectively. Tibia prescribed to its WB MRI at 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion while unconstrained in                

other 5 DOFs, patella was stabilised by applying constant quadriceps loads and was free to               

move at 6 DOFs, constrained by soft-tissue and allowed to keep contact with the femoral               

cartilage. An incremental axial load of 350N was exerted proximally to the tibial centre. Given               

350N superiorly-directed load that applied to the tibial centre, maximum peak contact and             

normal stresses at 0º, 30º, and 60º of the knee flexion were (12.2, 5.12), (38.5, 7.26), and                 

(29.1, 4.72) MPa, respectively.  

 

18 https://febio.org/postview/  
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Figure 7.9. Stress distribution (MPa) (left) and peak contact pressure distribution (MPa)            

(middle and right) along deformable cartilage layers at WB MRI of 0º flexion. Ligaments did               

not show for the simplification. 

 

 

Figure 7.10. Stress distribution (MPa) (left) and peak contact pressure distribution (MPa)            

(middle and right) along deformable cartilage layers at WB MRI of 30º flexion. Ligaments did               

not show for the simplification. 
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Figure 7.11. Stress distribution (MPa) (left) and peak contact pressure distribution (MPa)            

(middle and right) along deformable cartilage layers at WB MRI of 60º flexion. Ligaments are               

not shown for visualisation purposes. 

 

7.4 Discussions 

FE models require three components: 1) geometry, 2) loads and boundary conditions, and 3)              

material properties. Ideally we have as few parameters as possible to obtain accurate joint              

mechanics. Estimating joint kinematics requires accurate knowledge of shape, estimating          

cartilage stress requires further input, such as loads and BCs and material properties.             

Population models can constrain the solution to get accurate geometry and the methods in              

this thesis, using PLSR, show much promise for this. Our research group is currently testing               

and validating how much subject specificity will alter our FE model outputs.  

It is important to demonstrate that the subject-specific knee geometry that previously            

predicted by the MAP-Client workflow (Chapter 3) is appropriate for building finite element             

analyses to investigate cartilage contact mechanics. Therefore, the main aim of the present             

work was to show the feasibility of the FE knee model developed from the predicted               

geometry allowing to investigate the knee joint kinematics, contact pressure, and cartilage            

stress.  

The knee model developed in this chapter may include errors when generating geometry             

from MR images or choosing material properties of the cartilage. Li and co-authors (Li and               

others 2001) showed that manual segmentation may cause 10 percent variation in predicted             

peak contact stresses in the cartilage. Furthermore, the variations in predicted contact stress             

and stress distribution is sensitive to the variations of Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus.              
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These material properties can alter estimations of the contact stresses in a 20 percent range.               

The effects of these errors on joint tissue mechanics should be evaluated in the next step.  

Comparing the average tibial IE rotational and AP translational values of the model with the               

experiment (Li, Suggs, Gill 2002) showed RMS error values of 1.86º and 1.06 mm at 0º and                 

2.51º and 1.27 mm at 90º flexion, respectively. These figures agree with optimisation RMS              

error ranges reported by (Beidokhti and others 2017). Baldwin and co-authors (2009)            

reported average translational and rotational RMS error values as 0.70 mm and 1.87º at 0º               

femoral flexion, and 0.70 mm and 1.89º at 90º flexion, respectively. In this work the stiffness                

and reference strain for the bundles of each ligament represented by several springs, were              

optimised. Using line element to represent ligament bundles and the attachment zones            

brought some degree of uncertainty to the FE model. Baldwin and co-authors (2009) also              

represented a probabilistic method to reduce the uncertainty about ligament insertion and            

origin attachment zones which can be performed in the next phase of this study. Generating               

a single load-displacement laxity curve converged in model run time of about 6 ± 2.06               

minutes which was in a time range reported by Baldwin and co-authors (2009).             

Weight-bearing validation was only conducted at certain WB MRIs of 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion               

and the model did not use to simulate the whole gait cycle (from full extension to 110º flexion.                  

This part is essential to show the advantage of WB validation of the FE model and can be                  

considered in the next step.  

The normal stresses and peak contact pressure were estimated for medial and lateral             

tibiofemoral articular surfaces at WB MRI configurations of 0º, 30º, and 60º flexion. Given              

350N superiorly-directed load that applied to the tibial centre, maximum peak contact and             

normal stress at 0º, 30º, and 60º of the knee flexion were (12.2, 5.12), (38.5, 7.26), and (29.1,                  

4.72) MPa, respectively.  

The focus of this chapter was to show the tibiofemoral joint kinematics and contact              

mechanics and the patella was only stabilised during the simulations using passive            

quadriceps loads. Simulation of a gait cycle requires patellofemoral joint to be added to the               

FE analysis to investigate the kinematics and the contact mechanics of the knee joint.  

Applying realistic loads exerted by agonist and antagonist muscle groups such as quadriceps             

and hamstrings muscles can be added to the model as the workflow (Chapter 3) can present                

the muscle attachment zones.  

To conclude, a subject-specific FE model of the knee was developed for one subject. The               

model’s ligamentous soft tissue constraints were optimised to reproduce the cadaveric           
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load-displacement laxity profiles. The model then was successfully used to replicate the            

weight-bearing MRI of 0, 30, and 60º of the knee flexion. Passive knee kinematics contact               

pressure and cartilage stresses were estimated. Estimations agreed with the published           

experimental data. In the next step, the process was developed here will be used to generate                

the FE model from statistical shape models (SSMs) as reported in Chapter 4 of this thesis. It                 

will be interesting to compare the subject-specific FE model for each subject and the FE               

model predicted by SSM.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 
 

8.1 Introduction 

This work presents a foundation to combine computational musculoskeletal modelling and           

finite element modelling to investigate joint biomechanics with application to knee diseases.            

A novel framework to rapidly generate a finite element model of the knee is developed that                

comprises of subject-specific anatomy of the bones, cartilage surfaces, and soft tissue of the              

joint, combining data from medical images and motion capture, which are typical of a clinical               

biomechanical study. This work demonstrates the robustness and feasibility of the workflow            

to predict the three-dimensional kinematics of the joint from the resulting anatomical model,             

thus addressing the form-function relationship inherent in the joint mechanics. This           

concluding chapter summarises key findings from the previous chapters and suggests future            

areas of study. Figure 8.1 shows the cohesive story behind this thesis.  

 

8.2 Summary of Results  

A new method was developed to generate a musculoskeletal model, that best-matches            

optical motion capture data and conforms to match segmented medical imaging data. The             

workflow developed in the Chapter three can reconstruct major lower limb bone segments             

(pelvis, femur, tibia, fibula, and patella), knee cartilage volumes and major ligamentous            

constraints of the knee, using only sparse motion capture markers and a 12cm field of view                

MRI scan of the knee. The workflow reconstructed the subject-specific knee finite element             

model within 25 minutes, which is considered an acceptable time frame for clinical use. The               
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accuracy of this new method is comparable to that achieved by a more traditional approach               

of generating meshes directly from segmented MR images. The MAP Client Steps and             

Workflow developed here are publicly available at [https://bitbucket.org/knee-modeling] and         

can be easily adapted to other joints.  

In Chapter four, a statistical shape model of the knee joint was developed, performing a PCA                

on training set of the segmented 3D models (Chapter 3). The final combined bone-cartilage              

knee shape model predicted 97%of the variation in size, morphology, and tibiofemoral and             

patellofemoral joint alignments by its largest five significant principal components. To keep            

the maximum information from the PCA shape model, the first 10 PCs of the combined PCA                

model (retaining about 99 percent of the variation) was accepted as the knee shape model               

and used as a response matrix for the PLSR modelling. As a result, the subject-specific 3D                

knee models were reconstructed from easily measured anthropometric and demographic          

measurements with an accuracy of about 1 mm in geometry, and a mean absolute error               

between 1.7 and 5.8 mm for ML, AP and SI alignments and 1.5 and 7.1 degrees for FE, VV                   

and EI alignments. It remains to be seen how closely these predicted geometries estimate              

joint contact mechanics, compared to a more ‘traditional’ manual segmentation workflow,           

which is planned for the next phase of this work. The simulation time for reconstructing a                

new subject-specific knee shape potentially was about a second which makes our workflow             

close to real-time and feasible for clinical use.  

In Chapter five, a robust tool to reproduce the knee joint geometry from sparse              

weight-bearing MR imaging data was developed and used to estimate the tibiofemoral and             

patellofemoral kinematics. The results suggested that the knee joint kinematics may differ for             

men and women. The tool also exhibited variation of the contact areas as patellar and tibial                

cartilage mesh material points. The robustness and accuracy of the workflow was evaluated             

and showed a consistency in reproducing the same models from three different sparse MRI              

images, with different FOV and variation of knee flexion angle. The workflow so far generates               

higher errors with respect to the literature, however, this is just a foundation of a precise                

workflow. Outcomes of the workflow can be more accurate if the diversity of research              

population will increase and training set will include wider range of flexion angles. 

In Chapter six, PLSR knee models developed that demonstrated the ability of characterise             

complex morphologic and kinematics interactions and presented them in a way that provides             

comprehensive clinical insights and applications. The PLSR model closely produced          

weight-bearing TF and PF kinematics that were previously estimated and reported in chapter             
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five. This integrated model could be used for rapid examination of the knee joint kinematics in                

a clinical motion retraining system. 

In Chapter 7, a 3D FE knee joint model to estimate cartilage stress and predict knee joint                 

kinematics was developed using a statistical shape model and predicted kinematics           

compared against cadaveric experimental data and weight-bearing MRI data. The normal           

stresses and peak contact pressure were estimated for tibiofemoral articular surfaces at            

weight bearing MRI configurations.  

 

Figure 8.1. Cohesive linking of chapters to predict knee biomechanics. A knee statistical             

shape model (SSM) was developed from a training set of 23 individuals. The SSM then used                

to predict geometry and boundary conditions of the joint such as loading and kinematics              

circumstances. A finite element was also developed using the knee SSM to demonstrate the              

capability of resulted model to estimate TF and PF cartilage stress-strain relationships.  

 

8.3 Limitations and Future Work  

The main limitation of this study was the sample size (23 subjects) and homogeneity of the                

research population that included young adults without tibiofemoral pain and OA. Although,            

this sample size was large enough to develop and evaluate our computational workflow and              

modelling, the results cannot be generalised to a greater and symptomatic population.            
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Therefore, a larger dataset would improve the predictive capability of the workflow across a              

greater and diverse population. Furthermore, MR images were manually segmented and           

used to reconstruct subject-specific knee geometries and generate computational models. To           

extend, the accuracy of manual segmentation and how the sparsity of resulted point clouds              

can alter the finite element simulations must be evaluated in the next step.  

As discussed in chapter three, literature data was used to identify ligament and muscle              

attachment zones which brought uncertainty to the model. Extracting the attachment zones            

directly from MR images or performing probabilistic studies to determine the optimised            

ligamentous attachment zones can improve the computational knee models.  

The statistical shape models developed here could be extended to the hip and ankle joints,                

thus providing a generalised tool for investigating lower limb joint mechanics. A PLSR model              

was developed, which is capable of real-time reconstruction of subject-specific bones, knee            

cartilage, soft tissue constraints, and muscle attachments anatomy. Although the SSM model            

predicted the subject-specific anatomy with low RMS error, the range in knee postures under              

in vivo weight bearing conditions could not be predicted with as much accuracy. This might               

be due to the limited training set within the model. The training set included segmentations of                

the prescribed weight-bearing knee MRI at 0, 30 and 60º of knee flexion resulted into               

practical variations captured by the estimation tool. Extending the training set to reduce the              

interval image acquisition, such as every 10ºs will solve this issue. Obtaining kinematic data              

from fluoroscopy would also be useful to infer this form-function relationship. The training set              

should also be increased to include participants of varying age, as our participant cohort was               

skewed to a younger adult population. The interesting take-home message of this chapter is              

that simple anthropometric measurements are good predictors within the PLSR model,           

offering new opportunities to scale and morph computational models to match a new             

participant. More anthropometric parameters and variables such as daily activities and           

lifestyle can be included in the next phase. 

The workflow can reconstruct a three-dimensional knee model (geometry) in a few seconds             

from segmented imaging data but developing its finite element analysis to get tissue             

strain-stress requires at least 25 minutes; tuning the material properties, boundary           

conditions, loads and contact. The successive step of this research is to extend the              

computational models to create a surrogate contact model that includes muscle force            

estimates (Lloyd and Besier 2003). Given an adequate model parameter space it would be              

feasible to predict joint mechanics based on joint kinematic and muscle activation data             

(derived from EMG). Although this approach is a long-term vision, much of the groundwork              

for generating the subject-specific model and building PLSR predictor models has been            
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developed within this thesis. Recent work by others illustrate the feasibility of developing             

surrogate contact models (Eskinazi and Fregly 2015; Eskinazi and Fregly 2016; Lin and             

others 2010; Wu and others 2014). Ideally, this surrogate model will provide a foundation for               

completing the real-time haptic feedback motion retraining workflow illustrated below (figure           

8.2). This part of the framework needs to combine the FE knee model and a rigid body model                  

of the musculoskeletal system using open source modelling software (OpenSim, SimTK.org).           

This work provides an important bridge between these two modelling paradigms, by offering             

consistent and accurate anatomical models for computational modelling.  

 

 

Figure 8.2. Workflow for providing real-time haptic feedback using surrogate contact model            

and novel sensors and actuators . Section inside of the circle shows the subject area of this                
19

thesis. Joint kinematics and muscle forces are estimated by using Inertial sensors (IMU’s)             

(Finch and Besier 2018) that are placed on the lower limb. Surrogate contact model              

estimates the peak contact force or pressure from processing the joint kinematics and             

muscle activations data. A data-driven gait prediction model provides a skin-stretch or            

vibration stimulus (Chen, Haller, Besier 2017) to the subject in real-time to alter his/her gait.  

 

19 Picture accepted from: 

http://www.abi.auckland.ac.nz/en/about/our-research/musculoskeletal-modelling/mss-current-projects.
html  
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As a final word in terms of clinical applications of the work presented in this thesis, our goal                  

of rapidly building the bone-cartilage knee shape model was accomplished. Our           

computational workflow can be used to rapidly generate a rigid body musculoskeletal            

modelling for rehabilitation or motion retraining applications. At the same time, a finite             

element continuum mechanics of subject’s knee joint could be available to study cartilage             

stress-strain in less than 30 minutes without using imaging data. The accuracy of these              

models could be improved by adding more diverse subjects to the training set, in particular               

symptomatic subjects.  

In another case, our population-based knee shape-kinematics models can be used to            

improve the design of a femoral component for total knee arthroplasty. Optimising the shape              

of the trochlear groove can be performed in arthroplasty designs, based on our             

weight-bearing shape-kinematics models, whilst preserving normal knee function.  
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